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Foreward 

The third workshop on the light quark meson spectroscopy was held on 28-29 
February, 1992 at KEK. It aimed at review of studies on the field and survey for fnture 
experiments which will be done not only at KEK bnt also in international collabora
tions. More than forty physicists participated in the workshop. Systematicities of qq 
mesons and estimation of contribution from non-qq exotics with quantitative calcula
tion were stimulating. Contributions of the reports on meson resonances from VENUS 
and TOPAZ were received favorably at the workshop. The recent results reported 
from BES at Beijing on J / * decays, the LASS spectrometer, GAMS-2000 at IHEP 
(Protvino) and GAMS-4000 at CERN were fruitful lor discussions at the workshop. 
The workshop has concluded clearly that studies on meson spectroscopy around and 
below 2 GeV/c 2 are still interesting and promising to search for non-qq mesons as 
well as to understand the systematicities of the qq mesons. More statistics and more 
reliable analyses are strongly desired for experimental data. 

We would like to express our thanks to all the participants for stimulating discus
sions throughout the workshop and particularly to speakers who willingly cooperated 
ns to prepare their manuscripts for early publication of the proceedings. 

Thanks are due to the support by the physics department of KEK. The director 
Prof. S. Iwata kindly arranged it for the workshop. 

Kunio Takamatsu, 
Tsuneaki Tsuru 
Workshop Organisers. 
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Abstract 

Data of the ifte~ system were obtained in the reaction x~p —» JjJT~p at 6.3 GeV/c. 
About 17 K events of nx~ were collected in the mass range 0.8 < Af,T- < 1.8GeV/c2 

and in the range of the momentum transfer sqnared 0.075 < |t'| < 0.60(GeV/c)2. A large 
forward-backward asymmetry was observed around l.ZGeV/c2 in the Gottfried-Jackson 
frame of the nx~ system. A partial wave analysis of the data was performed. A clear 
peak of the D+ wave which is attributed to a2(1320) is observed with an enhancement 
of the P+ wave around l.ZGeV/c2. 
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1. Introduction 

Seaich for meson states with non-qq quantum numbers such as 3pc=0+~, 1 _ + , 2+~ 
and so on have attracted much attention for the recent years[l]. Recently, D p c = l l ~ + 

state has been reported[2] around 1.4 GeV/c 2 of the 7}*° system in the charge exchange 
reaction *~p -> ipr°n at 100 GeV/c by the GAMS collaboration at CER.N-SPS. They 
observed strong forward-backward asymmetry in the Gottfried-Jackson(G-J) frame of 
the iyir° system. A P wave of the JJTT0 system might interfere with the D wave of the 
a2(1320) resonance. The partial wave analysis of the data observed a resonant like en
hancement of the P wave. A meson decaying into jjn-0 with P wave should be a state 
with quantum numbers of 1 _ + which can not be formed by qq. Many theoretical con
siderations and interests[3] have been paid on the result. Apel et al.[4] have studied 
also the same reaction at 40 GeV/c at IHEP(Protvino) preceding the GAMS experi
ment and found no firm evidence for a P wave resonant state in the tfit" system, though 
they observed the large forward-backward asymmetry in the G-J frame of the i]iea system. 

A Primakoff production gives another interesting way to search for 1 1 _ + hybrid 
mesons. Zielinski et al.[5] have studied the coherent production of the x +ir +jr~ sys
tem in 7r+ collisions with nuclei and concluded to exclude the existence of a 11~ + meson 
state with a mass below 1.5 GeV/c2 and a width greater than 20 MeV/c2 provided that 
it couples dominantly to xp. 

Our experiment aims at searching for P wave resonant states of the r)x~ system in 
the diffractive process x~p —> i)ir~ip. The P wave resonance will give quantum numbers 
of IJPG=11 , which corresponds to those oiIJpc—\\~* in the JJJT0 system. We report 
here our experimental results. The partial wave analysis has been completed after the 
workshop. 

2. Experiment 

2.1 Data collection 

Data were collected on the diffractive reaction ir~p —»i;jr-p and if —> 2f at 6.3 GeV/c 
at the KEK 12 GeV Proton Synchrotron. All particles in the final state were detected 
by the BENKEI spectrometer system. A total amount of 2.1 xlO 1 1 ir~'s hit the liquid 
hydrogen target of 24.5 cm length. 1.7 thousand events of the qir~ were obtained in the 
mass range of the ifir~ system, Mv,- between 800 and 1800 MeV/c2 and in the range of 
the momentum transfer squared, |t'| = |t - tm,„[ between 0.075 and 0.60 (GeV/c)2. 

2.2 Detector 

The final state has two charged particles and two 7's. The detector system was the 
same that was used in the experiment [6] which studied meson states in the charge ex
change reaction at KEK, except the H2 target, the vetoing counters around the H2 target, 



0 50 500cm 

Fignre 1: Layont of the spectrometer. W1-W4; stack of two MWPC and fonr drift cham
bers for each. AV1,AV2,TV; lead-scintillator sandwich counters for vetoing charged 
particles and gamma rays. SI, SI', S2, S2', HU, HD, SH; beam defining counters. 
BW1-BW4; MWPC. BV1, BV2; beam veto counters. 

the front scintillation hodoscope counter(Hl) and the front tracking chamber(Wl). The 
negative charged particles(T~'s) emitted in the forward direction were detected by the 
tracking wire chamber systems(Wl-W4), each of which consisted of two multi-wire pro
portional chambers(MWPC) and four drift chambers. Charged particles(recoil protons) 
emitted in large angle were detected by HI and Wl. 

The energy of the gamma rays was measnred with a lead glass converter(AC)(2.5 X 0 ) 
in cross section) and an array of total-absorption lead glass counters(MR)(11.8 X 0 ) . The 
conversion points of gamma rays were measnred with an MWPC of anode and cathodes 
read-ont(W5). The follwing trigger logic was used: [BeamBV-Hl(= 2)-JT2(= 1) ••/V1(> 
2) • AVI • AVI • TV] where JV7 was the number of gamma rays. The plain view of our 
experimental set-up is shown in Fig.l . The detail will be described elsewhere. 

3. Event reconstruction and effective mass spectra 

The 2f effective mass M11 is shown in Fig.2 . The kinematical selection 480< 
M„ <620 MeV/c- was applied for 17, whose region is shown by arrows with long shafts 
in the figure. Arrows with short shafts in the figure also show the r\ control regions, 
events in which are used for estimation of background events of the T)ir~ system. After 
one kinematical constraint 1C) fit to TJ —• 77, the missing-mass squared, M£ against i)*~ 
was obtained and a cut was applied for protons in the range 0.1 < M? < 1.5 (GeV/c2)2. 
Fig.3 shows the distribution of Mj for the r)x~ mass around a2(1320) between 1120 and 
1520 AfeV/c2. After two kinematical constraint (2C) fit to ij —» 77 and the missing mass 
against ir~77, an angular correlation of the recoil proton was examined between the hit 
point of the x-coordinate (the horizontal coordinate) of the recoil proton calculated from 
kinematical values of all other particles and the measnred point on the Hl-hodoscope. 
Fig.4 shows the distribution of the deviation of the angular correlation for the ifK~ mass 

3 
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Figure 2: Digamma mass distribution. Each gamma ray has energy larger than 500 
MeV. Arrows are explained in the text. 
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Figure 3: Missing mass squared distribution against tjx~. Arrows show the selected 
region. 

Deviation Icm) 

Fignre 4: Distribution of the deviation of the angular correlation of the recoil protons 
for 1120 < Mn„- < 1520MeV/c2. Details are described in the text. Arrows show the 
selected region for protons. 

between 1120 and 1520 MeV/c2. Protons are selected in the range of deviation < 7.5 cm, 
which is shown by the arrows in Fig 4 . The effective mass distribution of the iyx~ system 
without acceptance correction is shown with the solid circles for the four-momentum-
transfer-squared |('| between 0.075 and 0.600 (GeV/c) 2 in Fig.5 . The open cides in the 
figure show background events of the i\*~ system which were estimated by the events 
in the r\ control region. A prominent peak is observed around 1.3 GeV/c2 where the 
well-established resonance, a2 exists. A bump around 1 GeV/c2 is insignificant because 
background events are large in the region. 
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Figure 5: Effective mass distribation of the rpr~ system (solid circles) without acceptance 
correction for 0.075 < |t'| < 0.6((7eV/c)2. Open circles show backgrond events of the 
iyn~ system which are estimated by the events in the 77 control regions. 

4. Acceptance correction and forward-backward asymmetry 

An acceptance corrected distribution is given as follows, 

W(M,t,cosOaj,<j>aj) — 2^ tax 4, a 1—T 
~ ei(M,t',coMeGj,<foj) 

where M is a mass of iff-, 8OJ &nd <f>oj are angles of t) in the G-J frame and £ is a 
detection efficiency. Each ZOSOQJ and 4>GJ is divided into 50 bins, e is estimated from the 
ratio of the accepted events to the generated ones calculated by Monte Carlo simulation. 

A forward-backward asymmetry, A?B in the G-J frame is plotted with the mass of 
the 7fK~ in Fig.6, where AFB is calculated as follows, 

0.6 
AFB = I (W(cos9aj) - W(-coseGJ))da»eaj. 

Since statistical ambiguity is rather high in the region of |co«(6)| > 0.8 because of the 
less detection efficiency, only the data of |co*(0)| < 0.8 were used in the calculation of the 
aymmetry. A strong asymmetry is observed in the region between 1.1 and 1.5 GeV/cr. 
The effect may be explained by the existence of odd wave(s) of the t)ir~ system which 
might interfere with the D-wave resonance which is attributed to a2(1320). Contribu
tion to the asymmetry from the non-77 background was examined. No forward-backward 
asymmetry for events of the 77 control region is observed, as is shown in Fig.7. It may 
be worthwhile to note that an optical spark chamber experiment [7] on the TIT" system 
in the jr"p diffractive reaction at ZGS reported a distinct forward-backward asymmetry 
in the cost? distribution in the G-J frame but observed no rapid variation with mass. 

The acceptance corrected \t'\ distributions between 0.075 and 0.6 (GeV/c)2 of |t'| for 
every 100 MeV/c2 bin of the rpT mass are shown in Fig.8. The backgroud contributions 
have already been subtracted. A forward dip structure is observed around the 02(1320) 
mass region. We have parametrized the data in the r/ir" mass region between 1.25 and 
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Fignre 6: A forward-backward asymmetry distribution in the G-J frame of the rpr~ 
system for 0.0 < \co$6Gj\ < 0.8. Data are corrected for the acceptance. 
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Figure 7: A forward-backward asymmetry distribution in the G-J frame of the j/ir 
system for the events of the ij control regions. 

1.35 GeV/c2 using a form , 

£«w-.-*«. 
A slope parameter, B is obtained after fittig to be 6.47 ± 0.5 (GeV/c) 2 , which shows 
a slightly lower value than that obtained in the KK final state [8] at the CERN SPS. 
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Figure 8: Acceptance corrected \t'\ distributions for every 100 MeV/c2 bin of the ifit~ 
mass. The jfir~ mass regions are indicated in the figure. 
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5. Partial Wave Analysis 

5.1 Fitting procedure 

The partial wave analysis was performed every 35 MeV/c 2 mass bin on the data for 
the regions, 0.075 < \t'\ <0.6 (GeV/c) 2, \co$9\ <1.0 and 882.5<M„,<1582.5 (MeV/c 2). 
The angular distribution of the rpr~ system can be expressed by the production ampli
tudes of the helicity states, 
Ho and if± as follows, 

I ^ ) = % = Wo + H-\2 + \HA2 

where H0 is zero helicity amplitude with unnatural parity exchange of the ryx~ system 
and H± are the ones by natural (+) and unnatural (—) parity exchange with the helicity 
> 1, respectively. Each production amlitude is expanded in the sum of partial amplitudes 
mulitiplied by the D-function as follows, 

fTo = £ (2« + l)*JoZ>{o(*, *»,«), 
1=0 

ff- = E E ( 2 ' + l)i^2Lk.Re{D%(e,4>, 0)), 
(=0 A=l 

H + = E E ( 2 ' + l)^Lx+Im(D['0(e, 4,0)) 
1 = 0 X = l 

where Lx± is the partial amplitude of spin L and helicity A by natural(+) and unnatural(—) 
parity exchange and La is the one of spin L and helicity 0 by unnatural parity exchange. 
The maximum log likelihood method was applied in the fitting of the formulae to the 
distribution. All the iyrc~ events are divided into 50 x 50 angular bins of cos6Gj and 
4>GJ- An expected number of events fi, in each angular bin is estimated with the detection 
efficiency of each angular bin, e(OJ as follows, 

IH = e(ai)-I0(ai) 

where the index,«means the tth angular bin. The expected nnmber of events of the jth 
bin is assumed to obey the poisson distribution. Then, the probability of each angular 
bin F, is denned as follows, 

where n, is the observed number of events of the ith bin. The log livelihood function, 
talcing > over all the angular bins(K), 

K 
logL = ]T logFi 

i=i 

m i maximized by the CERN Program Library routine MDnjIT and the most probable 
set of coefficients £ i ± was obtained. Any wave with spin > 3 or helicity > 2 is ignored 
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in the analysis. So ,-Po, P-, -P+, Do, D- and D+ waves are taken into account in this 
filling, where subscripts, — and + stand for 1— and 1+, respectively. 

5.2 Results 

The results of the partial wave analysis of the ipr~ system in the mass range between 
0.8 and 1.7GeV/c2 are shown in Figs.9 and 10. Fig.9 shows the acceptance corrected 
intensity distribution of the tfit~ system. It is corrected by subtraction of background 
which was estimated from events in the control region of t\. The same is done for each 
partial wave in Figs.l0(a)-(g). An excellent peak is observed around 1.3 GeVf<? in the 
intensity distribution of the D+ wave and a rather small one in that of the Do wave. A 
gloomy spectrum which is consistent with zero is seen in the D_wave. These D wave 
enhancements may be attributed to the well-established state of a2(1320). A large con
tribution of the D+ wave is consistent with dominance of the natural parity exchange 
for the a2 production in the diffractive process.[8] 

In the lower mass region of the 5 0 wave, we may expect intensities due to a0(9S0), 
but the result shows small intensity around 1 GeV/c? and is consistent with zero. The 
events which were observed around 1 GeV/<? in the raw data of the ijx~ system can be 
almost explained by those of the 17 control region. The a0(980) production seems to be 
strongly suppressed in the *"p diffractive process. This is consistent with the result [9] 
of the "»;"jr" mass spectrum from the reaction n~p —> i)*~p, where "17" is determined 
as a missing mass against the ?r_p system. No evidence was found for any resonance 
other than a :(1320). Some intensities of the So wave can be observed in the region over 
1 GeVjcr where 5o(1300)[10] is expected but is not significant in the analysis because of 
large statistical uncertainties. 

A remarkable bump is observed in the P+ wave. A shape of it is similar to that of the 
D+ wave. A phase variation of the D+ wave relative to the P+ wave is almost constant 
in the analysis region as is shown in Fig.11. The P0 wave shows a large bump with 
fairly large errors. A contribution of the P- wave is small and consistent with zero. We 
examined to discard the D- and P- waves in the analysis, confirming that behaviours 
of the partial waves are slightly changed. 

The helicity amplitudes of the unnatural parity exchange produce an ambiguity in 
the solution, i.e. an ambiguity of the eight independent solutions[ll], when S,P and 
D waves are considered in the analysis. Examining the eight solutions, we found that 
intensity distributions as well as phase variations of the unnatural parity exchange waves 
are stable and consistent with one another within their statisitical uncertainties through
out the solutions. There is no ambiguity of amplitude and phase in the solution of the 
natural parity exchange waves except fluctuations of statistical uncertainties which arise 
from ambiguity in the solution of the unnatural parity exchange waves. The variation 
of the intensities of the P0 wave throughout the eight solutions in each mass bin as well 
as the phase variations of it relative to the Z>0 wave is demonstrated, as an examle, in 
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Figure 9: Acceptance corrected intensity distribution of the r\x~ system. The background 
estimated by the events in the tj control regions is subtracted. 

Figs. l2(a) and (b), respectively. 

The Breit-Wigner parameters fitted to the intensity distribution of the D+ wave are 
obtained for eight solutions. The averaged value of them is obtained to be m ( a 2 ) = 
1325.8 ± 5.1 MeV/c? and r ( o 2 ) = 112.2 ± 8.3 M e V / c 2 , which are in good agreement 
with those of the P D G table[12]. 

7. Summary 

The data of JJT~ system in the reaction *~p —> IJT~P have been collected. A strong 
forward-backward asymmetry was observed in the G-J frame of the i p r - system around 
1.3 GeV/c2. The partial wave analysis was performed taking S, P and D waves into 
account. <i2(1320) was observed prominently in the D+ wave. The Breit-Wigner pa
rameters of a2 are obtained for the D+ wave. A clear enhancement of the P+ wave was 
observed around 1.3 GeV/<?. Phase variation of the P+ wave relative to the D+ wave 
shows almost constant behaviour in the analysis region. Intensities of the Sa wave ari> 
small and insignificant in the a 0 (980) mass region. 
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Figure 10: Intensity distributions of partial waves. (a)S0 wave, (b)-P0 wave, (c)P_ wave, 
(d)X>0 wave, (e)P_ wave, (t)P+ wave and (g)X>+ wave. The backgrounds estimated by 
the events in the i) control regions are subtracted. 
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Figure 11: Phase variation of the D+ wave relative to the P + wave. 
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Figure 12: (a) Intensity distributions of the P0 wave, (b) Phase distributions of the 
Po wave. Eight solutions in each 35 MeVjcr bin are plotted adjacently in the relavant 
energy region. Error bars are not indicated in the figures. 
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ai and hi in t h e n~p Charge Exchange Reaction 
K. Ohiai (KEK) 

The manuscript of the talk has not arrived till the deadline for the publication. The 
speaker presented his talk on the experimental resnlts of the E64 and E121 experiments 
at the 12 GeV Proton Synchrotron of KEK. Resonance parameters of aj, hi and BQ pre
sented by him are summarized in the tables below with the result of PWA in the figures, 
in responsibility of the workshop organizers. He also gave the average values over t' 
regions for Breit-Wigner fitting as follows, 

M(a,) = 1121 ± 8 MeV, r(aj) = 239 ± 11 MeV for aj 
and 

M(hi) = 1168 ± 4 MeV, T(hi) = 345 ± 6 MeV for h,. 
Readers can refer details to the articles[l,2]. 

[1] A.Ando et a]., Nnd. Phys. B(Proc.Suppl.)21(1991)98. 
[2] A.Ando et al., submitted to Physics Letters B. 

Table 1 Mass and width of az obtained from the Breit-Wigner fit. Errors 
are statistical ones convoluted with the mass resolution of the spectrometer 
system and show 1.96 times of the standard deviation (95% C.L). 

t'(GeV/c)2 0.00-0.10 0.10-0.25 0.25-0.45 0.45-0.95 

M(MeV) 
T(MeV) 

1319+6 
93±6 

1315±6 
103+6 

1311+6 
99±6 

1335±6 
127±10 

Table 2 Mass and width of hi obtained from the Breit-Wigner and the Bowler model fits. 
The mass region in the fit is 0.88<M<1.40 GeV. Estimation of the errors is the same 
as that in the table 1. 

f (GeV/c)2 0.00-0.10 0.10-0.25 0.25-0.45 0.45-0.95 

Breit-Wigner M(MeV) 1155+7 1178+8 1173+8 
r(MeV) 337±10 364±10 318±17 

Bowler 1 M(MeV) 1153±7 1170+8 1172±10 
T(MeV) 337+10 465±7 320±16 

Bowler 2 M(MeV) 1155±7 U78±7 1173±7 
I"(MeV) 337±9 364±10 318±16 



Table 3 Mass and width of aj obtained from the Breit-Wigner and the Bowler model fits. 
The mass region in the fit is 0.88<M<1.40 GeV. Estimation of the errors is the same 
as that in the table 1. 

f (GeV/c)2 0.00-0.10 0.10-0.25 0.2S-0.45 0.45-0.95 

Breit-Wigner 

Bowler 1 

Bowler 2 

M(MeV) 
r(MeV) 
M(MeV) 
T(MeV) 
M(MeV) 
T(MeV) 

1126±11 1111±16 1119+.15 
251+15 262±40 218+17 
1146±27 1125±13 1114+17 
226±48 278±17 236±69 
1126+13 1126±12 1113+15 
251±51 277±14 235±20 
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Fig.l Intensity distributions(a,c,e,g) and phase 
variations<b,d.f.h) of the 01+pS0+ wave. 
(a)(b) first f region, 0.0£t'<0.1 (GeV/c)2 

(c)(d) second t' region, 0.1£t'<0.25 (GeV/c)2. 
(e)(0 third f region, 0.25<t'<0.45 (GeV/c)2. 
(g)(h) fourth t' region, 0.45St'<0.95 (GeV/c)2 

The solid lines are curves obtained by fitting 
the data with the Brcit-Wigner formula of the 
parameters given in the Table 2. 
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Fig.2 Intensity distributions(a,c,e,g) and phase 
variations(b,d,f,h) of the ll+pSl+ wave. 
(a)(b) first t' region, 0.0<t'<0.1 (GeV)2. 
(c)(d) second t' region, 0.1<t'<0.25 (GeV/c)2. 
(e)(f) third t' region, 0.25£t'<0.45 (GeV/c)2. 
(g)(h) fourth t' region, 0.45St'<0.95 (GeV/c)2. 
The solid lines are curves obtained by fitting 
the data with the Breit-Wigner formula of the 
parameters given in the Table 3. 
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Some comments on a t (1250?) from r -*3;r v decay 

J. MacNaughton and A. Yamaguchi, 

Tohoku University 

Abstract 

Results are presented of a simple Monte-Carlo calculation describing r — Zn v 

decay in terms of the channels r ^ / u f and 3* v, but without a 3* resonance. It is 

found that the resultant distribution has a width quite similar to that of the 

experimental data, but the peak of the distribution lies » 100 MeV higher than is the 

case for the experimental data. A quite brief, superficial overview is given of a t 

production in other reactions. 

1. Introduction 

1.1 Early studies of hadronic reactions — some confusion 

The a, was first found in hadronic reactions in the 1960's but its mass, width and 

even its existence were quite confused for many years. 

1.2 r lepton - clarity? 

Then after the r-lepton was discovered in the mid-1970's its decays were studied 

in detail, and evidence for a, production was found here which seemed to be much 

cleaner than hadronic a, production and which seemed to settle the issue. The answer 
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turned out to be rather surprising—a width of ~ 500 MeV which was quite large. 

People were happy. 

1.3 Remarks on the confusion in hadronic reactions 

1.3.1 Diffractive dissociation (d.d.) 

a, was first seen in d.d. reactions: 

m(3n-) 

The a 2 was *> OK and is not controversial now. The question was: is the a t a 

resonance or a broad low-mass enhancement? 

a, (resonance) 

a2(resonance) 

m(3n) 

a,(part of background) 

(resonance) 

m(3«-) 

If the a, is a resonance, what is its mass and width? In d.d., broad, low-mass peaks are 

almost always seen, and almost none of them are now considered to be due to a single 

broad resonance, although resonant contributions may be present such as a2. It is 

difficult to pin down the properties of the a, in such a case. In many cases peaks ~ 500 

• 



MeV wide near threshold are seen in d.d.; it is ironic that a t is the only case where a 

broad resonance is claimed. Analysis of a x in d.d. is now very sophisticated, but the 

results depend on many assumptions, some of which are pretty far away from 

generally accepted "first principles" —QCD—and thus obtaining a definite answer 

from such reactions may still be hard. 

1.3.2 Strangeness exchange 

In the reaction K~ p —» 2 n x n at 4.2 GeV/c Gavillet et al. [1] find evidence for a 

well-resolved a, peak (fig. 1). Such a clear separation is generally not found 

elsewhere. 
T 1 r 

Fig. 1 3TT effective mass spectrum produced in the reaction K~p—-'Z~!i+n+n~ at 
4.2GeV/c with u<0.7GeVz. The hatched histogram represents the same 
mass spectrum when at least one n + n~ mass combination satisfies 
0.62<m(^ + ff~)<0.88GeV. Curve A shows the expected 2K mass 
distribution when no 3K resonances are introduced. Curve B shows the 
effect of adding the A x and A 2. 

They also find that the quantum numbers correspond to the a ,. The mass, width of 

the "a." peak, the lower mass peak, are 1040±13, 230±50 MeV and are quite well-

is 



defined since the peak is clear—but the values are very different from the currently 

accepted values of 1250,300-500 MeV. It seems to be a clear result.but it is only one 

experiment—a confirmation of the existence of a peak and quantum number 

assignment is desirable. There may well be more than one resonance with "a/' 

quantum numbers with different ones showing up in different reactions. 

1.3.3 Charge exchange 

Dankowych et al. [2] have reported evidence for a, production in7r_p—•3>rnat 

8.4 GeV/c. No clear peak shows up in the mass spectrum alone. The result comes out 

of partial wave analysis (see the other report of J. MacNaughton, this conference for 

some general comments about potential difficulties of partial wave analysis in 

complex reactions.) Here there seems to be difficulties in pinning down the a1 mass, 

width: They find 1240 ±80, 340 ±100 MeV for the mass, width with coherent (Deck

like) background, and a mass value of ~1130 MeV without such a background. The 

results seem to be very sensitive to background, however the understanding of the 

background is far removed from QCD "first principles". Takamatsu et al. [3] have 

similar data for n - p -»3 n n at 8 GeV/c giving an aj mass, width of 1122 ± 17,254 ±11 

MeV. The result is very consistent with Dankowych et al., but not particularly with 

"accepted values" of 1250,350-500MeV. So from hadronic reactions one can conclude 

that it would be nice to find a better way to do it — weak decays ? 

1.4 Back tor decay 

Since hadronic reactions are so confusing since the background plays such an 

important role (except maybe for Gavillet et al. [1]), one was glad to hear that the a, 

had been found in r decay with a rather definite determination of width — which 

turned out to be ~500 MeV — perhaps surprisingly large. 
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r 
But about one year ago one of us heard a talk at KEK where data from 

Cornell—CLEO/CESR was presented, giving recent CESR results. First the 3* mass 

spectrum for r -* 3n v was shown. The speaker said it was ax resonance. Then he 

showed the An mass spectrum in r -* An v. He said it was non-resonant background. 

But the 3K and An spectra appeared to look very similar as they were flashed on the 

screen. In the question period after the talk this was pointed out, and a comparison 

was made between the 3* and An spectra in r •— 3x v and r — An v respectively. The 

speaker agreed that they did look very similar, and it should be considered once again 

why they have such different interpretations. 

2. Simple Monte-Carlo calculation 

A simple Monte-Carlo calculation was made describing the 3n,4n mass spectra 

in r —* 3n v and r -* An v without any 3n or An resonances at all, but with the 

following contributions: 

r-r nnnv 19.7% 
r—*3 n v—* J „ „_ 

I r — pnv 80.3% 

z~* An v 

This simple calculation is more or less phase space. 

A comparison of these results with data from ARGUS (from KEK e + e~ topical 

conference Nov. 1991) is shown in fig. 2. So a 3* mass peak at about 1270 MeVwith 

apparent width of about 400 MeV is expected already from kinematics. But there is 

some difference between the Monte-Carlo calculation and the experimental results. 

The Monte-Carlo predicts an average value in 3K mass of about 1270 MeV, the 1990 

particle data group lists an aL mass of 1250 MeV, but the ARGUS data peaks at -1150 

MeV. For An v the Monte Carlo predicts a An mass spectrum with an average value of 

~1410 MeV with a width of about 300 MeV. There exists a An resonance with 
properties similar to these. 

21) 
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3TIV (Monte Carlo) 

ARGUS experiment 
from Reidenbach, 
KEKe +e" topical 
conference Nov.1991 

i.o \s z.o 2.3 

M(aVl t<S.i>0 

1 1.5 2 2.5 
M ( 3 T I ) (GeV) 

-c -i 4n v (Monte Carlo) 

1 1.5 2 
M ( 4 T I ) (GeV) 

Fig. 2 The 3* mass spectrum frcm r ->3TCU, Argus data (talk of Reidenbach at 
KEK e + e " topical conference, Nov. 1991) compared with the results of our 
simple Monte-Carlo calculation for the ZK mass spectrum in T —'Snv and 
the 4TT mass spectrum in r —4*. The Monte-Carlo calculation is described 
in the text. 

3. Comments 

A description of the angular distributions which would be expected including the 

above channels in r —• 3* v is beyond the scope of this simpleMonte-Carlo calculation. 

It is natural to ask if the angular distributions will contain enough additional 

information to help distinguish between the alternatives of understanding the data 

with/without 3K resonances. In general there still does not seem to be a great deal of 

decisive evidence on the a; question. However the simple Monte-Carlo calculation 

described above, although it reproduces the width of the m 3 i t distribution more or less 



correctly without a 3 i resonance, the peak value lies «=100 MeV higher than is the 

case for the data. We do not know if this difference in position of the peak is sufficient 

to kill the variant without a 3TT resonance. (For the Zn resonant interpretation it 

cannot be a serious difficulty as it can always be cured by shifting the mass value of 

the resonance.) But there does seem still to be some room for doubt that r - , 3 n / has 

really resolved the a, question already. Surprises seem possible — a, mass, width 

could still move considerably — and the number of a t type resonances that are found 

may be a surprise. 

The problem of doing this in r decay is that the r mass is too low to see 

unambiguously a 400 MeV wide peak in the Zn mass spectrum. A cleaner place to 

look might be in beauty (B) decay - where the mass is higher so that a 400 MeV wide 

peak at -1200 MeV should be clearly different from phase space, also here there is no 

diffractive dissociation. Perhaps the beauty factory at KEK might do this? But the 

last word on studies of hadronic reactions has not yet been said — such studies should 

also be continued. In particular, since the result of Gavillet et al. [1] seems to show 

such a clear peak, but is only one experiment, confirmation is highly desirable. 

4. Conclusions 

1. There is evidence for a clear al signal — mass, width 1040 ±13,230 ± 50 MeV in 

K~p -«• 2Knn at 4.2 GeV/c (Gavillet et al. [1]) - confirmation is highly desirable. 

2. The result of a simple Monte-Carlo calculation shows a rather similar shape as 

the 3w mass distribution of r —• 3x v (the same width) with only the channels up 

and nnn, but with no explicit aj, however the peak value disagrees by ~100 

MeV. 

3. A 400 MeV wide a, should be clearly different from phase space in B meson 

(beauty) decay due to higher mass than x — KEK beauty factory? 

4. Study of hadronic reactions should continue — e.g. conclusion 1. 
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Comments on Some Uncertainties in Determination of n-n Phase Shifts 

J. MacNaughton 

Tohoku University 

Abstract 

Some general remarks are made about the difficulties of phase shift analysis of 

*N—» n-N reactions, however the results of such analyses are now well established. Some 

comparison is made with more complicated final states. Many difficulties with one pion 

exchange studies are listed, many of which are well known. Polarization experiments 

are discussed very briefly, and some discussion is given of possible multichannel 

effects—diffractive dissociation in particular. Finally some dreams are listed. 

1. Some general comments on phase shift analysis in nN—»>rN as compared with 

higher multiplicity final states. 

1.1 >rN—*N 

The simplest case of phase shift analysis is search for A, N* resonances using 

reactions such as TTN—»7rN. Some clear, obvious peaks are seen in total cross 

sections—they always turn out to correspond to at least one resonance with about this 

mass and width. (Also in more complicated reactions obvious peaks in mass 

spectra—except for "reflections"—are good indicators of resonance mass and width. 

Other exceptions are broad structures such as diffractive dissociation (d. d.)). For 
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;rN—;rN partial wave analysis has proven itself to be a very useful tool to obtain a great 

deal more information, in particular about resonance properties: 

1) To pin down the spin associated with peaks seen in mass spectra—one peak may 

correspond to a mixture of several resonances. 

2) To find many more resonances than are evident from the mass spectra—a much 

more sensitive technique. But it is also difficult—difficulties arise basically because the 

measured final state is proportional to the amplitude squared, ~|A| 2, where A is an 

amplitude. One would like to analyze A, but one has access only to |Ap, in general it is 

"hard" to go from |A| 2 to A—many ambiguities arise in practice—"hard", but 

possible—perhaps just barely. In addition to angular distributions and cross sections, 

data for polarization of the initial and final state nucleons N are very useful for resolving 

ambiguities. After decades of much hard work, results concerning resonances are pretty 

clear nowadays with known A and N* resonances existing up to the 3Ge V region. 

1.2. Higher multiplicity final states 

For higher multiplicity inelastic reactions the situation is much more difficult: 

here there may be multichannel contributions : e. g. in a+b—'1 + 2 + 3, if we want to 

study the (12) system, there may be contributions from the (13) and (23) systems as 

well—this can be very complicated. 4 body final states are even more complicated. In 

the multichannel environment some of the "lore" of partial wave analysis—the well-

known fact that only low order partial waves are important at low mass—due to 

centrifugal barrier—does not necessarily hold. Counter examples can be found e.g. [ref. 

6,5]. This is so complicated that this kind of complication has been studied very little so 

far (possible exceptions —related to diffractive dissociation —some possible 

demonstration of sensitivity to multichannel effects). Also the amount of available 

experimental information about polarization for such reactions when stable particles 

with spin are involved is limited (there do exist data from a few such experiments which 



have been done quite recently, but there results have generally not yet been included in 

resonance search analyses.) However at least one such analysis has been done[3]. 

2. OPE approach and some of its problems. 

This technique has been used to estimate n - n phase shifts. The basic idea is to 

determine n-x scattering using diagrams such as: 

K 
7T 

p N 

OPE (one pion exchange) techniques have been used in a similar way for the K K system 

as well. 

There are some theoretical problems with this approach which are potentially quite 

severe: 

(1) "Old" one-the reactions are too strong—coupling constants are too large-the 

calculations are restricted to first perturbative terms in regions where perturbation 

theory is not justified. 

(2) "New" one—the best descriptions of strong interactions are in terms of 

QCD-quarks+gluons- it is not obvious that this will lead to justification of such an 

approach as OPE. Can the problems be overcome e. g. by extrapolation to the pion pole? 

We will see below that this does not always solve all the problems. 

Many "practical" problems arise as well. 

(3) The uncorrected model gives many wrong predictions. (This was discovered about 
30 years ago). 
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(4) The need for the introduction of form factors - "minimal" type correction—fixes up 

momentum transfer distributions—but many other problems remain. 

(5) Absorption—after corrections for this are introduced, the predictions are much 

closer to experimental results, but this is generally done in an ad hoc manner. 

(6) Reggeization - presumably needed—Regge cuts? Predictive power? 

(7) Other exchanges—a special case will be mentioned later. 

(8) Polarization of the nucleon 

(9) multichannel effects 

(8) Polarization of the nucleon 

Some comments have been made above about how difficult partial wave analysis is, 

even in simple 2 body reactions. "Recently" some new polarization data have become 

available e.g. for reactions such as n-N—n-̂ N(ref. [1-4]). Original analyses assumed n 

dominance at small momentum transfer and that exchanges with a t type quantum 

numbers were unimportant. But dominance of the exchange of only a single pole, e. g. 

only n, implies no polarization. But polarization is found to be significant, and the 

conclusion is reached that a t type exchange is non-negligible. How much effect this 

would have on such an analysis is unclear to me. There is at least one analysis which in

vestigates this [3], but more such data have become available since that time. 

(9) Multichannel effects 

If not taken into account properly, this can be important—e.g. diffractive 

dissociation (d.d.) has a strong influence here [5,6]. Questions of duality arise so that it 

is, in fact, often unclear as to just how this should be treated. This is related to Deck-type 

interpretations of d. d. - one of the many proposed mechanisms for d.d. There even 

exists some evidence for d. d. interference with the n n system in a potentially 

"unpleasant" way [7-10] as well as in a related reaction [5]. This can be checked by 

comparing results for n*p elastic scattering derived from an OPE approach with known 
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results of real ir +p elastic scattering e. g. by comparing moments. For this e. g. the 

following diagrams may be used: 

K* K" K-

Results of 3 such studies are shown in figs. 1-3. 

< r ; > 

Fig. 1. Data for K + p—jr + p K* (890) from the "world" DST for >r+p moments 

extrapolated to the pion pole. K* is defined as 0.84<MK l r<0.94GeV. The 

curves are real n+p elastic scattering moments calculated from phase shifts. 

Quadratic extrapolations are shown for |t|< 1.0GeV2and |t|<0.4GeV2. 



r 

M(«*p) IGeYI 

Fig. 2. Moments of the ;r +p system from data for K +p->;r +p K* (890) at 12GeV/c. 

The dots represent the unextrapolated values for |t'|<1.0GeV2;.the points at 

the lowest ?r+p mass are the unextrapolated values since the statistics were 

not enough for an extrapolation. The curves are real n-+p elastic scattering 

moments calculated from phase shifts. 
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Fig.3. Moments of the n-+p system from data for K~p—'K_«--n-+p at 4.2GeWc 

extrapolated to the pion pole in a) the helicity frame(s-channel) and b) 

Gottfried-Jackson frame (t-channel). 

Below some comments will be made on these figures. But first we mention something we 

found in our work on this subject years ago, namely that structure in the moments is 

dominated by d. d. (if it is not removed). There is some mention and/or discussion of this 

in [6,5,9]. The underlying reason is simple kinematics : if we think of such diagrams as 

the ones above for production of (n+p) system by OPE in K ± p reactions, for fixed ir +p 

mass and fixed momentum transfer to the 7r+p system there is a linear relation between 

the momentum transfer for production of the TULnn system (K* d. d.—Q production) and 

the decay angular distribution of the n+-p system in the Gottfried-Jackson frame 

(analogous to the formulae given explicitly in [5]). A similar situation holds in several 

cases: 
K* d. d. (Q) and K + p system -\ 

J forKip—K^-tf+p 
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The form e~ A t for d. d. causes the general rise of all moments with increasing mass, 

at lower masses for lower order moments and not until higher masses for higher order 

moments. When studying the n-+p system, there must be some general agreement 

between real n-+p scattering and the estimates of nr+p elastic scattering obtained from 

more complicated final states using an OPE approach —e.g. in K ± p-*K ± / r - ; r + p the 

forward diffractive peak in real >r+p elastic scattering goes approximately like e~ B t 

which corresponds at least roughly to the K ± d. d. (Q) momentum transfer (t) distribution 

which goes like ~ e - c t * ) , and B and C must be at least somewhat similar. If one thinks of 

Deck-type explanations of d. d., one is led naturally to questions of duality, which so far 

as I know are still open. 

Now we return to fig. 1-3. The data for the "world" DST are shown in fig. 1 (ref. 

[11]). The agreement is not bad after extrapolation to the pion pole (fig. 1). Data for 

12GeV/c K+p—'K+IT ~!r+p [12] are reproduced in fig.2. Here there are seen to be 

substantial disagreements remaining even after extrapolation to the pion pole. The 

authors point out that this could be explained as a reflection of the Q bump, a threshold 

enhancement in the KJTX system. From fig 10c of their paper (reproduced here in fig. 4) 

( c ) 

\ 

l l ' l < 11.05 CcV> 
<2!)7fi) 

4wiw, 

M 2 (K ; M n* ) (CeV 2) 

Fig.4. DaliteplotforK +p-K*(890)ff +patl2GeV/cwith|t ' p f f

+l<0.05GeV 2. 

*)Such a form of momentum transfer distribution for the Q is seen experimentally to be a 
rather good approximation and is likely to be expected from a wide variety of different 
theoretical interpretations of diffractive dissociation. 
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which shows a Dalitz plot for the reaction K + p —K*(890) ;r+p at f p n

+ <0.05GeV/c 2 

(where t' + is the difference between the 4-momentum transfer between the incident 

proton and the pn+ system and the kinematical minimum momentum transfer for each 

value of p»r+ invariant mass), it is seen that at very small momentum transfer there is 

abundant production of A + + , Q and virtually nothing else (at least at this statistical 

level-which was one of the highest statistics experiments of the old bubble chamber 

experiments—experiments with much higher statistics would be expected to find some 

events in other regions of the Dalitz plot as well.) Since virtually all of the events above 

the A + + region lie in the Q region (a dynamical effect), the authors are undoubtedly 

correct in ascribing any deviation between the extrapolated x+p moments and real jr+p 

elastic scattering moments to Q production. Now we consider the moments above the 

A + + region. There is expected to be some similarity between the moments in real n + p 

elastic scattering and the extrapolated moments since, as mentioned above, both have 

momentum transfer distributions which have forward peaks approximately of the form 

e - B t and e - c t where B and C are at least rather similar. But as a test of the one pion 

exchange model and a test of the Deck-model type idea after extrapolation to the pion 

pole, it is interesting to ask how well these moments really agree. There is, in fact, as the 

authors of [12] point out, quite large disagreement for pir* mass above 1400MeV, in 

contrast to the results of [11], the former experiment having comparatively large 

statistics at a single energy. This disagreement tends to indicate that even after 

extrapolation to the pion pole a Deck-like interpretation of K + d. d. into K*;r is not 

entirely correct. 

It should also be mentioned that it may be of some interest to consider such an 

analysis in the helicity rather than Gottfried-Jackson frame. The helicity angle in the 

pit* system, for fixed pn* and K + ^ - masses, is linearly related to the mass-squared of 

the K*7t+n- system (this relation being beam-momentum dependent) i. e. the distance 

along the band on the Dalitz plot, whereas for fixed prr* mass and momentum transfer to 



the K+ir+n system, the pn+ decay angle in the Gottfried-Jackson frame is linearly 

related to the momentum transfer to the K + n*n~ system (this relation being beam 

momentum independent). So the strong Q production at this very small momentum 

transfer in a rather narrow band on the Dalitz plot down to pn+ mass just above A + + 

indicates that there may well be quite sharp structures in the p;r + angular distributions 

in the helicity frame due to the shape in K +ff +7r _ mass of the Q, even at these quite low 

n+p masses. (One would probably expect such structures to become sharper as the beam 

energy increases and already for 12GeV/c K + p to be quite sharp as can be seen from fig. 

4.) If these structures are indeed present, it could be a rather amusing feature. If high 

moments are seen to be present at low mass in the helicity frame, since the Wigner-

Eckart theorem tells us that a rotation of the coordinate system cannot change the 

relative importance of different t values, they must also be present in the amplitude in 

the Gottfried-Jackson frame as well. Finally it should be mentioned that something is 

expected to happen at very small t since the Gottfried-Jackson and helicity frames 

correspond in the very forward direction. 

The data in [5] for K"-p-*K -;r-;r +p at 4.2GeV/c show even stronger disagreement 

between extrapolated moments and those of real n+p scattering than is the case for [12], 

Also in [5] structures in the helicity angular distribution of the px+ system are seen 

which are not consistent with S—P waves only at low ?r +pmass—A + + region. This is a 

kinematical reflection of the KR-JT mass structure of the Q. As mentioned above, due to 

the Wigner-Eckart theorem in this case also in the amplitude in the Gottfried-Jackson 

frame in the A + + region not only S and P waves are important. 

The results for Kn and mt systems are related to proton d. d. I think the situation 

here is less encouraging that has generally been thought. Checks with better statistics 

might help. This may be an encouragement for more hadronic experiments, but better 

theoretical understanding, in particular of the nature of diffractive dissociation, would 

also be of great value for understanding what lies behind all of this. One final 
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comment—Harari has suggested long ago that the Pomeron (which one is tempted to 

associate with the forward diffractive peak) is dual to the non-resonant background. So 

these questions of the nature of d. d. may not, in fact, be so relevant for searches for 

resonant structures. 

3. Dreams 

(1) Better theory—one which is more sound—"sound" application of QCD may 

help—lattice QCD, chiral Lagrangian. First one should calculate n-p-»?rp, check with 

well known experimental results, confidence then to do nn , KK. One may have 

surprising results. If there are surprises, diffractive dissociation is the likely culprit. 

(2) New machine—how about a n-—it single pass linear collider ? 

(3) Existing machines —more data may help. 
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Abstract 
The ai problem is discussed as part of the more general problem of light meson spectroscopy. 

It is argued that the ai parameters are close to the old values in contrast with the conventional 
ones. The conventional classification of the K* series is also questioned in the light of old data 
by Antipov et al. 

1. Historical remarks 
In early summer of 1965, we learned a paper on 2 + + nonet by Glashow and Socolov 1', in which 

several mesons are left unclassified. If one accepts an idea of composite model 2' and the £ 5 splitting 
scheme, one will immediately be led to the fact that all of these mesons are reasonably classified into 
the L = 1 meson nonets 3'. The unclassified mesons in question and the scalar mesons found later 
in this period are shown in Fig.l(a). 

F. (720) and K(740) have been known before but discarded in Ref.(3) as untenable and this is also 
adopted in Fig.l. 

Now, among these the A\ and K" series seem to have changed drastically as shown in Fig.l(b) 4 ' . 
These changes were brought about by the developments in experimental techniques and analyses, 
and the scale up of accelerator energies. Nevertheless we must ask the question: Are these changes 
really correct ? Our answer6' is "No", since we believe that the observed LS splitting can hardly be 
regarded as accidental and that the level oideiing of K" series seems too irregular to be true, as is 
seen from Fig.1(b). We rather take the old data to be essentially correct. This is further discussed 
in more detail in the next section. 

2. Oi meson and 2S+1Pj nonets 
No one would object to the well-known Jpc = 2 + + nonet to be composed of dominantly qq with 

L = 1. If so, the existence of other nonets with L = 1 would be obvious. It is very unlikely that 
these nonets have not been identified to date. We consider that most members of the L = \ nonets 
have been already observed, but they were not properly recognized. The reason why this happened 
is probably due to the following facts: (j) Some unreasonable assignments or mistakes were made in 
the identification of the particles and/or in the data analyses, (ii) Some of these old mesons were 
masked by the higher excited stales and large backgrounds because of high energy reactions, thus 
leading to an unreasonably big mass and broader width of an old resonance, (iii) Perhaps some 
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difficulties in K and r discrimination in the analyses, etc.. If one is careful enough to these points, 
the missing £=1 nonets will be correctly identified. This is our basic point of view. 

Now, let us show some examples for each case given above. For (i), we first qnote the £(1420) 
which has long been assigned to be l + + s ' . This is completely wrong, as is shown in our works7'8'. 
By correctly identifying this to be the heaviest member of the l + _ nonet, E(\*~)lh\(l.i\), the 1P1 

nonet is filled up except the / f* ( l + _ ) which is predicted to be C'(1330)/A'*(~ 1.32). The second 
is the ao(980)/i5 and the f0(980)/S', which are often regarded as q2q2 or KK molecule states (see 
Ref.(5) for our criticism). In our model, these states were surely anticipated in this mass region in 
advance of experimental data and hence reasonably identified with the members of 3Pg nonet. 

Next, agood example for (ii) seems to be the Ai(1090)/ai. The a\ parameters vary from reaction 
to reaction, and finally they became quite different from an old ones as mentioned before. This is 
in contrast with the D/fi(~ 1.3), its mass has been stable, i.e., mp = 1280 ~1300 MeV, while the 
width turned from almost zero9' to 40 ± 10 MeV10', then no larger than 10 MeV11' and so on 1 2'. 
Thus, a wild disparity exists among the a\ and neighboring meson widths, particularly between the 
aj and Z?//i(~ 1.3) widths. These differences likely stem from the following fact, i.e., 0i(~ 1.1) 
shares a common decay mode pit with T ( ~ 1.3), ^(1320), and a\(~ 1.55), the first radial excitation 
of «i(~ 1.1). In high energy reactions the production rate of aj becomes smaller and so it is masked 
and gets mixed with these excited states and growing background. Thus, the large O] parameters13' 
result from a coarse average of the complex14' made of these components. The true aj width should 
not be so different from the one of the 5(1215)/6i(1233). We also note that the narrow width of 
the D/fi(~ 1.3) suggests its quark content to be ss dominant as taken in our old assignment3'5'7'. 

Finally, in our view most of the K" lying below 1.5 GeV are affected by (i)-(iii). This will be 
presented in the next section. 

3. Low lying K* 
Let us first consider a vacant interval between the ff"(892) and A'i(1270). As discussed in Ref.(5), 

it is unusually broad compared to those of other isospin sectors. This is also clear from Fig.1(b). It 
was suggested5' thai there is a K'(~ 1.1) and its radial excitation, K'(~ 1.51)(see also Fig.2). 

But, in rough data these states remained unresolved together with some background and the resultant 
K" would appear with a higher mass and a broader width just like the a\. This is our interpretation 
of present data on scalar K". 

The broad interval is also doubtful in relation to the K" series decaying into Kinr. To clarify 
litis point, let us show the data of KTTTT spectrum in Fig.3, which was obtained by Antipov et al.1 6'. 

Ttgl 

This data indicates the existence of a peak at MR,* 2; 1.2lGeV corresponding to the C meson 
or Km(~ 1.21). The so-called Q region is charcterized by a sharp raise at MK** — 1.25 GeV, a 
vertical descent at Mxrr 2 1.43 GeV and a rugged/flat top lying between the two masses. These 
features of the spectrum remain unchanged even after background subtraction16' except for a relative 
enhancement of low energy side, implying that they are associated with the production of a few K' 
resonances as stated by the authors. 

Let us examine the available K' series in the light of this data. From Fig.l(b), the relevant K' 
are ffi(1270), A^HOO), K'(1415/1370?), and #2(1426) respectively in the mass region: MK** = 
(1.1,1.5) GeV. Now, it is clear that these K" data cannot explain the first peak, for the A"i(1270) 
is too heavy to account for it. Besides, it seems to be very hard to understand the presence of a 
rugged top mentioned above because the K's are crowded around the mass M ~ 1.41 GeV. In our 
classification, these difficulties do not occur because the K"(~ 1.21) is certainly contained in the 3P] 
nonet and that the adjoining K's keep a moderate distance as is seen from Fig.2. Of course, they 

3(i 
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are still lie close together and hence the resolution into each Jpc state seems to be rather difficult. 
This is probably the origin of the confusion, i.e., the irregular level pattern as stated above. The 
only exception is the X'*(2+ +), which is obvious because of the Z?-wave Kir mode. 

Summarizing above considerations, an old work of Antipov et al. provides another evidence 
for the existence of the C(1215)/A""(~ 1.21) and other K's decaying into Km. Their results are 
consistent with our model, but clearly in disagreement with the available K" data. 

4. T —> 3irvT and a\ parameters 
This process is certainly simpler than the high energy hadronic reactions and thus a clear-cut 

answer to the ai problem was expected. But, the situation is not so simple because of the presence 
of the unknown weak-strong vertex and the large available energy to 3T system, i.e., from 3m„ to 
m r = 1.784 GeV. It is quite unreasonable to consider that this 3T system can be described by a 
single <2j resonance and some minor background. We have applied our idea of the a\ meson to the 
analysis of the data by ARGUS collaboration17'. Reasonable fits are in fact obtained for a two-
resonance model with the following parameters: m 0 1 = 1.11 ± 0.03 GeV, r o i = 0.36 ~ 0.40 GeV, 
and m0. = 1.55 ± 0.04 GeV, r„.=0.50 ~ 0.55 GeV. Further details are found in Ref.(5). These 
widths are larger than the expected ones, but they should be taken as the upper bounds. If we 
correctly take account of various contributions such as nonresonant part and T(1.3) —» pir —> 3ir, 
these values will be considerbly reduced. Of course more precise data are welcomed and thereby our 
idea on the ai problem will be more clearly tested. 

5. Concluding Remarks 
In the preceding sections we have presented our views on the .4i(1090)/aj(?) and related mesons. 

The details are also found in Ref.(5) but the following point is worth repeating, i.e., a meson once 
reported which reappears with a much larger mass and width is likely not to be a single resonance but 
a coarse average of the complex of a few interfering resonances and some large background. These 
cases are certainly expected since the available energies are larger in most of the recent experiments. 
We consider the oj problem to be a typical example of this case and similarly for the K" series as 
noted. Thus, the experimental studies of this series are highly desirable, starting with low energy. 

Next, the observation of a partner of the .0(1285)//] (~ 1.3), i.e. /i(1.09 ± 0.03), may be very 
difficult for any modes given in Ref.(5). Incidentally, each of the following data may possibly be a 
weak signal for this /j(~ 1.09); Excess events seen in the region 1.05 ~ 1.1 GeV in p°y and r/inr 
spectra in J/4* —> p°p°y, p°7)irjr and wp°7 in MARK HI data18', and the presence of a break in p°y 
spectrum in J/9 -* p°p°y in DM219'. It should be noted that the /j(~ 1.09) is produced either 
via isospin violating or strong interaction, i.e., J/9 —> "y"2"g" —> p°/i —» p0(p°y,tiTnr, p2x, 4ir), 
J /* -» "7"2"ff" - . w/i — u(p°y, and so on), and J /* — 3"j" -» u//i - . u(p°y, and so on). 
Thus, it is expected that the / i (~ 1.09) can also be produced together with <j>, J / * -> "y"2"gJ' -* 
<j>fi -»<l>(p0y, i)vn, p2ir, 4?r). The importance of these virtual y processes has been noted before5' 
in connection with J/9 -> "7"2"s" -» #/o(980),w/o(980) and J/<t — 3"j" -» pao, etc.. The radial 
excitation of / i (~ 1.09) is the i>'//i(I510) in our classification and this is quite different from the 
conventional one. 

Finally, our classification of mesons20' is shown in Fig.2, where each nonet is approximately 
obtained as a parallel transport of either the 2 + + or 1 nonet. In this figure, a pair of /, and 
f'(i = 0,1,2) with the mass spacing of 200 ~ 250 MeV belongs to the same nonet and similarly for 
other pairs of / = 0 mesons. 
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ABSTRACT 

In a previous work we have argued the possiblity of the /i(1420) being our first hybrid meson with the 
configuration of («u + dd)g/y/2 and given a preliminary consideration to search for other hybrid mesons. In 
this paper we calculate respective decay widths of the other members of ground-state hybrid-meson nonets 
in the framework of the covariant oscillator quark model extended to describe bound systems composed of 
quarks, antiquarks and/or gluons. Basing upon these results we select eight their "observed11 candidates 
altogether, the three out of them rather on a firm basis, and give some remarks to search further for their 
candidates experimentally. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Recently there has been an overwhelming belief among particle physicists that the strong interaction 
among hadrons is fundamentally described by quantum chromodynamies (QCD). However, we feel that QCD 
in its present stage still needs more evidence and further development to be accepted as the fundamental 
final theory. It is one of the most serious theoretical problem that the present QCD does not actually solve 
the confinement problem, since there have been no established methods for rigorous treatment of reiativistic 
bound states, though all experimental observations are made only through hadrons as composite states of 
constituent quarks and/or antiquarks. 

In this paper we shall concern ourselves with another more phenomenological but important problem. A 
characteristic feature of QCD, compared to quantum electrodynamics (QED), is that gluons, mediator of the 
color force, themselves have color charge as well as quarks and antiquarks, while in QED photons have no 
electric charge. So it is quite plausible that there exist gluonic hadrons,1 namely, glueballs and hybrids, which 
contain gluons as their constituents, in addition to ordinary hadrons with only quarks and/or antiquarks. If 
their existence is confirmed experimentally, it will add a strong evidence for QCD to be the true theory. 

A useful clue for searching gluonic states is obtained by careful examination of ordinary hadron spectrum. 
Concerning the leve) spectrum of ordinary 94 masons, only the ground S-wave states, whose masses are lower 
than 1 GeV, have been confirmed completely, while the excited states, even the next P-wave ones, have been 
confirmed only partially. Recently as experiments get the more accuracy, there have bepn observed2 too many 
mesons to be assigned as qq mesons in the mass region of 1 *- 2 GeV. In Table I we have shown the present 
status of assignments to the P-wave 94-meson nonets, while in Table II are collected still unclassified mesons 
with positive parity and a mass of about 1.0 — 1.6 GeV. By comparison between these two tables we see 
that, for the isoscalar partner (with mainly I J content) of the /i(1285) in the 3Pi qq nonet, there exist two 
candidates, which are well confirmed experimentally. 

In our previous paper3 we have given the argument that the / ((1420) out of the above two is classified 
as our "first" hybrid meson with the configuration of (wIT + dl) g/\/2 [u (u), d (d) and 9 being u (u) quark, 
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d (d) quark and gluon, respectively], while the remaining /i(1510) is classified as a member of the 3Pj qq 
nonet. There we have also given some theoretical arguments to search for other hybrid mesons, basing upon 
preliminary calculations of their decay widths in the covariant oscillator quark model4 (COQM) extended3 so 
as to be applicable to systems containing massive vector constituents. In this paper we shall give the results 
of more complete calculations of their decay widths and try to give more rigorous general arguments to search 
for hybrid mesons, which may give a new powerful viewpoint in investigating meson spectroscopy. 

The contents of this paper are as follows. In Sec. II we present the formulation of the extended COQM 
and describe the level structure of hybrid mesons. It is also pointed out that there occurs an interesting 
phenomenon of "doubling of four flavor nonets" between the P-wave qq states and the ground hybrid qqg 
ones. In Sec. HI covariant effective Hamilton!ans are systematically derived for respective processes of the 
ground-state hybrid mesons decaying into two S-wave qq~ mesons in the extended COQM. Then actually the 
respective partial decay widths and total widths as their sums are calculated by using the observed decay 
width of the / i ( 1420) as input. In Sec. IV, basing upon these predicted decay properties of hybrid mesons, 
we select their several other candidates out of observed meson resonances. Then as a clue to search further 
for their candidates experimentally several remarks based upon above results are given. Finally in Sec. V are 
given some concluding remarks. 

II. MODEL SCHEME FOR HYBRID MESONS AND THEIR SPECTRUM 

A. Extended covariant oscillator quark model 
We regard 3 , 5 hybrid qqg mesons6 as color singlet three-body bound states, confined by a harmonic 

potential, of a quark, an antiquark and a gluon with respective "constituent" masses, and treat them in 
the framework of the extended COQM. Needless to say, in order to treat nonstatic problems such as decay 
processes it is indispensable to describe them in a covariant framework. The COQM has 4 a long history of 
development and has been applied to various problems with satisfactory results. The basic standpoints of our 
extended COQM are as follows: 

1. The constituent quarks and gluons have their respective effective masses dynamically generated inside 
hadroits. 

2. The level structures of composite systems are well described by the spin-orbit (L-S) coupling scheme. 

3. The confinement potential is of a four-dimensional harmonic-oscillator type. 

The idea that the gluon has an effective mass has been advocated7 in continuum QCD, and it has been 
actually shown6 in the numerical studies of the gluon propagator in lattice QCD. This idea has also been 
supported9 by a phenomenological point of view. The effective mass value is in the range of about 500 ~ 800 
MeV according to these analyses. Nonrelarivistic quark models (NRQM) with the L-S coupling scheme have 
been successful in explaining static properties of hadrons. In order to sustain these successes the framework 
is extended to the boosted L-S coupling scheme in the extended COQM, where the spin (now including the 
spin of gluons in addition to of quarks) and space-time parts of the wave functions are covariant]y extended, 
separately, from the corresponding parts of NRQM. 

The hybrid mesons are systematically described by a trilocal field (wave function) as 

Hlu(xi,X2,Xi), (2.1) 

where x\, x% and JTJ are the Lorentz four-vectors representing the space-time coordinates of a constituent 
quark, antiquark and gluon, respectively. This wave function satisfies10 the Bargmann-Wigner equations 
concerning the quark and antiquark spin indices a and 0 (a, f3 = 1 *- 4) as 

(iPtfl" + M)* ' Hi,w = 0, ?7f.„, (i-P^W - Af)°' = 0, (2.2) 

where -)r/' and f i (M = I ** 4) are the Dirac matrices (we use the Dirac-Pauli Hermitian representation, 
that is, yl =•>,«) and If S H*t4 T 4 '. For simplicity the color and flavor indices are omitted through this 
paper. It also satisfies the Lorentz condition concerning the gluou spin index v (u — \ ** 4) as 

P*H£„ = 0. (2.3) 
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It is noted that in Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3) PM represents the centtr-of-nmss momentum of hybrid mesons and 
in Eq. (2.2) M is the mass of relevant hybrid mesons, which is determined through the following space-time 
wave equation1' to be satisfied by the wave function of Eq. (2.1) 

EdraS-- 1 7 ' 1 "*" 1 3 ' i i m l 2m, dxl 
Hj.»(»i,xj,*a) = 0, (2.4) 

where m, a the mus parameter for the i-th constituent. Here V is the potential working among the con
stituents and supposed to be 

l/ = tfCONP+UpQCD. Vcoiw = -\Y.\K{xi-'i%Ti-Ti+C, (2.5) 
»i 

where f/coNP (fpQCD) stands for the confinement (perturbative QCD) potential, A" represents the parameter 
for the confining strength, C is the constant parameter and Tt (Tt—* — T, for antiquarks) are the color SU(3) 
generators. In this work f/pQCD will be neglected. 

Defining the center-of-mass coordinate Xffp and relative coordinates pM and AM as 

XHll = - • (m,xi + m^xt + m3X3)„, (2.6a) 
mi + m2 + r«3 

P, = -7s(x' ~ *»)i" (2.66) 

A * = V « ; (**»*' + "'3*2) ~x3\ < ( 2 - 6 c ) 
V 3 ln»i + mj J^ 

the wave equation (2.4) is rewritten in the Klein-Gordon form 

with the mass-squared operator 

where 

Hi«.(XHr,pf,^) = 0 (2.7a) 

MJ{p^Xf) = dHa, (2.7*) 

3 

d = 2 53 m - (2-8o) 

and 

with 
r , 7 _„ 9 3mm. , „ 

K, = - h , K, = -h, mx = —-*-. ( 2 . 8 c ) 

In Eqs. (2.8b) and (2.8c) we have given an expression for the simple case of mt = m.2 — m (m 3 = m}). As 
mentioned above, in Eq. (2.7) the eigenvalues of M2 give the masses squared of hybrid mesons. In order to 
freeze the redundant freedom of relative time, we require the definite-metric-type subsidiary condition12 for 
the wave function 

?„«•,'•*» \H >= 0, (2.9) 
where P^ is the center-of-mass momenta of hybrid mesons and oj,'' " are the creation operators for relative 
harmonic motions concerning the p and A coordinates. As is well known, the wave function satisfying this 
condition is normalizable and gives 1 3 the electromagnetic form factors of hadrons with the desirable asymp
totic behavior. 
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B. Level structures of hybrid mesons and doubling of states between the P-wave 
qq mesons and the ground-state hybrid qqg mesons 

The level structures of hybrid mesons are described by the wave equations of Eqs. (2.2), (2.3) and (2.7). The 
essential structure is given by two four-dimensional harmonic oscillators concerning the relative coordinates 
p and A. The total spin J of hybrid mesons is given as a sum of the two orbital angular momenta Lp and L\, 
the spin of the quark-antiquark subsystem 5 (= 0 or l) and the spin of the gluon S$ ( = 1). The parity is 
given by . 

P = (-l)L'+L\ (2.10) 

while the charge-conjugation parity of the neutral states is given by 

C = ( - l ) L ' + 5 + l . (2-11) 

In Table III we have shown the level structure up to the first excited states. Here it is worthwhile to note 
that in the first excited level there exist exotic Jpc states which never appear in qq states. 

The mass of the ground states may be estimated simply as a sum of the masses of their constituents 

Mo(qqg) = mv + rnq +mg, (2.12) 

taking the values m„ = 385 MeV (half of the />-meson mass) for n quarks (n denoting it or (/quark), mt = 510 
MeV (half of the ^-meson mass) for s quarks and mg ~ 500 — 800 MeV for gluons. Here it may be notable 
that the mass of the j \ (1420) is just within the range of 1270 — 1S70 MeV estimated this way. 

The mass of the first excited states may be estimated, using the mass formula derived from Eqs. (2.7) and 
(2.8). by 

M2( ,u) = JM?( gg,)+iyij;11, + %«£', (2.1^) 
with 

"». -T( ' + ?)°* ^"i('+=T)v^°* <"»> 
where Np (Nx) and fl'^ (il^) are, respectively, the number and the value of p (A) oscillator quantum and 
n<tf = y/2,imK. Here the values of n ( * } and ft(A) are 

n^l9 ss 1.26H*,, as 1.45 GeV2, O ^ , « 2.07ftnr t as 2.39 GeV2 for nng systems, (2.14a) 

0$f « 1.1211,1 w 1.48 GeV2, Q.[x

tg « 1.98ft,, ss 2.62 GeV2 for ssg systems, (2.146) 

which are obtained by using the value of ClnA = 1.15 GeV2 determined from the p-meson trajectory and 
the tentatively fixed value of mg = 700 MeV and by simply assuming the potential strength K to be flavor 
independent. In Table III we have shown the mass range of respective levels estimated as above (without 
discriminating quark flavor). 

Finally in this subsection we point out an interesting and important feature of the level structure in our 
scheme. The ground states of our hybrid mesons have completely the same quantum numbers as the P-wave 
qq mesons. This is due to the fact that a massive S-wave gluon inside the hybrid mesons plays a similar role 
to a P-wave quantum in the qq mesons. Moreover, the mass of the ground-state hybrid mesons is expected 
to be in the range of 1.3 ~ 1.S GeV, which is just the mass range for the P-wave qq mesons. Thus in such a 
mass region there exists the doubling of four flavor nonets with the quantum numbers 3PC — ( 0 , 1 , 2 ) + + and 
l + _ between the hybrid and the qq mesons with nearly equal masses with each other. 

It is notable that in our model the lowest-lying states have positive parity. This is in strong contrast to 
the bag model, where the corresponding states have negative parity and are expected to Lie in the mass range 
of 1 — 2 GeV. 1 4 In the case of the MIT bag model there are two modes of gluon, namely, transverse electric 
(TE) mode and transverse magnetic (TM) one. TE and TM modes are due to the multipole expansion of 
color-electromagnetic field inside the bag. The parity of TE djpole mode, which is expected to be of the lowest 
energy, is given by Ppp = (-1)-7**"1 = +, accordingly the ground-state hybrid mesons have negative parity. 
Actually in an attempt based on the MIT bag model, the /j(1420), supposing it to have negative parity, was 
assigned to its ground state, 1 5 



i n . DECAY PROPERTIES OF THE GROUND-STATE HYBRID MESONS 

A. Decay mechanism 
Now we investigate the decays of hybrid qqg mesons into the two ordinary qq mesons, H —» M B + Afc 

in our model scheme. We assume 3 , 1 6 that these decays proceed by the conversion of the gluon into a qq pair 
as shown in Fig. 1. Then the invariant effective action for all the relevant interactions is given, in a unified 
manner, by the following overlap integral . 

IiM = f fxKpxid'x* Uf*' <x3, x2) (r 3 „)J * i B ) " ( * „ i 3 ) H*„ (*„ *,,»*) + H.C.j , (3.1) 

where *^ (^i,Xi) etc. are the bilocal fields (wave functions) describing all the states :n the final qq mesons 
and r„ is the quark-gluon vertex operator1 7 given as a sum of two terms corresponding to the "color-electric" 
and "color-magnetic" currents, 

r,„ = r £ + r,A< (3.2) 
with 

*--*(?)sM^)(i5; +sr)- <"»> 
where g is the effective quark-gluon coupling constant, KM is the dimenaionless parameter corresponding to 
the effective quark color-magnetic moment (in the case of the normal moment, KM = 1), A* is the color-SU(3) 
matrix. 

Thus we can express the decay widths for all relevant possible channels in terms of the two coupling pa
rameters g and h&f. Actually we estimate only the decay widths of the ground-state hybrid mesons into the 
two S-wave qq mesons. We would expect that these decay chanrels almost saturate the decay of the hybrid 
mesons, since contributions from decay channels such as an S-wa* jq meson plus a P-wave one and a hybrid 
meson (or glueball) plus a qq meson and from the direct multibody decays will be small (or kinematically for
bidden) beacuse of low mass of the initial hybrid mesons. We will use the experimental width of the /i(1420) 
as Input to fix the absolute scale of the coupling strength g. As for the value of the magnetic coupling we use 
hat = 1.69 obtained from the analysis17 of the spin-spin splitting of qq mesons. 

B. Effective Hamiltonians for respective decay processes 
The effective Hamiltouians in momentum space for our relevant respective decay processes are systematically 

obtained from Eq. (3.1). Only necessary work is to substitute the following decompositions of our multifocal 
fields into Eq. (3.1) and to perform the space-time integral. 

Separating the plane wave functions for the center-of-mass motion as 

Hi«, {X„, p. A; P„) = J { 2 ^ E H <>•> i»- * P»). (3.4a) 

*>JX„X,;P,) = / 0

F ' ' , A ' »£ ( ' • !*» (•• = B,C), (3.44) 
y/(2»)32£j 

the internal wave functions •J,,,„ (p, A; Pn) and # J ( X J ; P , ) are written, respectively, as 

*L'-(P'bPn) = ^ Us ( l + ! ^ t ) ] H"(p»>*"('• A = p « ) 
(3.5o) 
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with 
• „ c ^ , = =^-P [-* {,•2^#} - * {*+&$£•}] (,,) 

(3.6a) 

and 

+ »5fK 1 + Tr)]! , « f l ) * ( '» f l ) 

*teii»«*«p[-f{.? + ^ } ] . CUD 
where the explicit form of the internal space-time wave function ii{ptMPii) [V*i(a\; i^)] f° r initial hybrid 
[final ordinary] mesons has been determined from Eqs. (2.7) and (2.S) [the similar equations 1 1 ' 1 7 given in 
the previous work], H„{PH) and H^v[Pn) may be treated as ordinary local fields describing our ground-state 
hybrid mesons with the quark-spin configurations 5 = 0 and 1 and similary P{P») and V^(P,) are the local 
fields representing pseudoscalar and vector mesons, respectively. Concerning the four-vector indices pt. and */, 
these "local" fields satisfy, due to Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3) and due to the similar equations 1 0 to Eq. (2.2) for 
Vfi(Pt)r the following constraints 

PH^H„(PH) = 0, PHrH,.(PH) = PH„H,,{PH) = 0 (17a) 

and 
P.„V„(Pi) = 0, (176) 

where the "local" field H^{PH) represents axial-vector mesons with Jpc = l + ~ , while the "local" field 
HtiviPj}) is decomposed into scalar, axial-vector and tensor mesons with JFC = 0 + + , 1 + + and 2 + + , respec
tively, satisfying the subsidiary conditions 

HfiApii) = * W H ) » HMAPH) £ 0 for scalar mesons, 

HpV(Pn) = —HVp(Pn) for axial-vector mesons, (3-8) 

HPAPH) - Hv?(Pn)* Hf,M(Ptj) = 0 for tensor mesons. 

The various constants appearing in Eqs. (3.4) — (3.6) are expressed in terms of the fundamental model 
parameters of the effective quark and gluon masses and the potential strength A' as 

v/7 V32mK, 

a j = 1 ( "». ) 
16 \2m + mgJ 

b \m + rripj 

V&^K , (3-9) 

and MH (Af») is "symmetric" mass of hybrid (ordinary) mesons given by Eq, (2.13a) (the similar equation1 7 

given in the previous work). Here m p represents the effective mass of a quark (antiquark) converted from the 
gluon. It is to be noted that in the equations throughout this section the center-of-mass momenta of mesons 
Pp are "symmetric" ones (denoted by capital letters), satisfying P% = —Ma for respective mesons. 

The effective Hamiltonians for respective decay processes thus obtained are collected in Table IV. All the 
effective coupling constants in this table are written in terms of 3, h^t K-, m 4 , m,, MH &nd Afi- In the 
effective "local" interactions in Table IV the center-of-mass momenta of mesons are treated as physical ones 
(denoted by small letters), satisfying p£ = —m2 for respective mesons, in order to take account of the effects 
of phase space correctly. The value of § is taken to be 6,6 GeV determined from the experimental width of 
r [/i(1420) -* /v*K] w 55 MeV, as mentioned above. 
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C. Decay widths of the ground-state hybrid mesons 
From the effective H&miltonians given in Table IV the partial decay widths for respective processes are 

directly obtained following the ordinary procedure. All the formulas for the partial decay widths thus obtained 
are collected in Table V. By using the effective coupling constants fixed as explained in the last subsection, 
we obtain the numerical values for the partial decay widths and for the total decay widths as a sum of the 
former ones. All the results are given in Table VI, where we have shown the respective widths for the two 
limiting cases of taking lower and upper mass values for the ground-state hybrid mesons within the mass 
range discussed in Sec. II B. 

From this table we see that our theoretical decay widths for the respective hybrid-meson nonets with Jpc 

have the following characteristic features: 
/ + ~ nonet. All members have a narrow width of less than about 100 MeV, except for h9i with T as 150 *-

220 MeV. 
0 + + nonet. All members have a narrow width of less than 100 MeV, except for fgo with T ft* 130 "- 150 

MeV, in contrast to the corresponding yy states, which are expected generally to have a very broad width of 
several hundred MeV. 

f + + noneU All members have a very broad width of more than about 400 ~ 500 MeV, except for the 
/ f fi(1420), which is our "input" hybrid meson. This is due to the fact that generally this nonet couples 
strongly with the PV channel [P (V) stands for pseudoscalar (vector) mesons], while the /,i(1420) has very 
small threshold energy for its dominant decay channel K*K. 

£ + + nonet. Each member of this nonet has a width of about 100 ~ 300 MeV, depending upon its mass, 
which is moderate for observation and they couple strongly with the VV and/or PV channels, while very 
weakly with the PP channel. 

Thus we can understand why only the / ? I(1420) has been observed out of the members of the 1 + + nonet, 
and we see that there is a good chance for observing the members of the l + _ , 0 + + and 2 + + nonets, which 
generally have a moderate width for their observation. Here it may be worthwhile to note that the above 
features are related to the "rest rule" concerning the overlapping of our reiativistic spin wave function at the 
zero threshold energy. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL CANDIDATES FOR HYBRID MESONS 

A. General remarks on searching for hybrid mesons 
In our scheme the ground-state hybrid mesons have the same quantum numbers as the P-wave qq mesons 

and both are expected to have similar masses, as was discussed in Sec. II B. We called this fact the "doubling" 
between these two meson states. So, in order to identify hybrid mesons, discriminating from qq mesons or 
generally from the other mesons, it is necessary to make deliberate physical considerations from various 
viewpoints. 

Since hybrid mesons contain an extra gluon compared to qq mesons, they are expected to be produced 
more abundantly in gluon-rich processes such as the diffractive process (where the production mechanism is 
dominated by pomeron exchange, which is considered18 to be multigluon exchange in QCD) and the central-
collision process (where double pomeron or pomeron-Reggeon exchange are dominant), while these processes 
contain generally strong background effects (especially in the diffractive process the Drell-Hiida-Deck effect19). 
On the other hand, they are expected to be less abundantly produced in peripheral-collision processes such 
as the charge-exchange reaction (being dominated by an ordinary gg-meson pole), while these processes may 
be comparatively "clean". 

There are other interesting production processes for hybrid mesons: Two photon collisions, through which 
our first hybrid meson /i(1420) has been observed.20 J/V' decays into hadrons and into hadrons plus a 
photon, where the /i(1420) also has been observed,21 which are OZI-forbidden processes and accordingly are 
comparatively gJuon-rich. These collision and decay processes are also clean. The Primakov process,33 where 
the concerned dynamics is well-known QED and hybrid mesons may be expected2 3 to be produced as much 
as ordinary qq mesons. 

Here it is worthwhile to stress the importance of interference effect between the two doubling states. Since 
these two states with the same quantum numbers have generally different particle properties, a "single11 (thus 
far considered) resonance may have a different mass and width depending upon its production processes and 
decay channels due to the interference effect. Actually we have shown in a separate paper 2 4 the possibility that 
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the puzzle of "variant mass and width" of the axial-vector a* meson is solved by this effect (see a discussion 
on the 1 + + nonet in the following subsection). 

B. Candidates for the ground-state hybrid mesons 
Now by making use of our predicted decay properties of the ground-state hybrid mesons given in Table VI 

and their characteristic features discussed in Sec. Ill C» we try to select several possible candidates [other than 
the /i(1420)] for the respective members of their four nonets out of still unclassified observed mesons listed in 
Table II. The candidates are collected in Table VII, where our theoretical total decay widths and branching 
ratios (for their "observed" masses) are given in comparison with the present experimental properties. 

We give some comments on their candidates assigned to each nonet with Jpc in the following: 
1 + ~ nonet. There exist respective candidates for the two members bgi and A'*j . In the recent experiment 

at KEK on the charge-exchange reaction ir"p —* M°n they have observed 2 5 - 2 7 a peak both in the wx° and 
p?) channels. The respective peaks have the same quantum numbers (IG,JPC) = ( l + , l + ~ ) as those of the bi 
meson, while their masses and widths seem to be very different with each other. The mass and width for a 
peak in the urx° channel were m = 1236 ± 16 MeV and /"* = 151 ± 31 MeV, 2 5 which are consistent with the 
world averages28 of the bi(qq) meson. On the other hand those for a peak in the pi) channel were m = 1311 ±10 
MeV and T = 126 ± 10 MeV, 2 6 which are higher and narrower respectively. A similar inclination has been 
seen 2 3 in the "&i meson" observed through the pn channel by the Omega Photon Collaboration. 

Recently we have shown2 4 that both spectra in the u/ir and pn channels are well reproduced by the 
interference effect between the two doubling states b\ and bg\. We have given the mass and width of frf i used 
through this analysis in Table VII. It is to be noted that the values of (mass and) width for the bgi meson 
are our predicted ones. 

The candidate A'j(1650) for fljf) selected in Table VII has a similar mass and total decay width to our 
prediction but observed in the 4>K channel. It is important to confirm it in our predicted main channels A"*x 
and pl\. 

Here we would like to point out that some structures in the mass region of 1.3 *- 1.5 GeV have been seen 3 0 

in the p-K channel in the same KEK experiment, which might be due to hg\. An experimental analysis of 
the u>7) channel is interesting in confirmation of existence of A9i if its mass is large enough to decay into this 
channel, although its coupling is rather small. In this channel with high threshold energy the influence of the 
hi[<jq) and k\{qq), which have a lower mass, upon the observed spectrum of kg\ is expected to be small. 

7 + + nonet. There exist respective candidates for the two members fgi and a9\. The /i(1420) is our 
"input" hybrid meson /„[. 

In the recent experiment at KEK on the peripheral charge-exchange reaction ic~p —* M°n they have 
observed30 a peak in the p-K channel with the same quantum number ( / G , Jpc) ~ (1~, 1 + + ) as the ai meson. 
Its mass and width are U22 ± 17 MeV and 254 ± 11 MeV, respectively, which are very different from the 
values of m ~ 1280 ± 30 MeV and T = 300 ± 50 MeV thus far obtained31 in the diffractive process and also 
from m = 12QS± 15 MeV and T = 430 ±50 MeV recently obtained3 2 in the central production process, while 
its mass value is close to the one simply obtained3 3 in the r decay without any complex manipulations but 
its width is much narrower. 

This "puzzle"34 is interpreted as being also due to the interference effect between the two doubling states 
ai and ag\. In the "gluon-poor" peripheral charge-exchange and r-decay processes the a\ meson is considered 
to be produced more abundantly than the agi, while in the "gluon-rich" diffractive and central-collision 
processes vice versa. Acutually we have shown24 that both "ai spectra" in the peripheral charge-exchange 
and the central-collision experiments are well reproduced phenomenologically as superposed decay spectra of 
the doubling states of aj and ag\. The mass and width of agi used through this analysis are given in Table 
VII. It is to be noted that the broad agt width of about 700 MeV is our predicted value, while its mass of 
about 1400 MeV is rather appropriately chosen, 

&++ nonet. There exist respective candidates for the three members a9o. /«o and f'90 as shown in Table 
VII. All these candidates have a rather narrow width of about 100 MeV in accordance with our prediction, 
in contrast to the qq scalar mesons, which are expected to have a very broad width of several hundred MeV 
in most of ordinary quark-model calculations. 
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It is notable that the candidates ao(1320) and /o(1525), respectively, for the a,o and /^ 0 have been observed 
in the respective channels rjir and K~R with the largest branching ratios. In this connection it is interesting 
to check experimentally the existence of the / fo(l240), being observed in the A'A* channel with the second 
largest branching ratio, in the largest branching »» channel. 

2 + + nonet. There exists only a candidate, the /a(1640) for the member / f2» which has properties shown 
in Table VII. It has been observed in the ow channel with the second largest branching ratio but has a smaller 
width than our prediction. 

C . C a n d i d a t e s for t h e e x c i t e d h y b r i d m e s o n s 

Recently in the jr~p charge-exchange reactions it has been found3 5 a new isoscalar t)i)' resonance Jf(1920) 
with a mass of 1911 ± 10 MeV, a width of 90 ± 35 MeV and possible Jpc = 0 + + , 1 " + or 2 + + . This meson-
has the unusual properties that its decays into 717, XT and KK are strongly suppressed in comparison with 
into w' and that it seems to be produced by a quite different mechanism from the one-pion exchange. It has 
been pointed out 3 5 that these peculiarities of the Jf(1920) would find a natural explanation if this meson had 
the non-g<? exotic quantum numbers Jpc = 1 - + . 

In our scheme for hybrid mesons there exist four isoscalar 1~ + states in the first excited level as shown in 
Table III. One is a state with the qq pair being in a spjn-singlet P-wave state and the other three are states 
with the gluons being in P-wave states with respect to the qq pairs, which are in spin-triplet S-wave states. 
In our model the former, to which A'(1920) may be plausibly assigned, is expected to lie around a mass of 
about 1.8 "* 2.2 GeV and the latter around about 2.0 — 2.4 GeV, according to the reasoning given in Sec. IIB. 

D. Further search for hybrid mesons 
We now have eight experimental candidates for the ground-state hybrid meson nonets, having sixteen 

members in total, although the more confirmation is necessary, as shown in Table VII. Here we give some 
comments on searching further for the missing members of their nonets by recourse to their predicted decay 
properties given jn Table VI. First we shall refer to the tensor nonet: 

aft(1400 ~ 1600). This state is predicted to have a prominent decay mode to pj with a width of about 
100 ~ 300 MeV dependent upon its mass value and so may be seen in an experiment with gluon-rich processes 
being sensitive to this channel. The interference effects between the a9i and the 3 P j qq state oa(1320), mainly 
decaying into p*t could be Important if the at2 has a low mass value close to the ^2(1320). There is also 
another effective decay mode of utp[oTU/(irir)p] (with a width of about 50 MeV for its mass of about 1600 MeV), 
if the mass of the a,2 is large enough to decay into this channel. In such a high mass case the interference 
effect will not be important. It may be worth noting in the opposite case of the low mass value that the 
existence of the a92 has no eifect on the observation of the 02(1320) in the ijx channel, because the tensor 
hybrid states almost decouple with the PP channel, as mentioned in Sec. Ill C. 

K*t{iS00 ~ 1700). Its main decay mode is predicted to be Km* with a width of about 30 *- 120 MeV 
and in this channel there could be an interference effect with the 3 P 2 49 state K^ilASO). There are also other 
effective channels of Kp, Ku/, K'p for K*(vx)fi] and K*u/t where the interference effects may be small or 
negligible similarly as in the case of the ag2. Accordingly the observation of the rY£(1430) in the K* channel 
will not be affected by the AJ 3 . 

Jgt(1650 ~ 185Q). This state is predicted to have a prominent decay mode to K*K with a width of about 
30 ~ 130 MeV and also to decay into K*Km if its mass is large enough. The interference between the / , a and 
the 3 P 2 qq state /2(1525) will be negligible because the latter couples only with the KK and nv channels, 
while the former almost decouples with them. 

As for the axial-vector 1 + + and 1 + " nonets, we have the two missing members for each nonet and have 
already given a comment on one of them, the /i,i(1300 - 1500) in Sec. IV B: 

K*f\l400 ~ 1600). Since the total width of this state is predicted to be much above 400 MeV, it will be 
observed only as a background effect. It is, however, noted that the candidate A"i(1650) for the l + ~ nonet 
member A',(f * could be a mixture of the K*f* and A'̂ f \ 
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/',(1550 ~ 1750). This state is the isoscaiar partner (with mainly ssg content) of our first hybrid meson 
/ g i ( 1420) and its only simple decay channel I\*T\ has a broad width of about 300 ~ 400 MeV. It is possible 
that this state will be found by a high statistics isobar-type analysis through the interference with the 3P\ qq 
state /,(I5iO). _ 

H'gl{lSS0 ~ 1150). Since this state has also a prominent decay mode to KmK with a width of about 
50 *- 70 MeV, it will be found together with the f'9\- If its mass is large enough to decay into 4*17, this channel 
(with a width of about 20 MeV for its mass of about 1750 MeV) may be available. 

As for the scalar 0 + + nonet, we have the only one missing member: 
K*Q{ 1300 ~ 1500). This state is predicted to have a very narrow total width of about 50 MeV in contrast 

to the corresponding 3Po qq state and to couple mainly with Kr. If such a narrow scalar resonance in the 
A> channel is found, it will be probably the I\*0. 

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Following tiif argument given in our previous work, in this paper we have supposed the /j(1420) to be one 
of the ground-state hybrid mesons and investigated generally the properties of hybrid-meson system in the 
framework of the extended COQM. First we have pointed out that there may OCCMT generally an interesting 
fact of the doubling of the four flavor nonets with Jpc = (0 ,1 ,2 ) + + and l + ~ between the ground-state hybrid 
mesons and the ordinary P-wave qq mesons, since the massive S-wave gluon inside the hybrid mesons plays a 
role of P-wave quantum in the qq mesons, and the mass of the ground-state hybrid mesons is expected to be 
almost equal to that of the P-wave qq mesons, Secondly basing upon their predicted decay properties, (which 
is obtained by using the width of the /i(1420) as an input), we have tried to find experimental candidates for 
the hybrid mesons out of unclassified observed meson resonances. The result is summarized in Table VIII. 
From this table we see that there may have been already observed nearly half of the members of our predicted 
four nonets. 

Here it is to be noted that our argument is vitally depending upon the supposition that the gluon inside 
hadrons has its non-zero effective mass. Accordingly the ground states of our hybrid mesons have positive 
parity and it makes us possible to assign the / l(1420) (with positive parity) to one of their ground states. 
This is in strong contrast to the case of the bag model (see the discussion in Sec. II B). Here it is also to be 
noted that our supposition of a massive gluon makes a vital change in the decay properties of the ground-state 
hybrid mesons, compared to the ordinary "massless" gluon models.36 The main decay mode of our ground-
state hybrid mesons was the two grouttd-state qq mesons. On one hand, in the ordinary approach based upon 
the bag model picture, the ground-state hybrid mesons in the TE mode cannot decay into two S-wave qq 
mesons, although the second lowest hybrid mesons in the TM mode (which have the same quantum numbers 
as our ground-state hybrid mesons) can decay into them. On the other hand, in the flux-tube model, the 
low-lying hybrid mesons generally have no couplings with two S-wave mesons. A physical origin for this rule 
seems to come from that the flux-tube breaking mechanism in the mode] necessitates the 0++(iPo) production 
of a new qq pair. In contrast, in the static limit of our case a ]~ - ( 3 Sj ) qq pair is produced through the S-wave 
massive gluon in the initial ground-state hybrid meson. It may be worthwhile to add the following remarks: 
There are other plausible arguments in the level of hadrou interactions, where the /i(1420) is regarded as 
simply a something like a meson-meson molecule.37 However, here we should note that the two interpretations 
from the quark-gluon level and the hadroit level are not necessarily mutually exclusive: Remember the history 
of hadron physics and especially the fact that the A particle now to be regarded as a three-quark bound state 
had been interpreted as a resonance in the pion-nucleon system from the Chew-Low theory for a long time, 
of which interpretation is still right presently. 

Next we give some remarks concerning other kinds of hybrid states. Theoretically we may expect equally 
existence oi various hybrid states, if our present hybrid mesons proved to truely exist. One of the most 
interesting ones may be hybrid mesons with heavy quarks, where we can expect equally the doubling of states. 
In the case of the ground-state hybrid ccg mesons their mass is expected to be around mj/^ + m$ tts 3.S GeV 
(or a little lower, considering an effect of running gluon mass), while their doubling partners xv and hc mesons 
(which are P-wave cc states) have amass of 3.4 — 3.5 GeV. Thus in this case, since the mass values of doubling 
states are largely separated with each other compared to their characteristic decay width of about 10 MeV or 
less, there may be no chance oi interference between the doubling states. 

In the case of baryons the ordinary P-wave qqq states, which belong to the (70,1~) multiplet of SU{6)® 
0(3)/., have rather too complicated level structures, due to the freedom of two relative coordinates and the 
quark flavor-spin symmetry, to be simply compared to those of the ground-state hybrid qqqg baryons. 
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TABLE I. Present status of assignments for the P-wave 95-meson nonets. 

as+i Lj Jpc 

1=1 l = \ / = 0 

nn na, an nn" si 

'Pi 1 + " 6i(1235) A'i(HOO) ft,(1170) fti(13S0) 

>Po 0++ A'0*(1430)? /0(1400)? 

3Pi 1++ ai(1260) A',(1270) /,(1285) 

3 P S 2 + + a2(1320) A"J(1430) /j(1270) /J(1525) 

TABLE II. Unclassified observed mesons with positive parity and a mass of about 
1.0 ~ 1.6 GeV. The data are taken from Ref. 28, unless otherwise noted. 

JPC Meson Mass (MeV) Total width (MeV) Main observed modes 

1 + - 6,(1310)* 
A,(1650)b 

1311 ±10 
1650 ± 50 

126 ± 10 
150 ±50 

l ( " ) , 
«SA* 

0++ oo(980) 
a0(1320) 

983 ± 3 
1322 ±30 

57 ±11 
130 ± 29 

TJir, KK~ 
1)1 

A(975) 
/o(1240) 
/o(1525) 
/o(1590) 

976 ± 3 
1240 ±22 
« 1525 

1587 ±11 

3 4 ± 6 
140 ± 22 

as 90 
175 ±19 

T I . A ' A 
KK 
KK 

W . VV* 4 T ° 

1++ /,(1420) 
/,(1510) 

1422 ±10 
1512 ± 4 

55 ± 3 
35 ±15 

K'K 
K'K 

2 ++ /a(1430) 
/j(1565) 
/j(1640) 

»1430 
1565 ±10 
1635 ± 7 

as 10-150 
170 ±20 

<70 

TI.A'F 

' Reference 26. 
b Although this meson is not an eigenstate of charge conjugation, 
it is put here for the sake of convenience. 



TABLE III. Level structures of hybrid mesons. Exotic quantum 
number states are underlined. The mass range for respective 
levels Is estimated in a way described in the text. 

If- L„ U S E b Jpc Maas(GeV) 

1.3 ~ 1.8 0 0 0 

1 

0 

I 

2 

0 ++ 

1++ 

2++ 

I-+ 1-+ 0 -+ 0 1 (T + 111 2 

1 0 0 1 " 1.8 ~ 2.2 

1 1 (T^ 1— 2 " 

2 |— 2— 3 ~ 

1 

0 1 ( T l 1 ~ 2— 

0 1 0 iZ± 2 .0-2 .4 

1 1 0-+ iZl T* 

2 1~* 2 " + 3 " + 

bZ = S + S, 



TABLE IV. Effective Hamiltonians for the ground-state hybrid mesons decaying 
into two ordinary S-wave qq mesons. The expressions of the effective coupling 
constants in terms of the fundamental model parameters are given in Appendix B. 

Decay process* Effective Hamiltonian 

B - V + P S L V P ^ ( P H ) V „ ( P B ) P ( P C ) 
+9BVPJ>CVHI, (PH) Per Vr (p B) F (PC) 

B - V + V iffBVVtr«.PB.fl'» (PH) K (pB)K (pc) 
+'9Bvv£"i">Pc<.r71, (pH) V, (p B) V. (p c ) 
+'SB3VV'ri'«/)PBoPCaPB1rH» (PH) Vr (p B) V, (p c ) 
+lSBVV£™o/lPBi»PCaPB»H" (PH) Vr (p B) V. (pc) 
+i^vt,„<,JPB»PC|>H» (PH) POr Vr (PB) V. (pc) 

S - F + F SsPpfl'W(PH)P(PB)F(pc) 
WsPpP^PBvH^ (PH) P (PB) F (p C ) 

• V + V g$lvH„p (pH) V P (p B) V_ (p c ) 
+SpvPBUHM„ (pH) Vh [pB)PBr V, (pc) 
+ 4 v v P c . r V (PH)PCT Vr (p B) V,, (p c ) 
+gsvvPB?PB<,H^ (pH) Vr (pB) V, (pc) 
+4vvPBj.pa-f^i» (PH)pcrVr (PB)PB» V. (p c) 

* B (S) represents hybrid mesons with Jpc = l + _ ( 0 + + ) 
and P (V) S-wave qq mesons with Jpc = 0""+ (1—). 
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TABLE IV. (Continued). 

Decay process* Effective Hamiltonian 

A-V + P »SAVP«'C««PHaffp» (PH) Vr (PB)P{PO) 
^ ( P H ) K - ( P B ) P ( P C ) 

+>9AVP*'IH»l>PH*PBI>PBvHitu (p H ) Vr ( P B ) P ( P C ) 
+isivp«o«jii.PH<iPC/) fy,* (PH ) POr Vr (PB) P (pc) 

9MVPB»I{^ (PH) V„ (PB)PB» <<i (pc) 
+«AVVPB^H^ (PH)PCrVr (p B ) V,, (j)C) 

4 - V + V 

T-P + P sPppPBrPBvH,.* {PH)P{PB) P{pc) 

T —V + P gTVptrpatPHaPBtPBv H/iv (PH) Vr {ps) P (pc) 

T-~V + V s¥vvfl'<"'(j'H)^(PB)K.(pc) 
+9TVVPB?PBVHI.„ (PH) V, (p B ) Vr (pc) 

+STVVPB*#,.I- (PH) Vf (PB)PH» K- (PC) 
+9TVVPB^H,1I, (PH)pHrK- (PB) V„ (pc) 
+9TVVPBIAPB^HIU, {PH)PHTVT (PB)PH» V» {PC) 

* A (T) represents hybrid mesons with JPC = 1 + + ( 2 + + ) 
and P (V) S-wave qq mesons with Jpc — 0~ + (1—). 
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TABLE V. Decay width formulas for the ground-state hybrid mesons decaying into two ordinary qq mesons. 
The decay widths are given by 

where |p| = [{m?H - (ms + mc)2}{m7

H - (me - "»c) 2}F/2mH and m// (i»s and mc) is real mass of 
initial hybrid (final qq) mesons. The effective coupling constants j , for each process are given in Appendix 
B. (Note that the subscripts of the coupling constants indicating decay processes are omitted in the table.) 

Decay process S J T T ? '"**'' 
tpin 

B-.V + P ,f (3 + g . ) + 2 S l 9 , ( l - i ^ S l p » ) + ̂ p « 
A m f l / V m B / n>B 

fl^V + V eUglEB + g2Ec)'^ + l^?^• + g5mH(l + ^Vp, 

+ { ^ - 9 3 m „ ( 1 + g )}V + «l 
+4 [(»,£« +52£c) {il§f- + S>™» (l + j | j } 

+(SlE B + S2Ec)S4"lH + (SlEs + 9j£c) j ^ 2 ^ + 95"»H ( l + | j ) }] P* 

- { £ i ^ + s s m ' ' ( i + £ ) } 9 H p < 

+ 4 [ ( S I £ B + s s £ c ) - ( ^ -s3mH ( : + 1 ) } p 1 p S 

(ill 
I 



TABLE V. (Continued). 

Decay process 2J + I ^ '•**'* 

A-*V + P 

A-V+ V 

s-.v + v iL(7 + i^4)+9i(mBmc-i£SI2iy 
3 I V mBmt; J \ mBmc ) 
^ ( ^ P' + P 2 , P* N 

*(»4)W--»M»$)(1^C~») 
*i«»(p.i«) (-11 &?£) t ! « . , t o ^ (i - !£SE!) 
+29,93 (3 + 4 + 4 - P W I ) _ 2 9 , 9 , ^ ^ (l - ISB&) 

-29293 (, - tafl) (l - fiyi) P> + 2929, M - 0 W » (. - ^ ) P> 

-2929, W - ( W c ) ) (l - ^ ) P> - 2939S (l + g ) (l - ^ ) P» 

•**( i- !¥ l)( ,-W''] 
3 
_ 4 

3 

. 2 
9 > ^ + | ( 9 ^ + f ) (l + 4 ) P ' 

f 94m« + J ^ l (9imH + 92£B) U + £ r ) p 2 

+ 5<9imH+92£B) 2 (3+4) 
4 

-g93n»H(9i™H + S-IEB )P2 

\,m£ mB/ 
2 ,2„4 T~P + P ^aV 

r - v + p VmSrP4 



TABLE V. (Continued). 

Decay process „ , J Z \M\~ 

T~ V + V 15 I V mB ml m|,mj./ "V ^mimj . , / 
+»3 I -5m„p +5——5 p -2—f-p + 2 3 » P 1 

\ m C m 0 m B m C / 
+4 (-&»!*» + sJawlp* _ 2 ^ P < + i^^lA 

...a {.PCPHT ...a ( P B P H ) 2 , (paPH^CpcPw)^ _< H _ ^ l — "~^r~ — ^ — J p 

^ _Pl (PBPdp,) _ 2 f f l S 3 (5<2£™V + 2 < ^ P < ) 
/ V " lc ™B™& / (PBPH)_1 , JPBPH)_,\ (PBPHKPCPH)_, 5—p +2—=—j-p I -451S5 5—5 P m s mBmc / rajmj 

(PCPH) (PBPH) (pepeXpcPffA 4 

+ _ 2 + —2 „.2 I P m%m: B"'c 
(PCPH) , JPBPH) _ (PBTC)(PBPH, 

) ' 
, (PCPH? . (PBPH)- , (.PBPC){PBPH)(PCPH)\ . 
+ —^— + ^t— + =|^| /P 

. „ (PBPH)(PCPH)_, . . „ (mH(.PBPH) (PBPH)(PCPH)2\ „ 4 

4^9< _,a_3 P + tSMs ( —5 + „a„,a ) P 
mBmc \ mB mBm'c ) 

(™-H(PCPH) (PBPHHPC 
\ ml mBm% 

+ 4 M . (^PCPH) _ (np*r<rcn)j p , ] 
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TABLE VI. Predicted partial and total decay widths of the ground-state hybrid mesons. 
The isoscalar mixings for hybrid mesons are simply taken to be ideal in each nonet, that is, 
fs,hg = (uu + dd)g/\/2 and f'gt h'g = -ssg. The singlet-octet mixing angle tor the t} and V mesons 
is taken to be —20°, 

2S+1.2E+1 T . ,OjPC Hybrid mesonb 

Mass (MeV) 
Decay modes Partial width (MeV) Total width (MeV) 

J+J+-
* . i urn 48~56 

1300 ~ 1500 

K'K 

13~21 
0 

0 ~ 14 

6 1 ~ 9 1 

± 1+ K?> K'* 0 ~ 3 0 
1400 ~ 1600 K'v » 0 

t>K 22~32 2 9 - 8 1 
I 3 5 , uK 

4K 
7 ~ 1 0 
0 ~ 9 

o-i+- Aj i t>* 150 ~ 170 
1300 ~ 1500 WTJ 

K'~K 
0 ~ 2 0 
0 ~ 2 8 

150 ~ 220 

^ p* 0 
1550 ~ 1750 

K'K 

0 
0 ~ 1 6 
50~71 

5 0 ~ 8 7 

1-0++ " j O Tjir 38~41 
1200 ~ 1400 

KK 
8 ~ II 
28~30 

7 8 ~ 8 2 

3 1 So 

1 0 + KU Kr 41 ~ 46 
1300 ~ 1500 Kv 

Kv' 
ssO 

0 ~ 12 
41 ~ 5 8 

4 S = 5, + Sj, E = S + S9, I = Lf + L x and J = L + S. 
b The symbols for hybrid mesons conform to the standard naming scheme for ordinary qq mesons 
except for the subscript g indicating extra gluon as a constituent. 
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TABLE VI. (Continued). 

2S+l,8E+l£ » jajPC Hybrid meson 6 

Mass (MeV) 
Decay modes Partial width (MeV) TotaJ width (MeV) 

0+0++ JgO »* 98 ~ 114 
1200 ~ 1400 11 7 ~ 1 0 

2 7 ~ 3 0 
130 ~ 150 

3 1 So /,« 1TX 0 
1450 ~ 1650 11 0 ~ 5 

0 ~ 11 
KK 
PP 
WW 

4 4 ~ 4 6 
0 
0 

4 4 ~ 6 2 

1-1++ a ? i P* 600 ~ 840 
1300 ~ 1500 K'H 0 ~ 9 4 600 ~ 930 

i 1+ K* K'r 220 ~ 300 
1400 ~ 1600 A"1 0 ~ 160 

3 3 S i pK 
wK 
4>K 

160 ~ 260 
5 1 ~ 8 4 
0 ~ 9 3 

430 ~ 900 

0+1++ / „ ( 1 4 2 0 ) 
1420 

K-K~ 55 (input) 55 

fU K'H 290 ~ 430 
1550 ~ 1750 PP 

WW 

0 
0 

290 ~ 430 

S = S, + Sz, £ = S + S,, L = Lp + Li and J = L + E. 
b The symbols for hybrid mesons conform to the standard naming scheme for ordinary qlj mesons 
except for the subscript g indicating extra gluon as a constituent. 
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TABLE VI. (Continued). 

25+1,22+1 r, » JGJPC Hybrid meson b 

Mass (MeV) 
Decay modes Partial width (MeV) Total width (MeV) 

1-2++ Oj2 >)i 1 ~ 2 
1400 ~ 1600 

A'A' 
WO 
« 0 

A'*A' 
93 ~ 310 

0 ~ 1 3 
0 ~ 4 8 

94 ~ 370 

* 2 + Kh A'x 2 - v 3 
1500 ~ 1700 A> 

A"* 
A"» 

» 0 
ssO 

33 ~ 120 
0 ~ 2 1 

pl< 
wK 

1 4 ~ 8 0 
4 ~ 2 5 

53 ~ 290 

3 5 s 2 
<t>K 

K'p 
K'w 

0 ~ 6 
0 ~ 3 0 
0 ~ S 

0 + 2 + + /.» rr 5 ~ 7 
1400 ~ 1600 vv 

W 
A'TT 

0 ~ 7 
» 0 
« 0 

A - A ' 
PP 
WW 

0 ~ 13 
0 ~ 8 2 
0 ~ 2 1 

12 ~ 120 

ffl TfK 0 
1 6 5 0 ~ 1 8 5 0 

iv' 
KK 

» 0 
« 1 

K'T( 
pp 
WW 

K'TF 

25 ~ 130 
0 
0 

0 ~ 4 2 

26 ~ 170 

• S = S, + Sj, £ = S + S,, L = Lf +1> and J = L + E. 
b The symbols for hybrid mesons conform to the standard naming scheme 
for ordinary qq mesons except for the subscript g indicating extra gluon as a constituent. 
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TABLE VII. Predicted decay properties of the candidates for the ground-state hybrid mesons in comparison with experiment. 
The singlet-octet mixing angle for the i) and it' mesons is taken to be —20° in the prediction. 

Meson Experiment* Prediction 

Mass (MeV) Total width (MeV) Observed channel Assignment Total width (MeV) Decay modes Branching fraction (%) 

6,(1300) 
S1300 

K,(1650) 
1650 ± 5 0 

oo(1320) 
1322 ± 3 0 

M1240) 
1240 ± 10 

/o(1525) 
ssl525 

i t " ) , M1300) 55 

150 ± 50 

130 ± 3 0 

140 ± 10 

:90 

(fiK 

KK 

KK 

/Cjf'(1650) 180 

o,0(1320) 

/,o(1240) 

/Jo(1525) 

78 

54 

88 
12 

K'T 40 

uK 
&K 
K'n 

37 
12 
11 

asO 

1JX 

XK 

50 
13 
37 

XT 
KK 
11 

75 
19 
6 

KTC 84 
11 
1l' 
XX 

9 
7 
0 

The data are taken from Kef. 28 except for the 6i(1300) and the a,(1400). tot these two mesons see discussions in Sec. IV t). 



TABLE VII. (Continued). 

Meson Experiment* 

Assignment 

Prediction 

Mass (MeV) Total width (MeV) Observed channel Assignment Total width (MeV) Decay modes Branching fraction (%) 

ni(MOO) « 700 pr a,i(H00) 740 pi 95 
» 1400 K'K 5 

/,(1420) 55 ± 3 K'K /,i(1420) 55 (input) K'K « 100 
1425.3 ±1 .3 

M1640) < 70 uiw /,2<1640) 160 pp 64 
1635 ±i wu 18 

K'K 13 
TT 5 
7)1) SO 
irf a 0 
K'K «s 0 

*The data are taken from Ref, 28 except for the 6i(1300) and ai(1400). For these two mesons see discussions in Sec. IV B. 



TABLE VIII. Present status of our assignments for the ground-state 
hybrid-meson nonets. 

lL, Jpc 

l = \ 

nnp 

' - * 
nsg, tng 

1 = 0 

nng tig 

1 3 5 , 

3 1 S 0 

3 3 S, 

» 5 8 

1+- 6,i(1300) JCfI(1650) 

0++ tt],o(1320) /,o(1240) /;0(1525) 

1 + + o,i(1400) (*)» /,i(1420) ( « ) b 

2 + + /,j(1640) 

* This state is expected to be seen only as a background effect because of 
its very broad width. 
b This state may be observed only through iuterference effects between 
doubling partners because of its broad width. See the text. 

H 

FIG. 1. Decay mechanism of hybrid mesons into two ordinary mesons. 



Results from the LASS Spectrometer 

Shiro Suzuki 
Dept. of Physics, Nagoya University 

ABSTRACT 

Results are presented for several mesonic states containing one or more strange 
quark. The data are taken from a high statistics (4 events/nb) study of K~p interac
tions at 11 GeV/c carried out in the LASS Spectrometer at SLAC. Systematic data are 
reported for various final states on the underlying K* and ss states as well as the leading 
llegge recurrence. 

1. Overview and Introduction 
Several candidates have been reported for glueballs and exotic mesons in various 

experiments . Most of these states lie in the 1.0 - 2.5 GeV/c 2 mass region, and they 
arc easily confused with conventional light quark qq states. To help settle the nature of 
these candidates, it is very important to make a full map of qq mesonic states, exploring 
the spectrum of excitations, as well as to search for exotic states which are directly 
produced in the hadronic processes. Quark model has been making a great success in 
the heavy meson spectroscopy, however, understanding of the light mesons in this model 
has been unsatisfactory in spile of its long history. Since light quark spectroscopy has 
been studied for a long time, an experiment is required to have both high sensitivity 
and good acceptance in a wide variety of physics channels to make significant progress. 
The report here describes an effort towards addressing these issues in an experiment 
utilizing the Large Aperture Superconducting Solenoid (LASS) spectrometer at SLAC. 

A schematic view of the LASS spectrometer is shown in fig. 1. This spectrometer 
is characterized by a clean RK separated K~ beam, flat acceptance over nearly 4 T 
sleradians, and a bias free trigger for events with >2 charged particles as defined in the 
planar and cylindrical proportional chambers surrounding the target. Two threshold 
Ccrenkov counters, a time of flight counter hodoscope, and dfi/dx measurement in the 
cylindrical proportional chambers around the target provide good particle identification. 
The details of the spectrometer are described elsewhere3 . 

We accumulated 113 million K~p events, corresponding to a sensitivity of 4.1 
evenls/nb. The results presented below come from the study of strange mesons in the 
K~TT+, A'~n and K~ui channels, slrangconium mesons in the AAV and KK channels 
(refs.-3,4,5,6,7,8,9). 

t E135 Collaboration : Nagoya University, INS - Univ. of Tokyo, Cincinnati University and SLAC. 
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Fig.l Schematic drawing of the l/ASS spectrometer. 



2. Strange Mesons 

2.1. A ' _ i r + SCATTERING 

The simple topology and large cross section of the A'-*"1" final state provide an 
ideal place for studying natural Jpc slates. The leading orbitally excited slates of the 
A'* resonances were explored up through J = 5~ by the spherical harmonic moments 
method . These moments and information from a t-dependent parametrization of the 
production amplitude have been used to perform an energy independent partial wave 
analysis of the h'~ir+ system from threshold to 2.6 GeV/c 2, for the purpose of studying 
A ' ~ T + two body scattering. 

Fig. 2 shows the results of the partial wave analysis *. The amplitudes are uniquely 
determined tip to 1.84 (3eV/c2, and there is essentially a two fold ambiguity only in 
the non-leading waves above 1.84 GeV/c2 as shown by solutions A and B in fig. 2.. In 
either case, the amplitudes corroborate the leading L-excited states [A'*(892), A.J(1430), 
A'j( 1780), h'l(2060) and A7(2380)J directly observed in the moments, and also provide 
new evidence for the underlying states in S and V waves. 

The low mass 0 + amplitude shown in figs. 3(a) and (b) confirms the A0(135O) [was 
K] observed by earlier experiments. The lines on the figure are the results of a fit to the 
model of 1'. Rstabrooks et a) which gives parameter values for the mass and width 
of M = 1429 ± 4 ± 5 MeV/c2 and V = 287 ± 10 ± 21 McV/c2, respectively. However, 
other models give values which differ from these by up to 100 McV/c2. Figs. 3(c) and 
(d) also show evidence for a second 0+ A',"(1950) at higher mass in both solutions A and 
H, with M = 1934 ± 8 ± 20 MeV/c2, V = 174 ± 19 ± 79 MeV/c2 for solution A, and M 
= 1955 ± 10 ± 8 MeV/c2, I" = 228 ± 34 ± 22 MeV/c2 for solution B, respectively. 

Fig. 4 .shows the I' wave amplitude in the region of no ambiguity. In addition to 
tin- well known A'*(892), the amplitude displays clear resonant structure around 1740 
MeV/c2, which confirms the A'*(1790). However, these two resonances plus background 
do not give a good (it to the amplitude in the region around 1400 MeV/c2 as shown 
by the dashed line in fig. 4. When an additional resonance is added, the model shown 
by the solid curve fits the data very well. The values obtained for the two higncr mass 
resonances are M = 1380 ± 21 ± 19 MeV/c2, I' = 176 ± 52 ± 22 MeV/c2 for the 
A'*(I410), and M = 1677 ± 10 ± 32 MeV/c2, I' = 205 ± 16 ± 34 MeV/c2 for the 
A'*(I790). Both of these states have been observed in the A'"jr +jr _ three body l'VVA, 
but this is the first observation of the A'*(1410) decaying into A>. The small coupling 
to the A T mode could be a direct consequence of a node in the radial wave function, 
which gave small overlapping integral in the two body decay amplitude1' . 

As a summary, lig. 5 shows the list of A'* states observed in the A ' - i r + channel. 
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2.2. A'~n AND K~u CHANNEL 

In contrast to the extensive study of A'*'s in the Kir and A'inr channels, no serious 
attempt to look for these states in the other channel like A'n and A'UJ in a high statistics 
experiment has been made so far. The A* —» A'r/, Kui branching ratio can be calculated 
in Sl)(3), hence comparing these ratios with K* —> Kir provides us a good check of 
SU(3) symmetry with a new channel. 

The reaction A'~p —* K~r+ir~x0p is selected by a IC fit, and exhibits a clear rj and 
u signal in the T + J T - * 0 mass spectrum * (fig. 6). 

Fig.6 (a) Effective mass spectrum or»+ jr~*° Fig.7 (a)Effective mass distribution of K"i). 
in the K~p —» K~ir+j-~ir°p process showing Shaded histogram shows the results after the 
the q and u. (b) 'if sample used in the analysis diffractive backgrounds are removed by the ro
of A i/ final state. quirement of M„ > 2.0 GeV/c2and M K - , > 

l.ooGeV/c8. (b) Background subtracted K~n 
too moment. 
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K~t) final state 
Selecting the 17 region, the K~i) effective mass spectrum shows a prominent peak 

around 1.75 GeV/c2 (fig. 7). A background subtracted spherical moments analysis 
and subsequent amplitude decomposition shows this peak is dominated by Jp = 3~" 
(fig. 8(a)). A Hreil-Wigner fit to the preliminary P wave amplitude gives M = 1749 ± 
10 MeV/e2, and V = 193 ± 43 MeV/c2, with systematic errors still to be determined. 
The peak is most naturally interpreted as A"J(1780). Using the Kir data of the CERN-
Geneva group , the relative width of Kij to Kx is 

r(/r3'(i780) 
3 r(K3*(1780) 

111 
Kir) 

= 0.54 ± 0.22. 

If we assume the PDG value'"1 for BR(K'(17S0) -> Kir) = 17 ± 5%, we get 
B«(A'J(1780) -» Ki,) = 9.2 ± 4.4%. 

On the other hand, no positive evidence for A'?(1430) is observed in either the K~rj 
mass spectrum or the 1) wave amplitude (fig. 8(b)). The upper limit of the relative 
widths of Kif to Kir for the A"j(M30) is estimated to be 

«2 = 
r(/r2'(i430) -> Kti) 
T(K{(\m) -» Kir) < 0.91 % 

at the 95% confidence level, which leads to a limit on the A'IJ branching ratio 
BR(.KZ(1430) -> Kij) of 0.41% at the 95% confidence level. 

i.t 1.4 i.< i.i 

(CtV/e') 

Fif.B Intensity of the (a) F and (b) D wave amplitude! in the K~q channel. A Breit-Wigner 
fit to the dominant F-wave i> ninerpoied. 
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The dramatic difference between the tfn coupling to /(J(1430) and to /CJ(1780) 
(Hi and lij) looks odd. However, it is explained by an SU(3) model with octet-singlet 
mixing of the r/ and n'. The main difference comes from the D and F type meson 
couplings, according to the symmetry of the parent and daughter states. A straight
forward calculation gives 

«!! = 
(tf'(1430) 

r(/q(M30) 
^ = ^ + *5*tf(^)\ 

and 

^ s a ^ i = (H)a(g)7, r(K3*(1780) - • Kr) 

where qgn and qxT arc the cm. momenta of the flnal Kt) and Kit states, respectively, 
and 0r is the SU(3) octet-singlet mixing angle of the 77 and rf in the 0~ nonet. R2 has 
a suppression factor of 9 compared to the A3, and has a further suppression from the 
negative mixing angle 0r, while R3 is rather insensitive to 6r. For example, 

0, = 0.0° : ih = 3.2%, R3 = 41% 
0, = -10.0° : Ri = 0.8%, R3 = 40% 
fl, = -18.5° : li2 = 0.0%, Ri = 37% 
flF = -23.0° : R2 = 0.1%, R3 = 34% 

The data are roughly consistent with today's generally accepted $r value (—10° <Br < 
—23°). The flux tube model calculation by Kokoski and Isgur " also gives very similar 
values to those of the above naive SU(3) model [«(/C2*(1430)) ~ 1% and ft(tf3*(I780)) ~ 
50%], basically in agreement with our results. 

K~ui final state 

A sample of K~u>p events have been extracted from K~p —> K~ic+K~x0p by the 
same method as K~i\p (fig. 9). 'I'he analysis is performed using joint decay spherical 
harmonic moments in the K~ui Gottfried-Jackson frame and in the u> rest frame . 
Bach moment is background subtracted using the u> sidebands with a negative weight 
and acceptance corrected. After that the K~u partial Waves were determined. 
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Fig.9 Effective mass distribution of K~u. 

The low mass region is dominated by 1+ waves and also prominent peak is found 
in 2~ wave, but those are not discussed here. In this paper, we just concentrate to the 
/CJ(1430) and A^(1780). Figure 10 shows a joint fit to the D+ waves from K°ir~ and 
K~u which gives a measurement of the brancing fractions of the /^(MSO), 

r(y;(i430) - * K u ) 
r( / f j (1430) -» /Car) 

= 3.7 ±1.5%. 

Similarly, Fig. 11 shows a joint fit to the F + waves from K~i), K°?r~ and K~w which 
gives for the A"3*(1780), 

r(K^(1780) - Ku>) 
r(ffj(1780) -» AV) 

= 14.3 ±2.3%. 

The ratios are determined from the solid curves, where the A'*'s are constrained to have 
the same mass and width in each channel; the dotted curves show the effect of removing 
this constraint. Assuming the PDG value for BR( A'* -t Kir), we obtained the branching 
ratios of A"s to Ku as ##(#£(1430) -> Ku) = 1.8±0.3% and BJt(K^(U80) -> Kw) = 
2.9 ± 0.4%. In both cases, these are the first real measurements of the Ku branching 
ratios. 
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Fig.lO The D+ waves from the K°n~ and K"u channels. The curves are described in the 
text. 
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Fig . l l The F + waves from the /CIJ, K0*' and JC~w channels. The curves are described 
in the text. 
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3. Strangeonium 

K~p hypercharge exchange processes with backward going A's are expected to be 
a rich source of ss slates. Below are some results of analyses of exclusive processes 
with A vertices reconstructed in the spectrometer. Hence, rather loose requirements on 
the particle identifying devices provide very clean identification of these processes with 
uniform acceptance. 

3.1. A"AV CHANNEL 

Mesons decaying to KKir are studied in the K~p —> A'jA'^ir^A exclusive channels. 
The most important issues are to determine the ss members of 1 + nonets. Defining 
these states will play an important role in sorting out the Eji puzzle. 

Fig. 12 shows the effective mass spectrum of A'jA^** with h'^K+ir' and A'°A_-jr+ 
combined. The spectrum is characterized by a rapid rise at the A'*A' + c.c. threshold, 
and peak structures around 1.5 and 1.9 GeV/c". There is no clear evidence for signif
icant production of an '£'(1420)' in contrast with expectations if its quark content is 
dominantly ss. 
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Fig.12 Effective mass spectrum of KJ K* IT*, 
with the K?K+r- and #"#-«•+ final states 
combined. 

Fig.13 Jp decomposition of K'K^n* waves. 
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We carried out an isobar model three body partial wave analysis using these data. 
The threshold region and the first peak after the K*K + c.c. threshold are seen in 
fig. 13 to be mostly l + while the second peak around 1.9 GeV/c2 is associated mainly 
with 2" and some 3~ waves. There are no prominent structures in the 0 - , 1~ and 2 + 

waves. 
Checking the dominant 1 + wave in more detail, we see that the production of the A* 

and A' are asymmetric in the region below 1.6 GeV/c2 (fig. 14(a,b)). This is also clear 
from the Dalit/, plot (not shown). It is hard to explain such an asymmetry if a single ss 
resonance contributes. This motivates us to check the interference of the A'* A and A' A 
waves. The interference pattern shows interesting features. Namely, it is negative right 
after the A'* A' + c.c. threshold and then becomes positive at 1.5 GeV/c2 (fig. 14(c)). 
Since opposite G-parity states interfere with opposite signs, this indicates the existence 
of at least two objects with opposite G-parity in this mass region. 

cL 2 0 0 

I 

(a) 1** 1 (b) 1 + -

1.4 1.6 1.8 

Fig.14 (a,b) Breakdown of the 1 + wave into 
K* K and K K components, (c) Mass depen
dence of K* K - K K interference. 

Fig.15 Decomposition of K'K and ~K*K 
waves to G-parity eigenstates JPG. 
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As the K'K and K K waves themselves are not G-parity eigenstates, the amplitudes 
are decomposed into the G-eigenstates J , and the 1 + waves split into 1 + + and 1 + -

waves (fig. 15). Note that for isospin zero objects, 7 coincides with j " . With this 
assumption the Jpc = 1 + + amplitude has a clear peak at 1.53 GeV/c2 with T ~ 80 
MeV/c2. This observation is in good agreement with the /J'(1530) reported by Gavillet 
et al , and since it is strongly produced in K~p hypercharge exchange reaction, it is 
an excellent candidate for the ss member of the 1 + + nonet. The l + _ wave is strongly 
peaked towards the K'K + c.c. threshold and provides a good candidate for the ss 
member of the l + ~ nonet. Because of the proximity of the K'K + c.c. threshold, it's 
mass and width are somewhat difficult to determine, but they lie within the range 1.3 
< M < 1.45 GeV/c2 and T < 150 MeV/c2. 

In summary, there is no sharp £(1420) signal in the K~p hypercharge reaction, 
suggesting that the £(1420) is not dominantly an ss object. Instead, a 1 + + /[(1530) 
[/y(1530)] exists as an ss candidate member of the I + + nonet, and evidence for a l + ~ 
n'(1380) [//'] is also seen. These two states fit rather well into nonets, where the 1 + + 

nonet includes the ai(1270), A"M(1340), / I ( 1 2 8 5 ) and /{(1530), while the l+~ nonet 
contains the &i(1235), A'i«(1340), ft,(1190) and A'(1380). 

3 . 2 . K'K CHANNEL 

The exclusive reactions K~p —* A*+A"_A and A"jA"jA have also been analyzed. 
These reactions provide new information on the ss leading L-excited states, and also 
permit interesting comparisons with the KK spectrum produced in "glue enriched" 
channel of radiative J/ij> decay. 

K+K~ final state 
In fig. 16 the raw K+K~ mass spectrum and scattered plot of K+K~ vs K + A are 

shown. The K+K~ channel suffers from strong diffractive production of Nr's in the 
K+\ channel. However, we can see a strong ^(1020) peak, a clear /2(1525) [/'] peak, 
and evidence for a ^(1860). 

A spherical moments analysis (fig. 17) shows the structure at 1.86 GcV/c2 in the 
corrected mass distribution (too) and the higher moments up to <60 suggesting the spin 
parity of the peak at 1.86 GeV/c2 is 3~. Also there are evidences of peak structure 
around 2.2 GeV/c2 up to (70, indicating the possibility of spin 4 + . 
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Fig.16 K+K~ raw data mass spectrum. 
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These have been confirmed by an amplitude analysis. Fig. 18 shows a result of the 
amplitude decomposition for the F-wave. A Breil-Wigner fit to the amplitude gives the 
resonance parameters M = 1855 ± 22 MeV/c2 and T = 74 ± 67 MeV/c2. Compared 
with the F-wave decomposition of K'K + c.c, we get 

r(fo(1855)-»K*/r + c.c) 
r(&(1855) -> K'K) 

= 0.55±°;$*. 

Fig. 19 shows the interference between Go and diflractive waves. Considering that the 
difTractive amplitudes have no resonant structure, the figure indicates the existence of 
4 X resonance around 2.2 GeV/c 2. This is identified as /|(2200). By Breit-Wigner fit 
with a linear background, we get resonance parameters M = 2209 *\l MeV/c2 and T = 
60 j ^ ? 7 MeV/c2. 

3 

1.7 1.8 L.S 2 

Mass (CeV/c J ) 

Fiff.16 (a) Modulus of (he F-wave amplitude 
in the ^3(1860) region, (b) too moment, (c) 
Comparison with the F-wave decomposition of 
K'K + c.c. (open symbol). Vertical axis is 
arbitrarily re-scaled for the comparison. 

Fig.19 The mass dependence of the interfer
ence between Go and difTractive background 
amplitudes. The curve corresponds to the lit 
using the imaginary part of a Breit-Wigner 
amplitude plus a linear background. 



y.°ft? final state 

Compared to the K+K~, K®K® final state is relatively background free, and only 
couples to even spin objects due to Bose statistics. The acceptance corrected A°A" 
mass spectrum is shown in fig. 20. The only strong peak seen is the /.j(1525). In either 
case, the /2(1720) [0] is not seen, suggesting that the /2(1720) [0] is unlikely to be a 
conventional ss meson. Below 2.0 GeV/c2, the mass spectrum is well fit by a sum of the 
/ 2(1270) [/] and /^(1525) [/'] resonance without the / 2(1720) \9]. For /^(1525), we got 
M = 1526.8 ± 4.3 MeV/c2 and V = 90.2± 11.8 MeV/c2 from the mass spectrum, while we 
got MD = 1527.4 t\ti MeV/c2 and TD = 88.3J;*™ MeV/c2 by fitting the decomposed 
A)—wave (fig. 20(b)). The resonance parameters are consistent with other data, and the 
upper limit of the /s(l720) [0\ production cross section times its branching ratio to the 
A'J/Vj channel is 91 rib at the 95 % confidence level. 
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Thus 1.5 GeV/c3 region is dominated by /J(1525), however, spherical moment shows 
that S-wave contributiopn in this region is nessesarry. This is shown explicitely in fig.21, 
and although the uncertainties are large, it is clear that the S-wave contribution is indeed 
present. In order to define the significance of the S-wave amplitude, an additional fit to 
a single mass interval from 1.4 — 1.7 GeV/c2 was performed. This fit yields two solutions 
with identical X2 (fig-22), and it is clear that even the smaller amplitude solution differs 
from zero by more than four standard deviations. From this figure, the 95% confidence 
level limits on the S-wave cross section times branching ratio to KK are 

O.Ofyjft < <r{K~p -> (5 - wave)\) • Br((S - wave) -» KK) < 2.1^6, 

and the cross section corresponding to the average of the two solutions is ~ 0.75/f fr. The 
S-wave intensity distribution of fig.21(b) is very similar to that obtained from the analysis 
of the KK system produced in the reaction K~p —» A' +K~A at 8.25GeV/c | ,T1 . These 
independent results suggest the existence of a 0 + + state, the /Q(1530) approximately 
degenerated in mass with the /.j(1525). 
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to • I 
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Fig.31 (•) The S-wave intensity distribution 
for MICK* IS 1.9GeV/ca; diamond and crow 
symbol* indicate the large and smaller S-wave 
solutions, respectively; (b) the S-wave inten
sity distribution as a function from the reac
tion K-p -> K+K'K at 8.25 GeV/c'. 

Fig.22 The x* surface for a single-bin fit 
in the maw region M|.7 GeV/c* plotted as 
a function of |5o| and |Sb|J in (a) and (b), 
respectively; the arrow in the figures indicate 
the positions of the minima. 
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4. Summary 

The qq states discussed in this report arc summarized in fig. 23. 
We can see mass degeneracy among the 3P triplet of sJ [/^(1525), /'(1530), /Q(1530)] 

and strange mesons [^'1(1430), A'*(1400), /Cg(l429)]. Similar degeneracy also exists in 
the non-.sS isoscaler states [/2(1270), / i (1285), /b(1300)]. It is interesting to note that 
including the reported ao(I300) as a member of triplet, all the 3P member of light mesons 
are likely to be almost degenerated. Large l-a splitting is expected for lighter quarks by 
naive single gluon exchange model which agrees well with the ec and bb spectrum, but 
experiment shows rather opposite results. 

In summary, we have obtained a good scope on the details of qq spectroscopy, and 
have slates ranging over 5 units of orbital excitations and 2 units of radial excitation 
quantum numbers. We now have good candidates for almost all the qq structure expected 
in K's below 2.0 GeV/c2 and see the orbitally excited states extending to higher mass. 
Many of the structures expected in the strangeonium spectrum are seen, and 4 units 
of orbital excitations are established. The Ktf final state shows selective coupling to 
different K*\ implying that SU(3) is still able to predict interesting features of the 
meson spectrum. The long and confusing story of the ss axial vector nonets around 1.4 
- 1.5 GeV/c2 has become much clearer since this experiment, containing an s-quark in 
the beam, gives evidence that the /[(1530) and A'(1380) are the ss members of the 1 + + 

and l + _ nonets. 

(GeVa) 

Fig.23 Summary of metonic states observed in this experiment. 
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Abstract 

An experimental study with GAMS-2000 was made of 2x° and 4x° systems produced in x~p 
charge-exchange reactions at 38 GeV/c. The mass independent partial wave analysis of 2x° system 
was made in the mass region from the threshold up to 1.70 GeV. The production cross sections of 
/j(1270)-meson in Do, £>_ and D+ waves have been measured for -t < 0.2 (GeV/cf. An analj>; .s 
of 4x° angular distribution was also performed at small t. It has allowed to yield in the 4x° mass 
spectrum the contributions of /j(1270), G(1590) and X2(1810) mesons. The cross sections obtained 
are in agreement with those previously measured at 100 GeV/c with GAMS-4000 and OPE model. 

1 Introduction 
We present here preliminary results of an experimental study of 2x° and 4x° systems produced 

in charge-exchange reactions 
J T - p - J f i ^ B . (1) 

Measurements have been carried out with 38 GeV/c x~ beam at the IHEP 70 GeV accelerator 
using the multiphoton spectrometer GAMS-2000. 

The 2x° and 4x° are quite different systems. Nevertheless the deep relation exists between 
them. The previous experiment with GAMS-4000 at 100 GeV/c has shown [1,2] that 4x° systems 

•S.V.DoB»kov, A.V.Inyakin, V.A.K«ch«nov, G.V.Khaouitov, A.A.Kondashov, A.V.Kulik, G.L.Land»Urj, 
A.A.Udnev, S.A.Polovnikov, Yu.D.Prokosbkin, S.A.Sadovtky, V.D.Samoylenko, P.M.Stwgin, A.V.ShUn-
nikov, A.V.Sinfovsky, V.P.Sufonayev (IHEP, Protvino); C.Bricman, J.P.Stroot (HSN, Brussels); D.Alde, 
EA.Knspp (LANL, New Mtxico); M.Gouanere, J.P.Feifneux, M.Poulet (LAPP, Annecy); S.Inaba, 
M.Kobsyafbi, K.TakamaUu, T.Tturu (KEK, Tnikuba); R.Bellmini, A.Bres, M.M.Muui, MJLTorquati 
(INFN, Italy); E.G.Chikovani, M.D.lkbidie (RIHEP TSU, Georgia); F.G.Binon (ULB, Brussels); 
M.Boutemeur (CERN, Switssrland), T.Nakamura (MU, Miyuski). 
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are produced through the dominant One-Pion-Exchange (OPE). This is also true at 38 GeV/c (see 
[3}). So, the idea of the present experiment was twofold: 

• to make measurements of the production cross sections of 4ir° resonances ( /j(1270), G(1590) 
and X2(1810)) seen previously at 100 GeV/c and to compare them with the OPE-prediction 
energy scale; 

• to make a Partial Wave Analysis (PWA) of 2ie° system and to try to observe the 4x°-resonances 
in 2»° decay mode. 

It is worth also mentioning that PWA was not done before of 2ir° system produced in x~p charge-
exchange reaction (but see also [4]). 

2 The 27T° sys tem 
The study of 2T° system is based on more than 100k 47 events of the reaction (1) accepted in the 

1980 run. No special event selection during the data taking and large distance from the GAMS-2000 
to the liquid hydrogen target ( 9 m) provide in this run good acceptance conditions for registration 
of 2x° system in mass range from the threshold up to about 1.7 GeV. The experimental setup, 
measurement conditions and geometrical reconstruction of events have been described elsewhere 
[5,6,7]. 

To select 2JC° system a kinematical analysis of 4y events was performed. It included 3C-fit of all 
47 events with two hypotheses. The first one is the kinematics of reaction under study 

*-p -> 2*° n. (2) 

and the second one is that of the most important background reaction ir_p-» ir°7?n (an influence of 
other two meson systems with 47 in the final state is negligible). 

The mass spectrum of 2x° systems ( x|̂ >» < xlavn and xl^n < ^> 99 % confidence level) 
is shown in fig.l. It has the well known resonance structure. As the feature of the present data 
it is necessary to note the sharp peak in the mass range of ~ 500 MeV. It is due to the reaction 
r"p-> J?§_ ] i r ( lA, where two x° are also produced in the final state. The guard counter system 
surrounding the target [8] suppressed the registration of this reaction to the level of several percent. 

Total number of the 2T° events is 85.5k after the kinematical cuts. The t-distribution of these 
events in all mass intervals (exept JT§ region) has the shape typical for OPE. In order to isolate the 
OPE contribution to the production process (2), only events with -t < 0.2 (GeV/c)i will be further 
considered. This results in a loss of 18% of the 2ir° events. 

2.1 Partial Wave Analysis formalism and data fitting 
A partial wave analysis of the reaction (2) was performed in mass range up to 1.7 GeV grouping 

events in 20 MeV bins. Only S, Do, D- and D+ waves were taken into account '. It is quite 

'For bslicity amplituds* w« use the notations of the work [10] 
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sufficient in this mass interval (see, for example [9]). The production angular distribution I(iloj) of 

Fig.l. Effective mass spectrum of ir°jr° in the reaction ir"p~» 2ir°n at 38 GeV/c, 
measured with the GAMS-2000 spectrometer. 

the 2T° events is parametrized in Gottfied-Jackson frame as follows [10]: 

4x-I(ilaj) = I S-{aaj) | 2 + | H+(SIGJ) | 2 

where 

and 

H~(Uaj) = S + VE DoP?(cos8) + \fhji D-Pj (cos 8) cost 

H+(naJ) = \[hjl D+P}(cos8)$iiuti 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 
are amplitudes with unnatural and natural parity exchange in t-channel respectively, and /'"(cos 8) 
is an associated Legendre function. 

A maximum likelihood method has been used for angular distribution fitting in each mass bin 
of 2T° events. The minimization functional (negative logarithm of the likelihood function) for the 
MINUIT program [11] has the form: 

F =-£«/($&;)+I>A. (6) 

where h and e\ are the coefficients of spherical function Re Y\(Q) expantions for angular distribution 
(3) and registration efficiency of the reaction (2) respectivelly, A is a double index A = Im, the first 
summation is extended over all events in the mass bin. The expressions of I\ coefficients in terms 
of amplitudes can be found in the work [10]. 

I 

file:///fhji


Fourier par&metrization of the registration efficiency of reaction (2) 

(7) 

has been obtained in full mass interval by Monte Carlo procedure based on the using of real showers 
set [12] in GAMS-2000 spectrometer with allowance for t dependence of the OPE diiferential cross 
section. The procedure of pirametrization has been described elsewhere [13]. We present here for 
illustration two dimensional cuts of the efficiency in fig.2. 

0.6 -: <^Z'. 
0.5-j ^c... 0.4 H jS 
0.3 -i 
0.2 -j 
0.1 -I """^Jl 

0 -*$M 
0 <ylm 

1.6 1 

0.2! 

t&CosQ-

Fig.2. Cuts of 3-dimensional efficiency for the reaction T~p-» 2!r°n : a) $TY ' 
b) M,o»o=1.3 GeV. 

2.2 Results of Partial Wave Analysis 
The helicity amplitudes have been obtained in all mass bins independently by means of the 

procedure described above, equations (3) - (6). Examples of the angular distributions fitting are 
shown in fig.3 for a bin in / 2 (1270) mass region. A quality of the fit in all other mass bins is like 

200 

f+; 

;,,, ,,„i.,,,, iv^±c 

400 -

0.25 0.5 0.75 1 
Cose 

Fig.S. Examples of fitting the GJ-ugulu distributions of the reaction *-p-t 2ir°n 
m the m m region of/j(1270)-me»on: a) cos^oj-distribution; b) *jT-distribution. 

that in fig.3. 
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The ambiguities in PWA of reaction (2) are similar to that early studied for reaction *-p-» jr0im 
[14]. But in the case of S, D„, D- and D+ waves there are only two nontrivial solutions due to the 
symmetry of 2ir° system resulting in a prohibition of odd waves. The procedure for finding solutions 
was described in [14]. 

Another important question in PWA is how to link independent solutions in the adjacent mass 
bins (bootstrapping problem). Several such procedures are known (see, for example, [10,15]). Here 
we have used the procedure based on the zeroes of Gersten's function [14,16]. In fig. 4 and 5 two 
global solutions obtained are presented in the mass interval under study. In the first solution (fig.4) 
the Do, D- and especially D+ amplitude have unphysical energy behaviour at the threshold and in 
low mass region: Z>_ and D+ amplitudes are larger than S amplidude at M2j> < 0.8 GeV. 

The second solution (fig.5) has all known features of the physical solution: zeroing D amplitudes 
near the threshold, the known energy behaviour of S amplitude in the small mass region and usual 
resonance behaviour in the middle mass region. In particular the /„(975) resonance is clearly seen 
in the S wave as sharp dip due to the destructive interference. Only this solution we will discuss 
below as the physical one. It is important also to note that Do and D- amplitudes have zeroing 
relative phase in the mass interval under study, see fig.6. This is manifestation of the well known 
phase coherence [19]. 

H„.G«V 

Fig.6. Relative phase between Da and D- waves for the physical solution in PWA of 
the reaction ir~p-+ 2jr°n. 

2.3 Production cross sections of /2(1270)-meson and discussion 
In order to obtain the production cross sections of /2(1270) meson in different D waves the A>, D-

and D+ amplitudes squared were fitted by relativistic Breit-Wigner curve with the energy dependent 
width [20] and polinomial background, see fig.7. The values of Si mass and width obtained are in 
agreement with the PDG tabel [21]. 
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The /2(1270) cross sections were normalized on the well known cross section of the reaction 
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Fig.7. Moduli squared of D„ and D. waves fitted by Breite-Wigner curve and a 
polinomial continuum (dashed lines); D+ wave fitting shows a similar feature to D-
one. 

7r"p—• f)_27n [18,17]. The data treatment of this reaction was done using the 1980 run also. The 
preliminary results for Do, O- and D+ states are as follows ( - t < 0.2 (GeV/c) 2): 

CDO(T"P -* hn) • BR(fr -> 2x°) = 2.2 ± 0.2 ± 0.25 /tb (8) 

<rD-(*-p -> hn) • BR(h -> 2T° ) = 0.14 ± 0.02 ± 0.03 fib (9) 

<7D +(ir-p - • f2n) • BR{h -> 2i°) = 0.22 ± 0.03 ± 0.03 lib. (10) 

The first errors are statistical and the second ones are systematical. The last includes only calculated 
uncertainties. They were obtained by variation of the £„,,-„ parameter of the efficiency, details see 
elsewhere [22]. But the very small efficiency in the region of | cos $aj |> 0.6 (see fig's. 2 and 3) force 
us to consider these values of systematic errors rather as a crude estimation of them. 

Another source of systematical errors is linked with the observed inefficiency of the guard system 
(the sharp J?§-peak in fig.l is a reflection of it). But there seems it is not so significant due to the 
relative measurements of the cross section (8) - (10). 

Taking into account the quoted errors and mentioned experimental uncertainties as well as 
accuracy of the theoretical prediction [4], we may conclude that cross sections (8) - (10) obtained 
are not in contradiction with OPE model. 

3 The 47T° system 
Primary study of 4ir° system was performed at 100 GeV/c in the previous work [2] with the 

purpose of exotic mesons searching, because the 4x° decay mode is expected to be rare for ordinary 
mesons. Here we present results of 4T° study at 38 GeV/c with GAMS-2000 setup in the 1984 run. 
Short distance from the spectrometer to hydrogen target ( 4.3 m) and rejection of small mass events 
of the process (1) during the data taking provide in this run good acceptance only for sufficiently 
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heavy 4ir° systems ( MtTt > 0.9 GeV). More detailed description of the measurement conditions 
can be found elsewhere [23]. 

3.1 Selection of 4irc events 
The data treatment procedure of 4ir° events is practically the same as at 100 GeV/c [2]. In order 

to separate reaction 
w~p ->47T°n. (11) 

from all other events (1), 210k 87 events were selected and submitted to kinematical lit. Each event 
was tested for its compatibility with the kinematics of reaction (11) (5C fit, mass of all particles 
are fixed). Only events which satisfy the main cuts ( C.L. > 0.1, £ 7 > 0.6 GeV) were used for 
subsequent analysis. The cleanness of 4JT° system selection can be illustrated by fig.8a, where the 
effective mass of 4th 7-pair is presented when the masses of three other 7-pairs are inside the jr°-
interval, [115,155] MeV. A contribution of 2x° subprocesses into reaction (11) is similar to that at 
100 GeV/c [2]: the 2ir° subsystems are mainly in 5-wave. 
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Fig.8. a) Invariant mass spectrum of the fourth 7-pair produced in the reaction 
x~p-» 87 n at 38 GeV/c when the other three pairs are identified as x°-mesons (see 
text); b) invariant mass spectrum of 3i°-subsystems in the reaction x"p-» 4x°n (4 
entries/event). 

The 3JT° subprocesses proceeded practically through the reaction x~p —> v_3,ox 0n only, see 
fig.8b. To suppress this reaction and obtain the genuine 4ir° events, all events with Jl/3»o € [490,610] 
MeV were rejected. The mass spectrum of the 4x° events selected (2; 40k events) is presented in 
fig.9a. This spectrum has complicated resonance structure as at 100 GeV/c. In particular contribu
tions of / 8(1270), G(1590), Jf2(1810) and X(2360) mesons are clearly seen. 
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Fig.S. a) Invariant mass spectrum of genuine 4ir°-system in the reaction *"p-> 4ir°n 
at 38 GeV/cj b) the same as a) but for -i < 0.15 (GeV/c)2. 

The t-distribution of the 4x° events in all mass intervals is typical for OPE, see fig.10. In order to 
reduce possible contributions of other production processes only events with -t < 0.15 (GeV/c)1 have 
been kept for subsequent analysis. It results in a loss of 20% of the 4x° events. The mass spectrum 
of the selected events is shown in fig.9b. After i-cut the resonance structure of the spectrum becomes 
more clear. 
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Fig.10. The ̂ -distributions of genuine 4*°-system in mass regions of/j(1270), G(1590) 
and Aj(1810) mesons. 

3.2 Matrix elements of 4n° decays and mass spectra analysis 
The OPE dominance in the reaction (11) limits the quantum numbers of the 4T° systems to even 

spin and P-partty, so, for such systems Jpc = 0 + + , 2 + + , etc. Moreover the spin of the 4ff° systems 



is alligned. Its ^-projection in Gottfried-Jackson frame is equal to zero. This allows to write the 
simplest matrix elements of 4T° decays for low Jpc states [2], assuming that T°-pairs are in 5-wave 
with a relative orbital momentum L = 0 or 2: 

Af (0 + + ) ~ 1 (12) 

A f ( 2 + + ) ~ 3 c o s s 0 o i - l - (13) 

Here cos2 Bob is the symmetrized dimensionless parameter [2] similar to the cos2 BQJ for two body 
decay: cos20o* = £i<jP&«ra a '« /Ei«y P$ji where ij=l,2,3 are numbers of pions and cosdjj •— 
e«(pi + Pj)/ I Pi + Pi I-

Taking into account the matrix elements (12) and (13), 4JT° phase space and MC registration 
efficiency of the reaction (11) we can find the cosSot cuts favouring the registration of 4ir° states 
with different spins. The cuts found are similar to those at 100 GeV/c [2]: cosBob > 0.5 cut favours 
the registration of 0 + + states, and cosOob < 0.4 one favours 2 + + states. 

The mass spectrum of 4jr° system with cut favouring the registration of 0 + + states is shown in 
fig.lla, the clear G(1590) signal is seen, fig.llb. On the other side the spectrum in fig.llc favours the 
registration of 2 + + states, the dominant ^(1810) state is evident, fig.lid. So, the differentiation of 
the /2(1270), G(1590) and ^2(1810) states observed in these figures confirms the known quantum 
numbers of the states. 

3.3 Production cross sections 
In order to obtain the production cross sections of 4x° resonances in the reaction (11) the mass 

spectra in fig.ll (a,c) were fitted by three Breit-Wigner forms (taking into account /2(1270), G(1590) 
and Xj(1810) resonances) and exponential background: Bg(Mt*z) ~ (A/ 4 lo — moj'exj^—aM^o -
-pMljfi). The obtained values of mass and width of /2(1270) and G(1590) mesons are in agreement 
with the PDG table [21]. The mass and width of Jf2(1810)-meson are as follows: 

^jr(isio) = 18U ± 4 MeV r x m o ) = 170 ± 18 MeV. (14) 

The production cross sections of/2(1270), G(1590) and Jf2(1810) mesons in the reaction (11) at 
38GeV/c, -i < 0.15 (GeV/c) 2, are equal to 

"(*•"? -> M ) • BR(h - 4*°) = 71 ± 13 n6 (15) 

<r(jr_p -> G n) • BR(G — 4jr°) = 50 ± 10 nt (16) 

(7(ir-p - . Xw) • BRiX, -»4»°) = 31 ± 5 nfc- (17) 

respectivelly. These cross sections have been obtained by normalization to the known cross section 
of reaction T"p-+ i/_2*°iin [24], which is observed simultaneously with reaction (11) in the present 
experiment. 



The wide 4ir°-resonance X(2360) (r ~ 300 MeV, see fig.9) has spin J > 2. It demands the 

further study. 
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Fig . l l . Invariant mass spectra of genuine 4x°-system for -t < 0.15 (GeV/e) s. The 
curves show the result of fits with three Breit-Wigner forms and polynomial continuum 
(dashed lines): a) with cosBob S 0.5, favouring Jp = 0 + and b) the same as a) but 
after Eubstraction of the continuum; c) with cosBob < 0.4, favouring Jp = 2 + and d) 
the same as c) but after substraction of the continuum. 



4 Results and Conclusion 
The cross sections of /2(1270)-meson (8) and (15) measured in the reactions (2) and (11) 

respectively at the same energy allow to obtain branching ratio of the / j - » 4 T ° decay 

fl-K(/2-*4T°) = (4 .4±1.0) -10- 3 (18) 

using the known value of BR(f2 -> 2jr°) [21] for normalization and a scale factor 0.92 to reduce the 
cross section (8) to the -t < 0.15 (GeV/c)2 cut. The quoted value (18) is in agreement with the 
previous measurement [2]. 

Secondly, the ratios of the measured cross sections (15) - (17) at 38 GeV/c to those [2] at 
100 GeV/c 

a&GeVic(*~P -> hn)/«iooGcV/A*~P — / i» ) = 14 ± 5 (19) 

°38G*vM*~P -> G n)/°iooG,v/AT~P -» G n) = 17 ± 7 (20) 

°3aGcV/c(*~P-*X2n)/oi0actV/c(*~P->Xin)= 9 ± 3 (21) 

are in agreement with the energy scale of OPE model [4]: 0'38CeV/e/<7iooGeV/c = ( 3 8 / 1 0 0 ) ~ 2 1 5 ± 0 0 5 

= 8.0 ± 0.4. 
So, we summarize that the GAMS data on the 2]r° and 4T° systems produced in x~p charge 

exchange reaction are in agreement with OPE model. 

In conclusion I would like to thank Prof. K.Takamatsu and Prof. T.Tsuru for their help and 
hospitality during the Workshop. 
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abstract 
A broad low mass scalar state, the old a meson, has been observed at 

- 600 MeV with a width of - 500 MeV in the Jt°7t0 invariant mass 
distribution in the Ji_p-»it0Jt°N reaction. We discuss possible existence of 
the c meson as a Higgs-like meson in connection with chiral symmetry 
breaking in QCD. 

1. Introduction 

There has been a long-standing puzzle about the existence of the a meson. The 
a meson is the old iso-singlet scalar meson having been wanted as a meson which 
accounts for intermediate range attractive force in the nucleon-nucleon (N-N) 
interaction. A bunch of experiments and JI-JC phase shift analyses were intensively 
conducted in the 1970's to search for low mass scalar mesons. A scalar meson 
below 1 GeV is expected to decay mainly into 2it. Most of the experimental studies 
on the 2ic system were made for the K+K~ final state because of the great 
experimental difficulty in studying neutral pions, especially in the 1970's. 
However, the experiment searching for scalar mesons in the n+it~ invariant mass 
distribution generally suffers from large backgrounds from the p°-> it+ji- process 
below 1 GeV. Therefore it is very difficult to extract the experimental information 
on scalar mesons from the n +n~ invariant mass distribution in the low mass 
region. The re—it phase shifts, on the other hand, for the iso-singlet scalar stute 
show an attractive but no clear resonant behavior below 1 GeV [1]. The intense 
*H. Aoyagi, S. Fukui, T. Hasegawa, N. Hayashi, N. Borikawa, J. Iizuka, S. Inaba, S. Uhimoto, 
Y. Ishizaki, T. Iwata, E. Kanatani, H. Kawai, T. Kinashi, A. Kishi, K. Kobayashi, Y. 
Kobayashi, K. Matsuda, T. Matsuda, K. Mori, T. Nakagawa, S. Nakamura, T. Nakamura, T. 
Nakanishi, A. Narita, K. Ohmi, C. Ohmori, T. Samoto, H. Shimizu, K. Takamatsu, M. 
Takasaki, T. Tsubaki, K. Tsuchiya, T. Tsuru, I. Yamauchi, Y. Yasu, H.Y. Yoshida, and A. 
Wakai 
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experimental investigation of the n°it° system started in the 1980's mostly to 
search for glueballs. The jt°it° final state is of great advantage to the n+it- system in 
studying the scalar a meson since the p° is forbidden to decay into 2it°. 

This is a brief report on the JI°JI° system related to the a meson. This topic is 
also discussed from the point of view of spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking 
which implies the existence of the a meson with a mass of about 600 MeV. 

2. Nuclear Force 

We start with the role of the o meson in nuclear physics. Conventionally we 
describe the nuclear force by subdividing it into three regions since Taketani's 
work [2]. The region I (2 fm < n is a static region where the force is dominated by 
the one-pion exchange (OPE) potential which is well established. The region II (0.6 
(m < r <. 2 fm) is a dynamical region where the two-pion exchange and the 
exchange of heavier mesons become effective. The region III (r £ 0.6 fm) is phe-
nomenologically defined as the region of a repulsive core. To be brief, the nuclear 
force consists of the repulsive core in the region III and the intermediate range 
attractive force with a long tail of the OPE potential in the regions II and III. Except 
for the region III, the nuclear force can be essentially expressed by the one-boson 
exchange (OBE) model. According to this model, the force is characterized by the 
way of coupling of each exchange boson to a nucleon. And only a low mass scalar 
meson can account for the state independent attractive force. Thus the OBE model 
predicts the existence of an iso-singlet scalar meson with a mass of 400-700 MeV. 
Apart from the OBE model, there is another explanation for the intermediate 
range attractive force with two-pion exchange effects. It has been pointed out, 
howtirer, that the uncorrelated 2n-continuum part of the 2ic-exchange terms is 
similar to the OBE term with the corresponding values of I and J of the 
respective 2n-system. Namely, the situation is same for the other mesons as far as 
the relation between the 2n-exchange term and the OBE term is concerned. Hence 
we recognize that a light iso-singlet scalar meson a is necessary as one of the most 
important results of the analysis of the nuclear force based on the OBE model. 

3. Scalar Mesons 

There is a mystery with scalar fields in Physics. It has been pointed out that 
scalar fields are very important in nuclear physics. Nevertheless there was no 
clear evidence of the existence of the scalar a meson, previously. And it was more 
or less abandoned. The reason people gave up searching for the o meson may be 
the following: 1) The S wave it—JI phase shifts show no clear resonance behavior 
irrespective of strong attractive force. 2) The strong coupling of the a meson to the 
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2n channel makes its width large, which can be conjectured in searching for 
scalar mesons in the it+n~ invariant mass distribution, provided the a meson 
exists. In short, people were not interested in such a meson of mass - 500 MeV 
with a broad width like ~ 500 MeV even if it would exist. But the existence of a 
broad state has not been excluded yet. A simple Breit-Wigner parameterization 
does not necessarily work for such an extremely broad width. As a matter of fact, 
Beveren et al. show the S wave Jt-it phase shifts are consistent with the existence of 
a pole at about 500 MeV with a large width [3]. 

Now taking a look at the status of light-meson spectroscopy we notice that the 
scalar nonet is not well established in the flavor SU(3) symmetry, in contrast with 
the pseudoscalar, vector, and tesnor nonets. There must be a scalar nonet as the 
chiral partner of the pseudoscalar nonet from the point of view of the chiral 
symmetry. 

The standard Higgs is also a scalar boson, which is hard to be detected because 
of its characteristic property of coupling to fermions in proportion to their masses. 
The largest mass particles such as Z°, W ± and t would provide the most favorable 
production rates for the Higgs. To date it has not been observed yet. It seems that 
there is a clue in the scalar fields to solve the relevant big problems concerning 
chiral symmetry breaking in physics. 

4. o Meson as a Higgs-like Boson 

Chiral symmetry breaking can be understood as a phase transition of the QCD 
vacuum. According to a QCD-motivated effective theory [4], by Hatsuda and 
Kunihiro, based on the Nambu-Jona-Lasinio (NJL) model [5], the pion which is 
the well-known Nambu-Goldstone boson of chiral symmetry breaking can be 
understood as a phase fluctuation of an order parameter {(?</)), the thermal 
average of the vacuum expectation value. The o meson is an amplitude fluctuation 
of the order parameter. In this theory the effective Lagrangian of the NJL type is 

£ = q(id-m)q+gl(qq)2 + (qiysiqf], (1) 

where m is an average value of current-quark masses generated by the standard 
Higgs boson. The coupling constant g is taken to be positive to guarantee the 
attractive force between q and q. For the sake of simplicity we assume here the 
flavor SU(2) symmetry and take the average value of m as 

m = m j t + m i _ 5 5 M e V ( 2 ) 
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for the current masses of u and d quarks. A momentum cutoff A must be 
introduced since the Lagrangian (1) is not renormalizable. The cutoff in turn has a 
solid meaning in this case: It is the energy scale separating the short-range 
asymptotically free and the long-range non-perturbative region. We note here that 
the Lagrangian (1) is invariant under the chiral transformation 

Q 
q-texp(i-y5)q, (3) 

if m=0. And actually the current-quark mass m is negligibly small compared 
with a typical hadronic energy scale, say 500 MeV. Thus the Lagrangian (1) has an 
approximate chiral S U ( 2 ) L ® S U ( 2 ) R symmetry with m~ 0. The interaction part of 
the Lagrangian generates constituent-quark masses after spontaneous symmetry 
breakdown. Then we have the relation 

M = m-2g((qq)), (4) 

where M denotes the constituent-quark mass corresponding to the average 
current-quark mass m. By introducing auxiliary fields a ~ qq and Ji - qiy5xq, the 
Lagrangian (1) can be related to that of the a model given by Gell-Mann and Levy 
with constituent quarks [61. Thus the auxiliary fields a and JI are analogous to a 
Higgs doublet in connection with chiral symmetry breaking. And the a meson 
plays the same role as the standard Higgs remnant. 

The two free parameters A and g are chosen so as to reproduce the pion 
mass (m t = 138 MeV) and pion decay constant (fx= 93 MeV) at temperature T = 0. 
Here A = 631 MeV and g * 0.214 fm 2. Inputting these two parameters Hatsuda 
and Kunihiro gave the a mass of 2Jlf - 675 MeV with the width of - 450 MeV at T = 
0 [4]. They also investigated the temperature dependence of the masses of the 
constituent-quark and the a and it mesons as shown in Fig. 1. 

0.S 
3 Fig. 1. Temperature dependence of m T 

-2 m„ and the constituent-quark mass M. 
06 

The dashed line denotes the 2M threshold 
from which the qui.k-antiquark continu

es um starts [4]. 

Oi 0.3 0.2 2.1 TIGeVi 
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At T < 200 MeV, the o mass ma decreases as T increases while the K mass mn 

has small T-dependence. The a mass becomes smaller than 2m K at T » 200 MeV 
and the a meson, which has a large width at T = 0 , becomes an elementary 
excitation with a small width. Therefore if a sharp peak is observed at about 2m „ 
in a 2y invariant mass spectrum in "high temperature" experiments it will be a 
strong evidence of the existence of the a meson in this scenario. Even when the 
hadronic gas having temperature around 200 MeV is difficult to be realized 
experimentally it would be possible to observe a change of the position of the bump 
corresponding to the a meson at T * 0. The o and ic mesons get degenerate exactly 
at T > 200 MeV. And the mass increases as T goes up because the Pauli-blocking 
due to thermally excited quarks and anti-quarks reduces the collectivity of the cr 
and K mesons. It is also pointed out that the density-dependence of the physical 
quantities is qualitatively the same as the T-dependence of them. 

5. Some Indications 

There exist some experiments indicating the existence of the low mass scalar 
meson with a large width. Fig. 2 shows the ic+it- invariant mass distribution i ••• 

the pp-»pic+ji~p reaction. The 
experiment performed at CERN at 
the ISE highest energy, -Js= 63 
GeV [7]. They carefully choose a 
special kinematical condition 
where the d o u b l e - p o m e r o n -
exchange process is dominant. 
Under the condition the two final 
state protons have almost the full 
CM momentum of the incident 

Fig. 2. (a) Mass spectrum, not corrected 
for acceptance, of the central n + n -

events in 25 MeV bins, (d) Solid curve: 
the relative acceptance as a function of 
the K+x~ invariant mass calculated 
from Monte Carlo events generated 
within a double-pomeron-exchange 
model with s-wave decay of the x+*~ 
system. Dashed curve: d-wave 
acceptance on the same scale 171. 
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protons with 0.015<l tl <0.045. And the production of vector mesons is strongly 
suppressed, which is desirable in the search for the low mass scalar meson in the 
n+itr channel. A broad bump is observed in the region around 500 MeV. They find 
that the angular distribution in the Jt+it- system corresponding to the bump shows 
clearly a s-wave behavior. However, it seems that the shape is delicate because of 
the limitted acceptance for it+n - invariant masses below 500 MeV. 

Recently the cross section for 
rt-**0*0 Has been measured for JI°B" 
invariant masses ranging from the 
threshold to about 2 GeV with the 
Crystal Ball detector at the DESY e+e -

storage ring DORIS II [8]. The result 
is shown in Pig. 3. And they find the 
rflnP system to be dominantly spin Ofor 
M(H+K~) £ 700 MeV. They do not pay 
attention to the bump around 500 MeV, 

0.3 0.4 o.s 0.6 0.7 however, and find their result in good 
w <G e V) agreement with a prediction based on 

an unitarized Born - term model. 
Fig. 3. Cross section for mr-»x°*° as Unfortunately, statistics are not very 
a function of the x°x° invariant mass. good in th i s mass region in the 

experiment. 
There are also some theoretical works [9] favorable to the existence of the 

scalar o meson with a broad mass at - 600 MeV. 

6. The Tiit Experiment 

To search for the a meson accompanied with spontaneous breaking of chiral 
symmetry, we have to measure the T dependence of the <r mass. To do so we have to 
establish the existence of a low mass scalar meson at T m 0, at first. Then we need 
to catch a signal from the c meson at T * 0 in high temperature or high density 
experiments. Therefore it is very important to observe the a meson definitely at 
T=0. 

Following this procedure, we started analyzing part of it°it° events in the 
n-p-*n0n°N reaction as the first step to search for the a meson. The experiment 
was performed at KEK with a 6 GeV/c it" beam. Pig. 4 shows a very preliminary 
result of the Ji°jt° invariant mass distribution. The s-wave acceptance versus mass 
is indicated by the dashed curve in the figure. We observe a clear peak 
corresponding to the /2<1270) tensor meson which is well established. The shaded 
area indicates the events from the K°s-»i[0ic0 process in the jrp->K<>gA reaction 
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which is observable because a broad missing mass cut is applied. Now, what is the 
broad bump centered at about 600 MeV? Investigating the decay angular 
distribution in the IC°IC° system corresponding to the bump, we find the system to be 
a scalar. Thus we have finally observed the scalar a meson in the K°K° invariant 
mass distribution at T = 0 with high statistics. The number of events analyzed in 
the mass region itf (it°ir°) <, 700 MeV is more than ten times larger than that of the 
Crystal Ball experiment. We have replayed only 1/8 of the whole data up to now. 
Therefore statistics are expected to be improved by hundred times, compared with 
those of the Crystal Ball result at the end of this analysis. 

MASS OF PIOl'IO FOK NEUTRON MASS 
MO * #CALLS- O 1UG-I3 U (UND HIST OVID 

Fif. 4. The lfiifi invariant mass distribution in the x~f-*ifitfiti reaction at 
6 GeV/c. The dashed line denotes the s-wave acceptance. The shaded area 
corresponds to the events from the K^g-tuPx0 process. 

This is just the first experimental step in the study of the a meson implicated 
spontaneous breaking of chiral symmetry. In the next step we need to realize high 
temperature or high density in nuclear matter somehow, and to investigate the 
central position and the width of the a mass. 
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(Abstract) 
PrellBinary result of analysis is given for a ° * ° j states produced in n -p 

charge exchange reaction at 100 GeV/c. Two clear peaks are seen at about 1285 
and 1410 MeV/c». corresponding to fi(1285)/i7 (1295) and 17 (1440VM1420) posi
tions, respectively. Calling thea XI1285) and X(1410), the production cross sec
tion ratio for 17 '(958)/X(1285)/X(1410) Is approximately 1/0.30/0.14. The decay 
branching ratio to a<,(980)* ° with a.,—1 °n is as large as 60 * for X(1285) and 
as large as 80 * for X(1410). 

Introduction 
We have analyzed 67 states M° produced In charge exchange reaction * -p-» 

M°n In NA12 (GAMS) [1,2] experiment* at CERN SPS. We will describe here a 
preliminary result on M°*« °x °ti, one of the aost Interesting channels for 67 
states. The detector is schematically sketched in Fig. 1. The data were taken 
with a 100 GeV/c * - beaa Incident on a liquid hydrogen target (6 CB In diameter 
and 60 CB In length). Gamma rays emitted in the forward directions were 
detected with GAHS4000 [3], an array of 4096 lead glass modules placed at 15 • 
froa the target centre. Each lead glass module is rectangular (3.8x3.8 cm") in 
cross section and 45 CB in length. Four modules on the beaa line are missing to 
allow the non-interacting x ' beaa pass through. 

Positions and energies of all 7 -rays were measured. The energy resolution 
was o (EVE *0.0399 • 0.115AE In GeV)"a. Events with excited baryons In the 
final states were removed by detecting energies deposited in the guard system 
(GS), which was a cylindrical detector around the target and consisted of plas
tic scintillators and lead glass. The longitudinal vertex point was obtained by 
measuring the intensity of Cherenkov light emitted by the incident x - before 
interaction In the liquid hydrogen. The resolution of the vertex was roughly 
4 CB In <7 froa the vertex distribution around the end of the target. 

#) NA12 Collaboration: D. Aide, F.G. Blnon, C. Brlcman, S.V. Donskov, 
J. Dufournaud, P. Dutell, M. Gouanere, A.V. inyakin, V.A. Kachanov, 
D.B. Kakauridze, G.V. Khaustov, E.A. Knapp, A.V. Kulik, CD. Lac, J.P. Lagnaux, 
A.A. Lednev, Yu.V. Mlkhallov, Th. Mouthuy, V.F. Obraztsov, J.P. Peigneux, 
A, Possoz, YU.D. Prokoshkln, Yu. V. Rodnov, S.A. Sadovsky, P.N. Shagin, 
D. Sillou, A.V. Slngovsky, J.P. Stroot and V.P. Sugonyaev. 
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Fig. 1 A schematic sketch of the NA12 detector with the central 7 -ray detector 
GAMS4000 

Analysis Method 
A data analysts scheme as shown in Table 1. similar to widely used ones, was 

followed. Starting froa raw data MT, DST and super-DST for physics analysis 
(called DSTA) were produced. Experimental events and HC events were treated in 
parallel by using essentially the saae software programs. The statistics of the 
present data sample Is shown in Table 2. 

Fitting events to the assumed reaction was Bade by minimizing x " defined 
as 

X ' = « o ' - 2 1 „(M„* - a„») - 22 ufOI,.,* - mu'). 
« . ' = £ «-i.». { Ux.-xJ/o (x,)]» • [(y.-yj/a (y,)] 2 • [(E.-EJ/V (E,)] 2 >, 

where xi. y, and Ei are the coordinates and the energy, respectively, of the 1-
th photon measured with the GAMS detector, and x̂ , y^ and Ej are the cor
responding fitting parameters, a (x,) and a (y,) were taken to be 1 cm/(E, in 
GeV)"». X a and three X u's are also fitting parameters. M„ (M,j) Is the 
neutron (it ° or 17 aeson) aass calculated froa the fitted variables, and a„ (a fj) 
Is the corresponding constants given by PDG. The degree of freedoa, four, is 
equal to the number of the Bass constraints. 
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Some of the laportant cuts for the accepted events are as follows: 
(1) x * S 12, 

(11) longitudinal vertex = -25 ~ *25 cm. 
(Ill) Total energy deposit In the guard s y s t e a (GS) S 150 MeV [4] , 

(the noise l e v e l In each aodule S 50 MeV). 

Table 1 Flow of data analysts and acceptance correct ions 

Real events 
J 

Detector 
I 

Raw tape 
I 

1 
DST 

1 
DSTA 

MC event simulation 
i 

Detector simulation 
J 

MC raw tape 
I 

1 -clustering logic 
Various cuts, etc. 

\ 
MC DST 

1 
Reclusterlng o f r -rays , 
Tracking incident a " and ver tex cuts . 
Various cuts , 
x " f i t t ing and cut 

i 
MC DSTA 

L Physics analysis 

Table 2 Statistics of the present data saaple. 

(i) Nunber of events In DST (267 ) 
(11) Vertex should be Inside LH* target 

(111) No extra particles accompanying 
(lv) Clean a - beaa Is tracked 
(v) Reject events with 7 's close to the central hole 

(vl) Take only 67 events 
(vil) x 2 fit to each channel 

(1) M° = • " J " ! 
(2) x °n • ) 
(3) n °n v 
(4) 111 
(5) JC °K ° l? 
<6) *°v 1' 

(7-10) K°n't>' n v v 1 1 v inn 

1088 X 10» e v e n t s 
664 X " " 
366 X " w 

269 X " " 
205 X " n 

117 X " w 

40540 e v e n t s 
27800 " 
10060 " 
2120 " 
4520 " 
6200 ,« 
3930 " 

111 



Peak Assignment 
Fig. 2 gives the Invariant Bass spectrua of it °n °n • Besides the well 

known n '(958), there are two clean peaks around 1285 and 1410 NeV/c3. The 1285 
MeV peak should contain substantial aaount of fx(l285) with Jvc=l", since the 
spherical aoaents given In Fig. 3 have a significant peak for L=2 above a saall 
background. Although contribution of n (1295) with j«"c«o~ should be possible. 
Its amount is not clear at the present stage of analysis. 

As for the 1410 MeV peak, doalnance of 1? (1440) with J™*^|~ or M1420) with 
JI»C-J-. j s n o t c i ear enough froa the spherical aoaent spectra of Fig. 3 due to 
insufficient statistics. However, doainance of n (1440) with J>"c=0— Bay be sug
gested froa the following three reasons: 

(I) TIJ* has no large peaks for IA 2 around 1440 MeV/ca. 
(II) Doainance of ao(980)x ° decay aode (shown later) which has been seen 

copiously In 7 (1440) but hardly In f»(1420). 
(Ill) M1420) has not been observed In * -p->» °x °v reaction. 
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M(6*0 (MeV/c?) 

Fig. 3 
Soae leading spherical aoaents TLM of * " P - > « ° J °i? n for -t > 0.4 (GeV/c)a 

after acceptance correction. TLM(M(I n 17 ),t) is the coefficients appearing In 
the expansion of Intensity in spherical haraonics of Gottfried-Jackson angles: 

KM(ff JI v ),t.e OJ.0OJ) - z <>_> X (M»O> Ti.MRe[Yxj>fl(0 oj.flS csj)]> 
Here, 0 QJ and ^ GJ are the radial and aziauti'al angles, respectively, of the 
noraal to the M°-» ic °« °? decay plane Measured froa the the Incident » -
direction which is taken as the z-axis in the M° rest fraae. 
The acceptance correction was aade In the linear algebra aethod [5]. True ao-
aent TLM is obtained by solving a set of linear equations 

Tir(exp) * X iK) A m TK, 
where K stands for (L,M), T(exp) gives experlaental aoaents, and AKK gives cor
relation of acceptance A, 

AK'K X 1 YL-W A YLM dft (d cu*^ OJ). 
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Mass 
The aass of XU285) is approxiaately 1280~1285 MeV/ca (see Fig. 2), which is 

consistent with the PDG value (see 1990 PDG table) of fid285), 1282± 0.6 MeV/ca 

and that of tj (1295), 1295+ 4 MeV/c» . The Bass of XC1440) is about 1400 ~ 1410 
MeV/ca, which Is a l i tt le lower than the PDG value of ti (1440) Bass, 1420.3 ± 1.1 
MeV/c3. Note, however, that the Bass of it (1440) has not yet been established 
precisely; the experiaental data in the past scatter and the Bass obtained 
froB radiative decay of J/T to KK* Is by 20 MeV/ca higher than that obtained 
froa production by hadron beaas. It should be noted that an even lower value 
around 1400 MeV/c3 [6] has been reported In x -P-»JT °x ° j reaction and that x 
x D state at 1398 MeV/c», ~50 MeV/ca wide [7] has been observed in radiative 
decay of J /T . 

Production Cross Section Ratio 
The relative production cross section ratios for x -p-»M°n with H°=ti '(958), 

XU285) and XO410) can be deduced by applying acceptance correction for the 
relevant peak area shown In Fig. 4. The relative acceptance Is given In the 
figure by a chained curve. We obtain 

a (x p - 17 "(958)n) BR( n '(958)- x °x °n ) : 
a (x p-X(1285)n) BR( X(1285)- x °« "t, ) 
a U P-X(1410)n) BR( X(1410)-» x °x "t,) 
=100 : (29.711.7) : (13.5± 1.4). 

The quoted errors are only statistical, 
coalngfroa the fluctuation In the peak f "'"•'"' Tfp —-n"n" 1 n 
as well as the background. 7 -t^O 
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Fig. 4 
Invariant aass spectrua of x °x °n 
below 1500 MeV/ca together with the 
acceptance (relative) obtained by 
a Monte Carlo calculation. 
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Decay of X(1285). X(1410) 
Invariant aass spectra of n °x ° and j ° ! In x -p— x "x °y n are given In 

Fig. 5a and 5b, respectively. The x "n ° Bass spectrum shows a significant peak 
at the position of f*(1270). The x °n mass spectrum shows two clear peaks at 
ao(980) and aa(1320). However, froa the 2-dIaensIonal plot of ir°i7 aass versus 
x °x °v mass, we can see that aa(1320) does not auch contribute to X(1285) or 
X(1410) production. Froa the 2-dlaensional plot of x °x ° aass versus » ° i ° » 
aass, we see that fa(1270) does not auch contribute either. Consequently, 
ao(980)>i ° aay be the dominant two-meson decay channel for XU285) and X(1410). 
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Fig. 5 (a) * "x ° and (b)* "ti Invariant mass spectra for * -p-»* "x °i? events. 
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To deduce the decay branching ratio to ao(980)x °, 
a (M°) = T (M°-a«,(980)fr °. ao-* n °n ) / T (M°-« a °* °v ). 

for M°=X(12S5). for example, the n°n invariant Bass spectrua of the X(1285) 
peak was obtained as the difference between two % °n mass spectra, one for 
events lying in the X(1285) peak region (indi. ted In Fig. 4 by <~>), and the 
other for events just outside the peak (indicated by <-->). The subtraction was 
made after normalizing the latter spectrua to the aaount of background inten
sity lying below the X(1285) peak. The obtained a °n Invariant Bass spectrin! is 
presented in Fig. 6. A clear peak is seen at a<>(980). The a for XU285) can be 
obtained according to a formula 

a / (2-a) * (peak area of Fig. 6) / (background area of Fig. 6). 
- 0.66 ± 0.06. 

150 
TT~p—X(1285)n 

- t s 0.06 

c 
> 
0) 
Ul 
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> 

LU 

ao(980) 

700 800 900 1000 1100 ! 12p0 
M ( n V (MeV/c2", 

Fig. 6 The x °r) Invariant Bass spectrua for X(1285) peak of Fig. 4 after 
subtraction of the background (below the dotted curve in Fig. 4). The 
x °n aass spectrum of the background, to be subtracted, was 
approximated by that of the events lying Just outside the X0285) peak 
(see Fig. 4). 
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Following a slatlar procedure, a for XO410) becomes 0.83+ 0.09 froa the 
i ° 5 invariant Bass spectrua (solid lines) given in Fig. 7 for the background-
subtracted X(1410) peak. 

TT~p—- X(WIQ)n 

- t £ 0.06 

X(K1 0) 
X(14t0)+bgd 

700 800 900 1000 1100 1200 13J0O 

MJn 0!)) (MeV/c2) 

Fig. 7 Solid lines show the x "y Invariant mass spectrua for X(1410) peak of 
Fig. 4 after subtraction of the background (below the dotted curve In 
Fig. 4). For the aethod to subtract the background, see the text as well 
as the caption of Fig. 6. 

Suaaary 
We aay suaaarlze the above preliminary result as follows: 
(1) fi(1285)/u (1295) and rt (1440)/fx(1420) were observed cleanly for the first 

tlae as the invariant Bass peaks In K -p-» x °x "v n. 
(2) The aass of X(1285) ~ 1285 HeV/ca Is consistent with the PDG value for 

both M1285) and n (1295). 
(3) The aass of XU410) - 1400-1410 MeV/c* is by 10-20 MeV/ca lower than the 

PDG value for n (1440). Note, however, that n (1440) Bass Is not yet precisely 
established and that It Is even larger by 20 HeV when deterained by radiative 
decay of S/V to KK» . 

(4) a(n -p- t f 'n) - B R U ' - * ° i r 0 i ? ) : a {x -p-X(1285)n) • BR(X-n "x "n ) : 
o U -p-X(1410)n) • BR(X(1410)- * °x °>j ) 
> 1 : 0.30+0.02 : 0.14+0.02. 

(5) r [X(1285)-a«,(980)jr », fc,-> * °n V Y [XU285)~ I ° I " » ] . 0.66 ± 0.06, 
r [X(1410)-a«,(980)jt ", a » - « ° i ) ] / r [XU410)- * °jt "n ] - 0.83 ± 0.09. 
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Dominance of fi(1285) or v (1295) In the observed X(1285) and of it (1440) or 
f,(1420) In X(1410) require further study. We are going to carry out PWA and 
Increase the statistics of accepted events by careful optimization of the 
applied cuts. 

The authors wish to present deep thanks to all the colleague of the GAMS 
group, and aaong thea especially to J.P. Pelgneux, M. Bouteaeur and S. Sadovsky 
for valuable helps In data analysis. One of the authors (HK) is also thankful to 
S. Suzuki (Nagoya University) for helpful discussions on PWA. 
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(presented by N. Kobayashi) 

(Abstract) 
We carried out high-statistics measurement of Inclusive 7 -ray spectra froa 

pd annihilation at rest. We have not seen any statistically significant (> Aa) 
monochromatic 7 -ray peaks, which Bay be assigned to baryoniua production PP 
or pn— r B or to NNN bound-state production pd— 7 (NNN). The 4<7 upper Halt 
for baryonlua production per annihilation varied between 10~* and 10-* depend
ing on baryoniua Bass of 1700 to 600 MeV/c9 and on the charge-multiplicity of 
baryonlum decay. At 2-3<r levels, however, five peaks were observed and three 
of them are located at the same position with the similar 2-3a peaks observed 
in pp— 7 B and pp— x °B. Soae of these peak positions are consistent with the 
recent prediction by Nakaaura et al. based on a dlquark cluster model. 

We have already reported our experimental search for narrow 7 - or x °-
lines froa pp annihilation at rest. The experiment aimed to search for baryonia 
below the NN threshold. We obtained a 4<r upper Halt of (1.2-0.2) x l0- 3 [ l ] for 
the branching ratio (BR) of pp— 7 B (B: an antidiquark-diquark baryoniua or an 
T?N bound state) depending on the 7 -ray energy of 80 - 938 MeV, and 10-a-10_ ! ,[2J 
for pp— * °B depending on the * ° energy of 150 - 900 MeV. 

Both Angelopoulos et al.[3] and Adlels et al.[4] also gave a negative result 
on baryonia below the threshold at similar sensitivities as ours. None of the 
above three experiments confirmed the three candidates for baryonia reported 
before [5] with yields as large as 10-*. 

We also carried out high-statistics measurement of Inclusive 7 -ray spectra 
froa pd annihilation at rest. The result has recently been published [6], 

The first physics aim of the present measurement is search for baryonia 
produced in pn annihilation. Should Isovector baryonia exist, they may be more 
clearly observed in the pn system than in pp. Besides the larger population of 
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isovector state, another advantage of using the pn Initial state is that the G-
partty conservation in pn—• r B is less restrictive than C-parlty conservation in 
j>p— r B. 

Only a few experiments have been reported on narrow (pn) states below the 
threshold. A narrow state at 1795 MeV/c» with r S8MeV/c* and I D (J P C ) * I ' d " , 
2*-, 3—, etc.) was suggested by Gray et al.[7] with a BR of the order of 10-* 
from aeasureaent of the recoil proton in pd~»(pn)p with a bubble chaaber. 
Aasler et al.[8], however, did not confirm the above state from a Bissing-aass 
spectrua obtained with a nucleon TOF spectrometer. They gave a Ao upper 
Halt of 3x10'* for BR(pd-NB) for B In a Bass range of M» * 1650-1930 HeV/c*. 
They also measured photon spectra searching for narrow states In pd—NBy and 
gave a A a upper Halt of 2x10-*. Recently a few candidates of (NN) quasi-
nuclear states have been suggested (X(1110) with I°(J",«X)*(0**). X°{1480) with 
0*(2"), etc. [9]) froa measurement of exclusive channels In pd annihilation at 
rest. 

The second ala Is search for baryonla froa pp in pd. The aotlvatlon caae 
froa the positive signals of narrow 7 -ray peaks observed at 161.9 and 203.0 MeV 
by Adlels et al.[10] In p*He annihilation at rest at statistical significance 
higher than Ao. There are soae reasons to believe that the orbital angular 
•omentum of pN is equal to or larger than 1 for aost of the annihilation In 
heavier nuclei than hydrogen. The resultant centrifugal barrier may lead to 
aore copious production of baryonia in deuterium than in hydrogen. 

The third aim is search for ppn bound states, which have been predicted in 
nuclear potential aodels [11]. 

The inclusive 7 -ray spectra froa pd annihilation at rest, obtained In the 
present experiment, is aore than an order of aagnitude higher In statistics than 
those [12] reported before. 

The experimental setup was essentially the same as described In [1]. A 
secondary p beaa at 580 MeV/c froa the KEK 12 GeV PS was made to stop Inside 
the Da target cell of 14 cm (In diameter) x 23 cm (length). The emitted 7 -rays 
were measured with a aodularlzed NaKTl) calorimeter assembled into a half bar
rel covering an effective acceptance of 22 * of 4* sr. The charged particles 
were tracked with cylindrical as well as flat MWPCs. The triggering condition 
was (I) a slow antlproton being incident on the liquid Da cell and (11) one or two 
r -rays falling on the Sal. 

For 1.92 x 10T triggered events in total, various cuts [1,2] were applied to 
give finally 6.70 x 10* 7 -rays above 10 MeV. The obtained Inclusive 7 -ray 
spectra are presented in Fig. 1 for each charge multiplicity. Nan, as well as for 
the SUB over No». 

Each 7 -ray spectrua was fitted with a polynoaial background (of the order 
of mostly 3) plus narrow Gaussian peaks in a similar way as In [1]. To reduce 
the fitting paraaeters, we divided the whole energy range (30-980 MeV) into four 
with ample overlap between adjacent regions. 
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ire searched for peaks with the Intrinsic width much narrower than the In
strumental one. The Instrumental width (in FWHM) corrected for shearing of 7 -
energy due to the Ferml-motlon, etc. was 12 * at 100 NeV and 7.9 * at 900 MeV In 
comparison with 11 * at 100 HeV and 6.4 * at 900 MeV, respectively, without the 
correction. 

Above 600 MeV, we observed several peaks which can be assigned to two 
•eson-annihilation of p"i> or J5h-» * "M with * ° Mistaken as a single 7 -ray. Ex
cept for these peaks and the so-called Panofsky 7 -ray peak at 129 MeV, no 
other narrow peaks were seen between 80 and 938 MeV with statistical sig
nificance above 4 a . Only five narrow peaks at 2-3 a levels were found with the 
parameters given In [6]. The fit between 200 and 600 MeV is given in Fig. 2 after 
subtraction of the polynomial background for the sua over the charge multi-
pliclty. 

In the low energy region of 30-180 MeV, precision fitting was also carried 
out by using an experimental Panofsky-peak spectrum [6] instead of a Gaussian. 
We did this before in the analysis of 7 -ray spectra frompp annihilation! 1] be
cause the Panofsky 7 -ray spectrum, i.e. the spectrum of 7 -rays coming from an
nihilation of low energy secondary * - on proton, has a complicated structure 
consisting of a monochromatic peak at 129 MeV plus a broad peak between 55 and 
83 MeV. Again in this precision fitting, we did not observe any new narrow 
peaks In pd annihilation. 

The yield of 'pd— 7 BN. with N. a spectator proton or neutron or of pti-» 7 B 
with B an NNN bound state was calculated [6] In a similar way as for pp—• 7 B [1]. 
The most prominent peak comes from the Panofsky 7 -rays at 129 MeV. Its yield 
of 2.3x10-* per pd annihilation is roughly consistent with an expectation 
(4.2X10"" [6]). Except for the Panofsky peak, the yields of the five narrow 
peaks at photon energies of E~ 175, 328, 356, 470 and 576 MeV are plotted in Fig. 
3. The solid curves give the 4a upper limit calculated from the statistics. 

The above result indicates, within the sensitivity given in Fig. 3 and above 
the 7 -energy of 40 MeV, the following; (1) absence of narrow baryonia in pn— 
7 B, (II) absence of baryonia In p"p-» 7 B even for T5p in the orbital P-state, (Hi) 
absence of (RNN) bound states in T5d-» 7 (NNN). 

Five narrow peaks were observed at 2-3 a levels at photon energies of 175 
MeV (the B-mass, M»*1693 MeV/c* for pd— 7 BN. assumed), 328 MeV (M»-1512 MeV/c3), 
356 MeV (M»*1479 MeV/c»), 470 MeV (M«*1325 MeV/ca) and 576 MeV (MB=1167 MeV/ca). 
Three of the above five peaks, except for the 175 and 328 MeV ones, are located 
close to the 2-3a peaks which we have observed In p~p annihilation at rest to 7 
X| 1) (solid arrows in Fig. 3) and to * °X[2] (open arrows). Though the coin
cidence of the peak positions between p~p and p~d annihilations seems remarkable 
(see Table 1), it is difficult to draw a definite conclusion at the present stage, 
since the significance of the observed peaks is not large. Search for narrow 7 
-lines with an order of magnitude higher statistics could give a definite con
clusion. 
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Recently Nakaaura et al.[13] have calculated baryonla Basses In a dlquark 
cluster aodel. The consistency found between soae of the above experimental 
•asses and the predicted ones Is encouraging for the further study. 
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Table 1 Comparison of five 7 -peaks observed In the present experiment at 
2-3<r levels with the corresponding 7 - or * "-peaks observed 
before In pp annihilation at rest. The peak position gives the 
7 - or * ° energy. Mass of B in pd-* 7 BN. was deduced by assuming pN— 
7 B with pN at the threshold, 2MN. As the initial pN Is actually below 

the threshold, the correct M» should be less by 3.6 HeV at the maximum. 

Reaction assumed p d - 7 BN. pp—7 B pp— * °B 
present exp. [1] [2] 

peak posit ion (HeV) 174.5+ 1.8 156.4+ 2.4 
(mass of B In NeV) (MB*1693± 2) ( M B - 1 7 1 3 ± 3) 

peak posit ion (NeV) 328.2± 5.3 319.6± 2.9 
(mass of B In MeV) (M«»1512± 7) (MB-1524± 4) 

peak posit ion (NeV) 355.8± 3.2 355.9± 7.0 362.2± 2.3 
(mass of B in HeV) (N»>1479± 5) (MB*1478± 9) ( M B * 1 4 8 3 + 5 ) 

peak posit ion (MeV) 470.21 3.3 467.5± 5.4 465.9± 8.0 
(mass of B in NeV) (M.-1325+ 5) (H.-1329± 8) (H.-1338+ 11) 

peak posit ion (NeV) 576.1 ± 4 . 0 560.3± 6.3 562.2+3.1 
(aass o f B In NeV) (M.-1167+ 7) (N«-1191± 10) <M.-1197±6) 
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The Masses and Widths of the q2q2 States 

V. Uehara 

Department of Physics, College of Science and Engineering, 

Aoyama Gakuin University, Setagaya, Tokyo 157 Japan 

Abstract: The masses and widths of the possible q2q2 states which consist of u and d 

quarks only are predicted on the basis of the diquark cluster model. The mass spectrum 

of the narrow resonances ( r < WMeV) observed in the antiproton annihilation at rest by 

Chiba et al. at KEK are well reproduced as well as the masses and widths of the other q2q2 

candidates such as AX(1565) and A' 2(1515). 

In the previous paper[l], we discussed the structure of the q2q2 states based on the 

diquark cluster model[2-6] and showed that the masses and the widths of the exotic mesons 

observed in the ss-depleted reactions such as AX(1565) and -X^flolo) can be explained well 

by the diquark cluster model. In the present article, we report the masses and widths of 

the full q2q2 states, which consist of u and d quarks only, and discuss whether or not they 

are consistent to the experimental evidence for the exotic mesons. 

In the diquark cluster model, the q2q2 s tate consists of a diquark with the 3*-color 

state and an antidiquark with the 3-color state. They are classified by the TS-combjnation 

[TS], where generally a bracket [ ] represents a diquark or an antidiquark and T and S 

are the isospin and the spin, respectively. For example, notation [10] [01] represents that 

the diquark in a q2q2 s tate is in the state with isospin 1 and spin 0 while the antidiquark 

is in the state with isospin 0 and spin 1. Similarly, a notation [(lp\){ls\)]\{\d^){\s\)] 

represents a quark in a diquark is in the l p i shell and another quark is in the l s ^ shell 

while an antiquark in an antidiquark is in the Id | shell and another antiquark is in the Is i 

shell. 

In the previous analysis[l], we made a comjecture that, though the production rate 

of q2q2 states in a reaction is small in general and consequently the verification of the 

existence is generally not easy, the states with TS-combination [0 ][0 ] (and IG(JPC) = 

0 + ( 0 + + ) , 0 - ( 1 — ) , 0 + ( 2 + + ) , 0 - ( 3 — ) , • • • ) are produced rather frequently in the hadronic 

reaction while the ones with TS-combination [1 ][1 ] are produced in the reaction associated 

with the 7 rays selectively. (The condition in the parentheses could be eliminated.) We 
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shall test the utility of this possible empirical rule in the present analysis. 

The same methods as in ref.[l] are used in the calculation of the mass and width of the 

q2q2 state. The details of the analysis will be discussed elsewhere. We start from the states 

B\ with TS-combination [0 ][0 ] and IG(JPC) = 0 + ( 0 + + ) , 0 - ( l ~ ) , 0 + ( 2 + + ) , 0 - ( 3 — ) , • • • 

which are produced via the diquark-antidiquark molecule[l] with TS-combination [00][00]. 

l.B°A 

The masses and widths of the B\ states are illustrated in fig.l. 
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Fig.l The predictions for the masses and widths of the BA. 
The boxes represent the widths. 

Though they may be produced rather frequently in the hadronic reactions as was 

mentioned, the observation may not be easy in general because the qq states which consist 

of u and/or d quarks overlap them making the identification very difficult. The 0 + ( 0 + + ) 

and 0 + ( 2 + + ) states at around 1500-1600 MeV may be the exceptional cases because it 

is suggested strongly[7] that the qq states with these quantum numbers can not exist in 

this region. In fig.2, we illustrate their masses and widths together with the experimental 

evidence[8-10]. It seems reasonable to assign two 0 + ( 2 + + ) states B^(1520) and 5^(1615) 

to .Y;>(1515) [8] and AX(1565) [9), respectively. However, the assignment of the latter to 



the /2(1640) observed in a ss-depleted reaction *~ + p - t nuu [11] identifying AX(1565) 
with -V2(1515) may be also reasonable. 

Exp. 
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1400-

f 2(1640f 

AX(1565) 

X2(1515) fo(1520) 

Diquark Cluster Model B j 

[0 ][0 ] 

0*(2") 0*(0") 

1615 

1520 1520 

Fig.2 Comparison of the masses and widths between the predictions of 
the diquark cluster model (BA) and the experiments. [8,9] 

*)Ref.[10] A)Ref.[ll] 

Generally speaking, the agreement in this sector is excellent. 

2. The 17-family 

Experimentally, a number of the resonances with Ia(Jpc) = 0 + ( 0 - + ) are observed 

(the 7)-family)[12-14], The predictions of the diquark cluster model are illustrated in fig.3 

with the masses and widths of the j)-family. One can see that three resonances IJ(1550), 

17(1740) and t/(2140) observed by Bisello et al.[l2] in a 7-ray-accompanied decay J/ilr —* -ypp 
correspond to the states B&(1585), B&(1725) and S£(2185)[15] with the TS-combination [1 

J[l ], respectively, though the two states at around 1900 MeV of which the configuration is 

[(2sf )(l«i)][(lpi)(l«i)] are missing. A state 5^,(1390) with the TS-combination [00][00] 

corresponds clearly to the resonance ij(1390) observed by Takamatsu et al.[13] in a ss-
depleted hadronic reaction ir +p —• r]~ir+ir~. These facts seems to suggest the validity 

of our conjecture that the states with the TS-combination [0 ][0 J are produced rather 



frequently in the hadronic 
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Fig.3 The predictions for the 0 +(0~ +) states. 
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reactions while the states with [1 ][1 ] are produced in the reaction associated with the 

7-rays selectively. 

3. ui(1600) 

The mass spectrum of the w-family is illustrated in fig.4. Two resonances w{1390) and 

w( 1600) were observed by Donnache et al. in the reaction e+e~ - t />JT[16] while w( 1670) was 

found by Atkinson et al.[17] and the other groups[18,19] in the reactions e + e ~ —» 3JT(2JTU>). 

In the commonsense standpoint, one identifies u(1670) with w(1600) and interprets u(1390) 

and u)(1600) as (uu + dd) 2S and ID mesons, respectively. However, there is a possibility 

that u>( 1600) and u( 1670) are different four quark states. We show in the right-hand side of 

fig.4 the predictions of the diquark cluster model. One can see in this figure that w(1600) 

and w(1760) correspond to the two states B°(1585) and Bj(1665), respectively, though a 

considerable discrepancy is seen in the width. The fact that B°(1585) involves a large pTt 

component and decays into pir channel mainly while B°,(1665) (and B°(1725)) does not 



may support this conjecture, because Donnache observed w(1600) in the pis channel while 

the other groups found «(1670) in the 3ir or 2iru channel. 
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We remaks that this interpretation backs up the empirical rule afore-mentioned, be

cause these resonances were seen in the reaction associated with the 7-rays and the corre

sponding four quark states axe of the TS-combination [1 ][1 ]. 

4. ,5(1405) 

Since Jpc = 1 _ + is an exotic quantum number, the p{ 1405) must be a member of the 

exotic meson with 1 = 1, which may have structure g 2g 2 . We show in fig.5 the predictions 

of the diquark cluster model. The mass of the isolated lowest state Sjj(1390) is quite 

close to the experimetal value 1405 MeV.[20] However, the predicted width ~ lOMeV is 

too narrow as compared with the experimental value 180 MeV[20], suggesting that some 
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modification for the decay mechanism of the g 2 g 2 state is necessary. In fact, we neglected 

the possible direct-fission-mechanism in the present analysis. If dominant direct-fission-

mechanism is introduced, fl^(1390) decay mainly into TJTT channel, since the major meson-

meson component involved in this state is the rjn state. This is consistent with experimental 

evidence.[20-23] 
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Fig.5 The predictions for the masses and widths of 
i h e n r * ) states. *)Ref.[20] 

As for the question why 2?{j( 1390) was observed in a hadronic reaction in spite of the 

unfavorable TS-combination [00J[11], we simply point out the fact that p( 1405) was observed 

only in an unusually high energy (100 GeV/c pion beam). 

5. The I = 2 States 

Recently, some authors[24-25] suggested the existence of I = 2 exotic mesons of the 

mass 1400-1500 MeV by the analysis of the pion production via the 7 rays. For reference, 
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' / ' we illustrate in fig.6 the predictions of the diquark cluster model for the q2q2 states with I 

= 2. 
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Fig.6 The predictions for the masses and widths 
of the states with I =2. 

6. /2(1920) 

We tabulate in table 1 the masses and widths of the fi and / j resonances above 1800 

MeV found in the ss-depleted channels. 

Since the corresponding uu + dd state is either of 2P or IF state, at least one of the / 2 

resonances should be the exotic meson. Considering that the width of /2(1920) is nearly half 

of the others, the assignment shown in the table 1 may be the most reasonable solution, 

j ! 

Kill 
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where / 2 (2175) is identified with / 2 (2150) and / 2 (1920) is treated as an exotic meson. 

Table 1 

IG(JPC) T (MeV) 

/ 2 (1810) 0+(2++) 200 ~ 300 uu + dd 2*P2 

/ 2 (1920) 0+(2++) 91 ± 50 ? 

/ 4 (2050) 0+(4++) 203 ± 1 2 uu + dd 1 3F4 

/ 2 (2150) 0+(2++) ~ 2 5 0 uu + dd 1 3F2 

/ 2 (2175) 0+(2++) 150 ± 35 

In the diquark cluster model, one can assign this / 2 (1920) to a four quark state SA with 

configuration [ ( l d | ) ( l « 2 ) ] 2 of which the mass is predicted to be 1950 as illustrated in fig.l. 

The narrower 2 + + state ( r = 17.7 MeV) shown in this figure involves a large pp and w 

components suggesting that this state is observable rather easily in the pp and UTOJ channels. 

This is quite consistent with the experimental fact[26] that / 2 (1920) was discovered in the 

reaction 7r~p —> nuw. 

Though we identified / 2 (2175) with / 2 (2150) in the present analysis, we point out 

another possibility that / 2 (2175) can be interpreted as the BA with configuration 

[ (2* i ) ( l a i ) ] [ ( l d | ) ( l * i ) ] of which the mass is predicted to be 2170 MeV. 

7. Narrow Resonances 

Experimentally, the coexistence of several broad resonances (V > lOOMeV) and many 

narrow resonances (T < 30MeV) is observed in the dibaryon (q6) sector.[27-30] One can ex

plain this remarkable experimental fact very naturally by the diquark cluster modd.[3,5,6] 

In the q2q2 system as well as the g e system, the diquark cluster model predicts the coex

istence of the broad and narrow resonances. We illustrate in fig.7 the levels which involve 

the narrow states with V < 15MeV together with the experimental mass spectrum of the 

narrow resonances observed in the pp annihilation at rest by Chiba et al. at KEK.[31-33]. 

As the empirical rule afore-mentioned suggests, the spectrum for the 7-ray-accompanied 

reaction pp -» 7 + . Y agrees well with the prediction for the states with the TS-combination 

[1 ][1 J except low-lying two resonances. It may be interesting that the states at 1330 MeV 

with an intermediate TS-combination [00][11] are observed in either of the hadronic reac

tion and the 7-ray-accompanied reaction. The assignment of the resonance at ~1190 MeV 
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to the lowest state at 1280 MeV seems not reasonable because of the large mass discrep

ancy, though this lowest state is a very particular state in which all constituent quarks and 

antiquarks are in the ls^-shell. 

Exp. Diquark Cluster Model 

Hg.7 The mass spectrum of the narrow states (T < IS MeV). 
The data are from Ref.[31 - 33]. 
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8. Remarks 

We have shown that the masses and widths of the exotic mesons found in the ss -

depleted channels in the mass region 1300-2000 MeV can be explained in general by the use 

of the diquark cluster model. Especially in the analysis of Jf2(1515), AX(1565) (or/ 2 (1640)) 

and nearby 0 + ( 0 + + ) state, the agreement was excellent. However, the unsuccessful result 

for the width of p (1405) suggested the necessity of the modification of the present approach. 

We remark that, if the direct-fission-mechanism which may solve this problem exists, the 

2?2,(1585) decays into the wrj-state with considerably high branching ratio and then u>(1600) 

should be observable in the u>r/-channel as well as in the px-channel. The existence of narrow 

exotic mesons is still controversial and debated in article.[33,34] The present result supports 

clearly the viewpoint of Chiba et al., i.e., a group of the narrow exotic mesons do exist. 



Further experimental test is desirable to settle this problem. 

In the present article, we restricted our analysts within the q2q2 states which consist 

of u and d quarks only. The general qkqk states involving s-quarks will be analysed in the 

coming paper. The application of the diquark cluster model to the hybrid hadrons will be 

discussed by one (H. Nakamura) of our group in this issue. 
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The Application of the Diquark Cluster Model to the Hybrids 

H. NAKAMURA 
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Aoyama Gakuin University, Setagaya, Tokyo 157 Japan 

Abstract: The basic ideas of the diquark cluster model is applied to the general hybrid 

system qkqhg. A simple mass formula which involves two free parameters is deduced and 

applied to the simplest system qqg. It is shown that most of the exotic mesons found in the 

mass region 1400 — 2400 MeV can be interpreted as the hybrid qqg or the four quark state 

9999 («242)-

Up to date, a number of exotic mesons (non-gg candidate)[l,2] have been found in tne 

mass region 900 — 2400 MeV. However, their status in the particle physics is still unclear. 

This may be because their properties such as the mass, width and decay mode are not 

established experimentally and even their existence is still controvertial in most cases and, 

moreover, there are many possible interpretations for their structures, i.e., the four quark 

state g2g2[3-4], the hybrid meson ggg[5-7], the glue-ball gg[8-9] and the hadron-hadron 

bound state such as the KA'-molecule[10] and the deep NN bound state[ll). In such a 

situation, a synthetical model which covers the other exotics (e.g. dibaryon g 6) as well ^ 

exotic mesons is required. The diquark cluster model[12-18] is one of such attempts and 

in fact, using the same approach and the parameters as in the analysis of dibaryon , we 

applied it to the g 2g 2 system which consists of u and d quarks only and secceeded in the 

reproduction of the masses of the exotic mesons found in the ss-depleted channels and of 

their general features.[18] In the present short article, we attempt to apply the basic ideas 

of the diquark cluster model to the general hybrid system 9*9*9 and classify the exotic 

mesons. 

The most important assumption of the diquark cluster model may be the superiority of 

the jj-coupling scheme to the LS-coupling scheme in the description of the multiquark system 

even in the small system like g 2g 2 . (The meson gg and the baryon q3 are the exceptional 

cases in which the LS-coupling scheme is better.) In other words, the multiquark system 

is dominated by the one-body central and LS forces. Let us suppose a multiquark system 
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5*y* describable by the jj-couplig scheme. When a gluon g is attached to the system, what 
changes in the one-body force for a quark in the system? The long-distance force between a 
quark and the residual system is determined uniquely by the color flux between them which 
depends on the color-charge of the quark alone so far as the color of the whole system is 
kept to be singlet. This indicates that the dominant part of the one-body force for a quark 
in a multiquark system does not change by the addition of a gluon to the system. For this 
reason, we assume the following mass formula for the hybrid hadron qtqhg-

M = M, + M(qkqh), (1) 

where M(qkqh) represents the mass of the multiquark system qkqh of which the details 

are given in ref.[15,16,18] and Mg is the effective mass of the gluon involved in the hybrid 

system. In the present analysis, we assume that the gluon is not in the excited state and 

treat Mg as the function of the masses of the quarks involved in the system. For simplicity, 

we take the following linear form. 

M, = MO + K ]P(ro, - TO) (2) 
i 

where m,- represents the mass of the i-th quark (or antiquark) in the system, m the mass of n 

(= u, d) quark and Mo is the effective mass of the gluon in the hybrid system which involves 

n quarks only. Since whole parameters in M(qkqh) and the masses of the n and s quarks 

are determined using the masses of nucleon, A-particle, A-particle and the dibaryon[13-14], 

mass formula (1) contains only two free parameters Mo and re. In the present article, we 

apply this mass formula to the minimum system qqg. (q = u, d, s) 

Among many candidates of the hybrid meson, we select /i(1420) and /2(2300) and 

assign them to the (uti + dd)g state with the configuration {(ls^) 2} and the sag state with 

the configuration {(lp | ) ' 2 }, respectively, where parenthesis { } represents the qq subsystem 

and the prime represents the quark in question is the s-quark. Adjusting the parameters 

Mo and K to their masses, one obtains 

Mo = 820 MeV, re = 0.486 (3) 

The mass spectrum of the qqg predicted by the formula (1) with parameters (3) is illustrated 
in fig.l. The fine structure in the nsg (sng) system is due to the small difference between 
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the excitation energies of the n and s quarks. We remark that each level in this spectrum 

is degenerate with respect to the isospin and G-parity in general as well as the spin. 
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Fig. 1 The mass spectrum of the hybrid meson qqg predicted by 
the diquark cluster model. 

Using the mass formula (1) for the hybrids qqg and the mass formula given in ref [18] 

for the four quart: states, we attempt to assign the candidates of the exotic meson found 

up to date to either of the hybrid meson or four quark state. Assuming a rather small 

LS-splitting for the mass spectrum of the qq states, we select naively the resonances for 



Structure M(MeV) Configuration TS-Comb. 

/o(975) 0+(0 + + ) ? 

a0(980) l-(0++) •f 

#1405) 1-(1-+) nnhh 1390 [(i4)2lKip*)(i4)I [00][11] 

/o(1400) 0+(0++) nhg 1420 {(i4)2} {01} 
/i(H20) 0+(l++) nhg 1420 

(input) 
{(i4)'} {01} 

/a(1430) 0+(2++) nng 1420 {(i4)2} {01} 
IJ(1550)* o+(o-+) nnhh 1585 [(i4)2H(ipi)(isi)] [nit"] 
Jf2(1515)6 0+(2++) nnfifi 1520 [(iPi)(i4)p [01][01] 

AX(1565)C 0+(2++) II ll « II 

/o(1590) 0+(0++) 99 
w(1600) o-(i—) nnhh 1585 [(i4) 2][(i Pi)(i4)] M i l ] 
/2(1640) 0+(2++) nnhn 1615 [(i4f][(i4) (i4)] [00][02] 

/j(1720) 0+(2++) nhg 1720 {(i4) 2 } {01} 
X(1740)* 0+(0 + + ) nng 1720 {(ip |) 2 } {01} 
/o(1750) 0+(0++) nhg 1795 {(i4)d4)} {01} 

n(1740)a o+(o-+) nnhh 1725 [(iPi)(i4)][(w|)(i4)] [H][ll] 
«t(1730)e o-(i—) nsns 1795 Kisi)(isi)']KipiKi4)'] mm 
/,(1920) 0+(2++) nnhh 1950 KwiXi4H' !02][02] 

x(im)f 0+(l~+) nsns 1920 [(i4)(isi)-][(ipi)(i siy] tiillii] 
/2(2010) 0+(2++) ssg 1940 {d4) 2} {01} 
i/(2140)a 0+(0-+) nnnh 2185 [(i4) 2][(2 Pi)(i4)] [11H11] 
/2(2175) 0+(2++) nnhh 2175 [(2si)(lsi)][(ldf)(l4)] [00][02] 
/«(2220) 0+(4++) nhg 2170 {d4) 2} {03} 

/2(2300) 0+(2++) ssg 2300 
(input) 

{(ip|) ' 2 } {01} 

/2(2340) 0+(2++) ssg 2330 {(i4)'d4)'} {01}, {02} 
Ki(1650) *(1 + ) nsg, shg 1680 {(14x14)/} {*1> 

Table 1. The assignment of the exotic mesons to the hybrid mesons and four quark 
states.where M represents the mass in MeV predicted by the diquark cluster model. 
The data without mark are from ref.lll. 
a) ref.[28], b) ref.[29], c) ref.[30], d) ref.[21], e) ref.[23], f) ref.[24]. 
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which there is no place in yg-nonets. The resonances thus obtained are the candidates for 

the hybrid meson and four quark state.They are tabulated in table 1 with the assignment 

to the hybrid meson or the four quark state in the diquark cluster model. One can see in 

this table that , except three scalars /o(975), ao(980) and /o(1590), all of the exotic mesons 

can be assigned to either of the hybrid meson or four quark state with small discrepancy 

in mass. We remark that many authors [8] interpret /o(1590) as the long-sought glue-ball. 

As for the /o(975) and ao(980), we point out that there is a very attractive model [10] in 

which they are interpreted as the A'A'-molecule. In the following, we discuss the problems 

in the present assignment. ( The four quark states which consist of the n quarks only is 

discussed by one (Y. Uehara) of our group in this issue.) 

1. /o(I400) 

There are many interpretations[3,10,19] for the structures of the /o(1400) and nearby 

scalars. In the present analysis, we assigned /o(1240) [20] and / 0 (1400) to the (uu+dd) l3Po 

state and the hybrid meson, respectively. However, this assignment is rather controversial 

because the parameters of the /o(1240) is too uncertain to at tempt any identification and, 

moreover, the /o(1400) has some unconventinal experimental properties. At least, a strong 

configuration mixing between the ^ -none ts and the hybrid meson may be required to 

explain the unusual branching ratios to the TTIT and KK channels of these resonances. 

2. X(1740) and /o(1750) 

Because of the large difference in the width, the X(1740)[21] can not be identified to 

the /o(1750) [20,22]. We assign them to the two states of the nng in the present analysis. 

The unusually large difference between their widths may be due to the configuration mixing 

between these two states. We remark that, in the system composed of some states with 

the same quantum number and nearly same mass, a very broad state accompanied by the 

narrow states can appear as the result of the configuration mixing between them.[13] 

3. tf(1730) 

Though the i£(1730)[23] and i£(1680)[l] can be an idntical resonance, we assign them to 

the nans state with IG(JPC) = 0 _ ( 1 — ) and mass 1795 MeV shown in fig.2 and the ss 2 3 5 i 

state, respectively, assuming that the actual mass difference between them is considerably 

larger. 

4. X(1920) 
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Experimentally, the quantum numbers of the X(1920) is not determined yet.[24] The 

isospin and G-parity are 1° = 0 + and the possible spin and parity are J,c = 0 + + , 2 + + and 

1 _ + . We show in fig.2 the mass spectrum of the nshs states. 

M(MeV) 
2100- O'tO") 0+(2**) C O - * ) . 1*(1"*) 

2000- 1990 

— 2 0 3 0 
— 2 0 2 0 
— 1 9 9 0 

1950 

1900- 1910 
— 1 8 8 0 

— 1 9 1 0 
— 1 8 8 0 

1920 

— 1 8 5 0 — 1 8 5 0 
1825 

1800-

— 1 7 4 0 

1795 

1700-

i«nn_ 

Fig. 2 Predictions for the mass spectrum of the four quark state nsiis. 
The two-panicle correlation energy in the excited strange 
diquark is neglected.! 18] 

It may be very interesting that three states with Ia(Jpc) = 0 + ( 0 + + ) , 0 + ( 2 + + ) and 

0 + (l"" + ) gather at around 1920 MeV. The X(1920) is possibly a compound of these three 

states. 

5. /2(2010) 

The /2(2010) is a broad resonance ( r ~ 200 MeV) observed in the 0(1020)0(1020)-

channel and the resonating energy is not well determined (20111^),[25] Therefore, the 

predicted mass 1940 MeV is still consistent to the experimental evidence. Since the s and 

s in the ssg state at 1940 MeV are in the ls^-shell, the resultant 0(1020)0(1020) partial 

wave must be the S2-wave. This is quite consistent with the experimenal evidence.[25] ( 
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The percentage of the / 2 (2010) going into 2 + + 5 2 channel reaches into 98±J %) 

6. / 4 (2220) 

Because of the unusually narrow width (38 MeV)[l], the /i(2220) is a candidate for 

the exotic meson though the assignment to a gq-nonets, ssl3Ft state, is possible. The 

narrowness of the width may be due to the configuration mixing between the qq state and 

the hybrid meson given in table 1. 

7. Strange exotic meson 

The A'i(1650) with I(JP) = | ( 1 + ) is the most likely candidate for the strange exotic 

meson because this resonance is isolated in the mass spectrum of the strange mesons. The P-

wave g<f-nonets appears in the region 1200 ~ 1500 MeV and the position of the n i ( sS) \3Pt 

state is occupied by the A'i(1400) arleady. We assigned it to the lowest usg (sug) state. 

8. The other problems 

In table 1, we omitted the />( 1450) because this resonance can be interpreted as the 

mi2 3 S] state. However, its high branching ratio to the OZI rule violating channel ^(1020)7r 

[26] indicates strongly that this resonance is a four quark state nsns with Ia(Jpc) = 

1 + ( 1 ). In the diquark cluster model, the masses of the corresponding four quark states 

are predicted to be 1795, 1825, 1920 and 1950 MeV (fig.2), which are clearly inconsistent 

with the experimental value 1480± 40 MeV[26]. We present here one possibilty to avoid this 

difficulty. In ref,[15], we introduced a qq production (annihilation) mechanism in a hadrnii 

by a basic interaction. 

q *± <t> + q (4>'+ s), q^$ + q($' + s) (4) 

where 0 and <j>' represent the nn diquark cluster and sn diquark cluster with spin 0, re

spectively. Evidently, a strong coupling between the four quark states nnij> (hn4>) and 

ns(j>' (nsij)') occurs through the interaction (4). Since the nsns states at 1795 and 1825 

MeV and the nnnfl state at 1390MeV with Ia(Jpc) = 1 + ( 1 — ) are of the structures 

ns$' + ns<j>' and nn<j> + iin(j>, respectively, a strong configuration mixing may occur between 

these states indicating that the four quark state at 1390 MeV contains a considerably large 

nsns component and then can be identified with the p(1450). The OZI rule violation in 

the decay of the p (1450) may be due to the nsiis component. We remark that the unusual 

OZI rule violation in the pp-annihilation process at rest [27] may be caused by the 4> (1020) 
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production via the nshs state at 1920 MeV with IG(JPC) = 1 + ( 1 — ) . Note that the mass 

of this state is very close to the pp total energy at rest (1877 MeV) and then the decay via 

the virtual state is enhanced strongly. [27] 

Remarks 

Generally speaking, the classification of the exotic mesons by the use of the mass 

formulae for the hybrids and four quark states seems to be a fruitful approach. Among 26 

candidates, eleven belong to the hybrids, twelve the four quark state and one is the glue-

ball while only two are left unknown. Since the mass formulae used in the present analysis 

are based on the diquark cluster model in which the jj-coupling scheme is assumed, this 

favorable result indicates strongly that even in a very small systems, the four quark system 

qqqq and the hybrid meson qqg, the structures are described by the jj-coupling scheme. 

We emphasize this is very striking result because, in the jj-coupling scheme, the constituent 

particle is dominated by the one-body-force and this mechanism requires necessarily that the 

total system should be sufficiently heavy as compared with the single consituent particle. 

Evidently, this condition is not satisfied in either of the hybrid meson and four quark system. 

Why the experimental evidence seems to support the jj-coupling scheme, notwithstanding? 

We leave this puzzle as an open question in the quark dynamics. 
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Abstract 

We investigate puzzles in nonleptonic weak decays of charm mesons in consistency with the approximate 
|AI | = 1/2 rule in K —• irir decays and demonstrate that exotic mesons can play an important role in these 
processes. 

There remain many unresolved and challenging problems in nonleptonic weak interactions; for decays 
of charm mesons, D+, D° and F+ (or recently Df), for example, the mild suppression of the D+ —* v+K° 
decay in contrast with the strong suppression of the corresponding K decay K+ —* T + T ° , the enhancement 
of the D° —• K+K~ decay relative to the D° -* x + i - , the sizable rate of the D° — K°<t> and the strong 
suppression of the F+ —• n+p°, • • • 

The F + —* J T + P ° decay is strongly suppressed^ as was expected from the perspective of short distance 
physics since it proceeds through the annihilation type quark-line diagram^ (Fig. 1). However, the D° —• 
A"u0 decay has a sizable rate.M br(D° — K°<jt)exp = (0.80 ± 0.16)%, although it also proceeds through 
the same annihilation type diagram in the weak boson mass mw —r oo limit. This fact implies that the 
perspective of short distance physics fails to describe this kind of processes and long distance effects are 
important in nonleptonic weak decays of charm mesons. From the perspective of long distance physics 
we have already investigated^ the suppression of the F+ —* x+p° decay in consistency with the sizable 
6r(D° — A ' V ) . 

Some extensive studies of nonleptonic weak decays of charm mesons are known. Bauer, Stech and 
WirbelM studied exclusive decays of charm mesons from a perspective of the "factorization" plus "annihi
lation" supplemented by "final state interactions". Blok and Shifman' 5 ' studied them by using the QCD 
sum rule. However, their result on the ratio, r ( D ° —* A ' + A ' ~ ) / r ( D ° —* jr +x~"), was close to unity (at most 
~ 1.4) in disagreement with the observed one' 1! (~ 2 — 5). Chau and her collaborators^6! also investigated 

Fig. l The annihilation diagram in the mw —* oo limit. 
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these decays phenomenologically by using quark-line arguments. However, in the above analyses, dynamical 
contributions of various kinds of hadrons are not necessarily explicit. 

The distinct feature of our approach is to start from a very useful expression for the amplitude which 
manifests dynamical contributions of hadrons. The amplitude for Pi(p} —* /*2(*) + Psiq) can be described 
approximately in the form/ 7 ' 

M s METC + Ms, (1) 

which is realized by using PCAC and an extrapolation q-* 0 in the light-cone frame (LCF, i.e., p -* oo). 
Here, Merc has the same form as the old equal-time commutator (ETC) term,! 8 1 

MBTC(PI - P2P3) = - { ^ T - (P2\[Vp3, ff*]|Pi) + ( P 2 - P 3 ) } , (2a) 

where [At, Hw) = [VS, Hw] has been used. Va and Aa with the flavor index a are the vector and axial-
vector charges, respectively. The surface term Ms, which vanishes in the old soft pseudoscalar (PS) meson 
extrapolation but now survives in the present approximation, is given by a sum of pole amplitudes, 

MS(P, _ P2P3) = - { - ^ L - [ £ ( ^ | ) (is|AA|.>(»|jr.W) 

+ E ( ^ f ^ | ) w»i<> <^AI«>] + (p>« ft)}. (») 

where the summation £3 in (26) is extended over all the possible on-mass-skell single-hadron states. METC 
and Ms have to be evaluated in LCF. The asymptotic matrix elements of Va and AQ (matrix elements taken 
between single-hadron states with infinite mometum) will be parametrized by using the asympiotic flavor 
symmetry/ 9^ in which it is assumed that asympiotic single-hadron states (single-hadron states with infinite 
momentum) can be well rotated to each other by relevant vector charges if they belong to the same multipiet, 
i.e., for example, in the case of asymptotic Sf/;(3) symmetry, \K°{p) > = VK- [* +(p) > , etc., in the p—* 00 
limit. However, we must not forget mixings of the states with the same quantum numbers (like the well-
known n - n ' — mixing) which can be caused by flavor symmetry breakings. Various kinds of hadrons, not 
only the ordinary {QQ} but also hypothetical glue-ball, multi-quark mesons, etc.t can contribute through 
the intermediate states of Ms. However, contributions of the orbitally excited states will be smal l / 1 0 ' In 
contrast with the orbitally excited states, the exotic hadrons would play an important role, if their masses are 
happened to be very close to those of the externa) hadrons. This will be possible in charm meson decays since 
some of the predicted mass values of the four-quark [QQQQ} mesons^1 1! are very close to the charm meson 
masses, m p and m?. However, in the K —* -XTC decays, the ground-state meson contributions kinematically 
dominate among the intermediate states in eq. (26) and the excited state contribution which is most relevant 
is that of (QQ){QQ) mesons, since it explains naturally the small violation of the |AI | = 1/2 rule in the 
A' —* int decays as will be seen later. 

The amplitude for two body decays, M(Pi -» P3P3), is thus described solely by the asymptotic matrix 
elements of Hw. Therefore, our task is now to estimate them. To this, we use quark-line diagrams. However, 
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our quark-line argument! 1 2) jg applied only to the asymptotic matrix elements of Hu in contrast with the 
usual onet6) to the whole amplitudes. The effective weak Hamiltonian Hw responsible for the Cabibbo-angle 
favored (AC = —1, AS = —1) and the Cabibbo-angle suppressed (AC = — 1, AS = 0) decays of charm 
mesons and the nonleptonic decays of K mesons (AC = 0, AS — — 1) is approximately given by' 1 3) 

Hw = £ / t f \ " L ° « &CP + cfof +cfO^ + /i.e., (3) 
(0 

where (i) runs over (i) = (AC = - 1 , AS = - 1 ) . (AC = - 1 , AS = 0) and ( A C = 0, AS - - 1 ) . The 
normal ordered operators, for example, 0 ± *"' are given by 0 ± = : (uo^dXso^u) ± (uo p u)(so^d) : with 
Op = 7^(1 + 7 5 ) . The symmetric operator 0!£'~' belongs to the 27 © 8 . of SI//(3) in its symmetry limit 
and can violate the JAIJ = 1/2 rule, while the anti-symmetric o!°- belongs to 8m and conserves the rule. 
The coefficients of the Penguin operators 0$ and Op~ are very small and rf'~' = 0. O p ' - ) always 
satisfies the JAI| - 1/2 rule. 

The normal ordered operators 0 ± can be expanded into a sum of products of (a) two annihilation 
and two creation operators, (b) one annihilation and three creation operators, (c) one creation and three 
annihilation operators and (d) four annihilation or four creation operators of quarks and antiquarks. We 
associate these products of annihilation and creation operators with different types of weak vertices by 
requiring the usual connectedness of the quark-lines. In this procedure, we have to be careful with the 
order of the quark(s) and anti-quark(s). For (a), we utilize the two annihilation and the two creation 
operators to annihilate and create, respectively, the quark and the anti-quark belonging to the meson states 
KQQ}) a n d ({QOM i" the asymptotic matrix elements of 0± . However, in the case (b) and (c), we now 
have to add a spectator quark or antiquark to reach the physical processes ({QQQQ}|0± 1{QQ}) and 

\{QQ}\0±\{QQQQ}}- The corresponding quark-line diagrams are drawn in Fig. 2. (d) is irrelevant to the 
present discussion. 

All the quarks and antiquarks associated with the external mesons with infinite momentum move with 
the infinite momentum in LCF. Noting that the wavefunctions of the ground-state {QQ}o mesons are anti-
symmetrt^1*} under the exchange of the quark and anti-quark, we then obtain, in LCF, 

({QQU\0?\{QQ)o) = 0, (4) 

which implies that the asymptotic ground-state meson matrix elements of Hw satisfy the strict \AI\ = 1/2 
rule since the Penguin Op'~* always satisfy it. 

DC 
(a) 

Fig.2 Quark-line diagrams describing the asymptotic matrix elements of 0 ± \ 
<») (iQQh\o'il\{QQ)o), (b) ({QQQQ}\O^\{QQ}0) and (c) ({QQ)o\0^\{QQQQ}}. 
The solid circle denotes the weak vertex in the mw —• ° ° limit. 
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In the same asymptotic limit, ' 1 3! 

< [QQ]m]\of\{QQh> = < {QQh\of\[QQ)[QQ)>= 0 (5) 

and 

< lQQ)iQQ)\oP\{QQ}o > = < {QQUO^KQQ^OQ) > = 0 (6) 

can also be obtained. It is quite reasonable from the symmetry property of the wavefunctions of [<?(?][Q<5] 
and (QQ){QQ) mesons under the exchange of the flavors of quarks and anti-quarks. The nonvanishing 
(QQKQQ) contributions, < ( G Q M W I O ^ H Q C j o > and < {QQ}o\0^\{QQ)(QQ) > , can give the natural 
origin of the small violation of the |AI | = 1/2 rule in the K —* TTX decays and the large violation of its charm 
counterpart in the charm meson decays as will be shown later. Explicit parametrizations of the asymptotic 
matrix elements of Hw satisfying eqs. (4)—(6) are listed in Appendix A. Same type of matrix elements of 
0 ± ' ~ \ 0±~'~ J and 0±~'°* can be related to each other by using the commutation relations, 

[ 0 {

± — , ,V K o} = O<r-0> and [O^-KVool^Of-K (7) 

The asymptotic matrix elements, < P\H^\V > and < V\H^\P > , where P and V denote a PS and 
a vector meson, respectively, can be connected with the asymptotic matrix elements < P\Hw \P' > as, for 
example, 

<p+\H§-~)\I<+ > = ± < *+|//<,°-->|A*+ > , etc., (8) 

which have already been obtained' 7! from the commutation relation, [Aat Hw] = [Va, Hw]t with a — ic±,(>. 
We choose the positive sign in eq. (8) hereafter. 

We have already written the amplitude for two body decays of K and charm mesons in the form, eq. 
(1), which can be regarded as its decomposition' 1 5 ' into (continuum contribution) + (Bom term). This 
general structure is natural for the description of dynamical hadronic processes. The continuum contribution 
will, in general, develop a phase relative to the Born term, i.e., METC can contain a phase relative to 
Ms- Substituting the constraints on the diagonal and non-diagonal asymptotic matrix elements of Hw = 
Hw - ) , / / » ' " and / /£" ' i given in Appendix A and eq. (8) with positive sign into the amplitude, eq. (1) 
with eqs. (2a) and (26), which have already been expressed in terms of the asymptotic matrix elements of Ha 

involving the contributions of the four-quark [QQ][QQ] and (QQ){QQ) mesons in addition to the ground-
state {QQ}o mesons, we can calculate explicitly the amplitudes for the K —* -Kir, Cabibbo-angle favored and 
Cabibbo-angle suppressed decays of charm mesons. After this procedure we factor out the asymptotic matrix 
elements < j r + | / / J , ° ' " ) |A ' + > , < A ' 0 | t f l " , - ) | D 0 > and < i r + l / / i " , 0 ) | / ? + > , respectively, in the amplitudes 
and then we extract a phase factor, e%i (originating from METC relative to Ms ) , and choose real values for 
the invariant matrix element of the axial-vector charge h = < p°|i4,+ |jr" > and the parameters, / a i / « . / a ' 
and A , / ; , / , " introduced. Since < ic+\0(S-~}\K+ >, < K^O^^D0 > and < v+\oir'0)\D+ > can be 
related to each other as was mentioned above, the phase factor e1* remains the same in both the K —* icir 
and the charm meson decays. In this way, we can describe explicitly the amplitudes' 1 6! for the K —* nt, the 
Cabibbo-angle favored and the Cabibbo-angle suppressed decays of charm mesons in terms of the asymptotic 
ground-state meson matrix elements of Hw, the phase factor e'* t the parameters, {fatf*, / J ' ) and (/,,/,*, / ," ' ) , 
and the invariant matrix element h of the axial-vector charge. 
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We have so far neglected contributions of the Penguin terms whose coefficients are much smaller than 
c£'. However, the s-channel Penguin can induce a matrix element of Hs' taken between the states of the 
ground-state {QQ}o meson and a glue-ball. Therefore, a glue-ball with Jpc = 0 + + could contribute to the 
intermediate state of Ms for the if § —• jnr, D° —• KK and *» decays. However, known glue-ball candidates 
seem to mix with ordinary {QQ} mesons. Here we may consider S*(975), e(1300) and /o(1770) [or /o(1590)] 
as the candidates involving glue-ball component with Jpc = 0 + + , since this choice has explained^17! the 
mass relation and the decay properties of these scalar mesons reasonably well by using the same theoretical 
framework of asymptotic SUf{Z) symmetry. 

The contribution of the glue-ball components through the scalar mesons to Ms for the decay, a —* 
0 + 0, [a = tfg, Z>°; 0 = x K], will have the form, 

- ( £ ) E ( ^ S ) W * 1 S , { S | H - W - ( 9 ) 

in the present formalism, where S denotes the intermediate scalar mesons containing the glue-ball component. 
Since m | , [S = £'(975), «(1300) and /o(I770)], are much higher than m^, the contribution of these mesons 
to the Kg —* * T decays will be small. Furthermore, the mass squares of S"(975) and €(1300) are not very 
close to that of the D meson. Therefore, we neglect the contributions of S"(975) and €(1300) to the D° 
decays. Thus, in the present crude discussion, it is sufficient to study only the contribution of the glue-ball 
component contained in the /o(1770) to the D° decays. The amplitudes for the two body decays of K and 
charm mesons are explicitly given in Appendix B. 

We now study the approximate |AI| = 1/2 rule in the K —* TCTC decays. Substituting into the amplitude, 
eq. ( B 2 ) in Appendix B, the value of the invariant matrix element of the axial-vector charge, h Si 1.0, 
which is estimated!7! to be jnj z- 1.0 from the observed width]1! T(p —* x » ) e r p ~ 160 MeV, and ne
glecting the small contribution of the excited states to the A"§ —» T + T " , we obtain' 1 2! A{K$ -+ T + 5 T ~ ) 2; 
( A ) - 1 ( 5 r + i # w | ^ + ) * 1.2e i A , where A(~6) denotes the phase shift arising from strong interactions in the 
I<s —• jr+jr~ decay and is estimated!18) to be A 2: 50°, which is very close to the / = 0 (irx) phase shift 
at TTIK. The amplitude for the first forbidden (by the |AI| = 1/2 rule) K+ —* jr+3r° decay arises from the 
contribution of the (QQ)(QQ) type exotics to Ms and is, in fact, much smaller than that for Ks —» * + * ~ 
(the small violation of the |AI] = 1/2 rule) because of m2

exotie » m2

K , . (See, for details, ref. [12].) 

We, next, study typical two body decays of charm mesons. Since the QCD corrections to 0± and 
0± ' are expected to be close to each other, we assume /£ 2; / • ' and f* i ff. In Ms, widths of the 
intermediate meson poles would be important if their masses are happend to be very close to those of the 
external mesons. This is possible if we use the values of the exotic meson masses predicted in ref. [11], 
i.e., some of the masses of the exotic mesons which can contribute to the s-channel intermediate states of 
the charm meson decays are very close to the masses of the parent charm mesons. Therefore, we take into 
account the width Tetatie of the exotic mesons. Here, we fix the values of the parameters as follows; 6 cs 50°, 
h ~ 1.0 estimated above, the four-quark meson masses given in ref. [II] and the typical width Verotic — 0.3 
GeV of the exotic mesons which is tentative but reasonable. Substituting these values of the parameters into 
the amplitudes in Appendix B, we obtain the branching ratios listed in (iii) of Table 1, where we have chosen 
the value / ' ~ J* 2* 0.05 which is tentative but reasonable since fl and f* are related to (the square of) 
the overlapping between the wavefunctions of the four-quark {QQQQ} and the ground-state {QQ}o mesons 
as mentioned above and is expected to be considerably small. The result (iii) should be compared with (i) 
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Table 1. Branching ratios (%) for typical two-body decays of charm mesons. Contributions to Ms from (i) 
only the ground-state {QQ)o, ( / ' = /." = 0). (») >*>e {QQh, the exotic [QQ][QQ] (/* = 0.05, fi = 0) and 
the glue-ball, and (iii) the {QQ}o, the exotic [QQ][QQ] and (QQ)(QQ) (fl = /.* = 0.05) and the glue-ball 
are taken into account. The values with (*) are used as the input data. The data values are taken from ref. 
[1] except for that with ( # ) from ref. [19]. 

Decays 0) (ii) (iii) Experiments 
D+-x+J?° 0.2 0.2 2.6 2.8 ±0.4 

D" - *+K- 2.5 3.6 3.7* 3.71 ± 0.25 

D" — i 0 / ? 0 1.6 2.2 2.4 2.7 ±1.2 

F* -> K+K" 1.9 3.1 3.2 2.6 ± 0.8 

C — K+K- 0.08 0.44 0.45* 0.45 ±0.07 

D" - x+r- 0.14 0.19 0.11 0.114 ±0.031 

D° - it0*" o.or 0.10 0.16 0.09 ± 0.02 ± 0.02* 

D° - A'°A'° 0.00 0.08 0.08* < 0.4 (90 % CL) 
0+ _ x+x° 0.00 0.00 0.11 < 0.53 (90 % CL) 

D* — A+A° 0.19 0.34 0.32 0.84 ± 0.28 

F + — A'°x+ 0.07 0.10 0.07 < 0.6 (90 % CL) 
F + ^ / f + x ° 0.03 0.05 0.09 

which has no contributions of the four-quark mesons and the glue-ball and (ii) in which the contribution of 
the (QQ)(QQ) mesons is neglected. We can see that the contribution of the (QQ)(QQ) mesons is crucial 
for the decays, D+ —* * + A 0 and £>+ — 7r+ir° (the direct charm counterpart of the A ' + —• x+xa), as was 
the case with the A + —• TT+JT0 decay and now leads to a large violation of the charm counterpart of the 
jAI | = 1/2 rule. 

In the enhancement of the D° ~* A' + A'~ decay relative to the D° —»ir+ir~, the contribution of &* and 
6* to the D° —* K+K~ decay is crucial as was demonstrated in ref. [I0J. It interferes constructively with 
both of MBTC ai»d the ground-state meson contribution Af j t = 0 ) and the mass m*. = m j , is much closer to 
mj) than the mass m> of rr which contributes to the D° —* x+ir~ decay. 

The D° —* A' 0 A 0 decay has no contribution of the four-quark mesons in the s-channel since it proceeds 
only through the so-called annihilation diagram (Fig. 1) in the mw —• oo limit and the contribution of the 
ordinary {QQ}o mesons to this decay vanishes due to the cancellation of the amplitudes. The four-quark 
\QQ)[QQ] meson contribution to this decay (only through the u-channel) also vanishes due to the selection 
rule in eqB. (,,4.10) and (v4.ll), while the (QQ){QQ) mesons contribute to this decay again only through 
the u-channel and their contributions are suppressed kinematically. Therefore, the dominant contribution 
to this decay comes possibly from the glue-ball through the /o(1770) which couples^17! dominantly to KK. 
We could fix the size of the glue-ball contribution to the Cabibbo-angle suppressed decays by using the 
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observed branching ratio br(D° — A'°A°)„,. However, the observed value of br(D° -+ K°fC0)erp u still 
ambiguous J 1 ' It should be noted that the contribution of the glue-ball can enhance the Z?° —* K°K° decay 
in contrast with the previous analysis.!10! In this way, we can reproduce fairly well the observed branching 
ratios of the Cabibbo-angle favored and suppressed decays in consistency with the |AI| = 1/2 rule in the 
K —» TIT decays. However, at this stage, our result is still preliminary and awaits the confirmation of the 
presence of exotic mesons. 

In summary, we have studied the long distance effects on the nonleptonic wealt decays of the K and 
charm mesons. We have always written the amplitudes in terms of the asymptotic matrix elements of Hw 

taken between single-hadron states involving the ordinary {QQ}, glue-balJ and {QQQQ) mesons. We have 
evaluated these contributions to the K —• KIT and charm meson decays and have found that the small 
violation of the |AI| = 1/2 rule in the K —* JTT decays and the targe violation of its charm counterpart 
can be explained by the [QQ)(QQ) contributions to Ms for these decays. A possible solution to the long 
standing puzzle in the Cabibbo-angle suppressed decays, r(D° —* AT+A'~)/r(.D0 —• ir+7r~) 2: 2 — 5, has 
been given in consistency with the A' •—• jnr and the Cabibbo-angle favored decays as well as the other 
Cabibbo-angle suppressed decays. 

It is thus interesting to see that the dynamics of nonleptonic weak interactions are intimately related 
to hadron spectroscopy. 

I would like to thank Prof. S. Oneda for discussions and encouragements. 

APPENDIX A- Constraints on the Asymptotic 
Matrix Elements of the Effective Weak Hamiltonian 

Here we list the explicit expressions of the constraints on the asymptotic matrix elements of ffw which 
satisfy eqs. (4)—(6) in the text. 

0) ({QQUHMQQU): 

< Jr+|#i a-'|/<-+) + ,/5(T0|//i°-->|tf °) = 0, (Al) 

{T+|«(,o'->|A:'+(A = 0))+v^(l o |ff<, 0 ' - ' |A' , o(A = 0)} = 0, etc., (A.2) 

(f<0\Hi-'->\D0) + (»+|/*i-->|F+) = 0, (A3) 

{^ l )|H(,--)|D" )(A = 0 ) )+{ i r + |H i , - - ) | f , + (A = 0)} = 0, etc., (A4) 

( 1 r+ |^- ' l » |C+) - v'S(T°|//<,-'°>|I>°} = 0, (A5) 

{ir+|H<,-o>|D , +(A = 0))-v^(ir o |ff<,- ' , , |D" ,(A = 0)) = 0, etc. (A.6) 
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(ii) W ( « i l » . H 9 9 M «nd <{Q(3}o|ffu.|[Q<?][«<3])-. 

{**&<?•->{*+) = -v/2 (^Iff'"-)!*11) = - {a\H^\K") = I (T+|ff<,».->|*+) , (A7) 

(*-|ai—>|uB> = («»iJit—>|A-) = ̂ (^|fli—>!/?+> = -^5 <-»l«i—W) 

= - (*"+|Hi--)|f+) = £ . (ff°|ff<,-'-)|D0), (A8) 

(i+|//i" '->|f" +)=0, (X.9) 

({'•+|H<,-'a»|£)+) = V2(«"0|//i,-'0»|D0) = (ff'IffjT^ID0) = {*"|ffi,-'0»|£>°) 

= -(jr+|ffJ,-'0)|D*+) = -%^(Ir°|-Wi,-°>|6-0) = (Ir+|ff<T'°>|i>'+) = V2(i°|ff'.-'I>)|£>"D) 

= y|(K +l»i- 0 , |F; +> = i{K0|Hi-°>|/r) = {*'+l«i-")|F+) = ±(j?°|//<,-°>|f"l>} 

= ^ ( ' + | W i , - 0 ) | D + ) . (A10) 

(*r+|«£-'0 )|F'+J = o. (i4.ii) 

(•H) <(W)(OT)|fl»l«<?}o> and ({90}o|ff»|(00)«M)): 

- lyf^iflff-'nf*) = f^ue-'!*") = 3-(*+\H<°->\E;K) = -^^ue->w,> 
= -^<«-|H<."-->JE-^> = -JL(*+|/e->|Cjj) = 3{»»|/f<,»-'|Cj) = --^(c|«£>-)|if») 

= ( £ ) <-*|J5Ttf-J|*f°> , M.12) 

^ 1 <i^|«<-)|D+) = ̂ {fiAlHi-'ID*) = -»/§ <^l«i-»l«»> 

, s v * |* i—' |«*> = - ^ < * D | f f i — ' | « i > = ^ | ( ^ - I H l - ' I ^ B ) 

= 3(K0|ff<,--)|CJf') = 3{c>°|tf<,-'->|D») = -^(A-0|H£-->|C{;0) 

= 4(i? 0 |ffi--»|D°), (i4.13) 

(*+|ffi-'-»|CJ+) = 0, (i4.M) 
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j3(E;i\Hl-*\D+) = -|(E;°,|«<,-'»|2><') = -V5(cr/|HL-»)|D+} 

= JL (*+\m-"\E;i) = 3(»»iHi-«)|K0

D) = -\/l(*-\Hir»\E:-D) 
= -3(ir+|ffi,-°)|Ci +) = -3v^{ir D |ffi- ' '" |Ci 0) = v '3(* + | J /{r ' l »|C£ + ) = >/6 <ir»|«<r 0 ) |Cf; a) 

= N/3(<T+|ff<,-' l ,>|0+) = ^ ( c r 0 | H i - ' 0 ) | O 0 ) = -3(c-|ff(,- ' 0) |D 0} = V6(c"\Hi--a>\D0) 

= - ^ (/fiHL-"^:?-} = - / § <K+|H<,-0)1CJ.+) = - ^ (B;tiHi-'"|F+) = -s(c?ia<-fl|F*> 

= ̂ { ^ l i f t - " ' ! ^ } = ̂ /f <K-|ffi-°>l%) = £ (T+|//(,-°)|£>+) , (AIS) 

(Ciffi-"'^ 0} = (/v+i/yi,-'0'!^?;) = o, (.4.16) 
where the contributions of the Penguin terms with small coefficients are neglected. Even if the contribution 
of Op~ is taken into account, eqs. (.4.1) and (.4.2) are left intact since it always satisfy the asymptotic 
|AI| = 1/2 rule. $/'"' and £*") are the values of the asymptotic invariant matrix element of the axial-
vector charge .4,, taken between {QQ}o and (QQ){QQ) and between {QQ}o and [QQ][QQ] meson states, 
respectively, and are defined by 9<"» = < c£ ) + | . 4 , , + |K 0 > and j<"> = < k^A^K" >. /„, f;, £ ' and 
/*i /•*> SI a T e 'be parameters introduced. 

APPENDIX B. Two Body Decay Amplitudes 

Substituting the constraints on the asymptotic matrix elements of //«, given in the Appendix A into the 
general form of the decay amplitude, eq. (1) with eqs. (2a) and (2b) in the text, we obtain the following 
explicit expressions of the amplitudes for the two body decays of A' and charm mesons, which are described 
by the phase factor, e1*, and the parameters, /o = y/l/2h, fa, /*, / ; ' and / , , /,", /*'. The terms involving 
fg provide the poJe contributions of the glue-ball through /o(1770). However, its contributions to the 
D —• JTJT decays are neglected since the coupling of /o( 1770) to (JTJT) system is expected to be very strongly 
suppressed.'17* See also the discussion in the text. 

(i) K -* mr decays: 

Jtf (K + - T+T°} - j- <*+|ff(Q,-)|ff+) 



(*-ff) y[\'i)\ >-%«>) \iut-iut) 

•4(?)(»)-(«)h-fiH}" 
(offl(- '-)H\Q>I> - y ~ = („•>/+* <- +ff)W 

IsAeosp p3iOACJ 9]8uc-oqq!qeQ (11) 

(C'ff) 

fe-ff) 

'[(££) •(jfefc).M£*w}" 
<+jri(--o)iri+->|yvis 

; (0*0* - S /̂Xw 

t 
Z«. <+.Vl(- '0)ffl+*> - f = (-•«+* - gAf)W 

file:///iut-iut


* I 

^ jjtu-ooi J + VvA >-?<••« i + l >--?>" JJ 

*K«M?)(¥*)-flH5)M*-)}-

I vA ;«"-> J I *««-> JJ 

«[fif)(fci*M*(¥*H**)]-}-

J 



r 
(iii) C&bibboangle suppressed decays: 

M(D" - K0K") a -yi— (* + | ff(- ,O)|0 + ) 
v2/*t 

x{[(^i)-2(*^)] / ; + 2(^*)4 (fl.8) 

A/(Z>° - K+K-) s - ^ — (T+|tf(-,0)|£>+> 

xy +iUj.-n.i;JA +LUi-m»>; + Ui-^.y Uj.-»4/iA 

f / mj, - m%- ^ / l ^ c ^ L ^ , « / mi>~mJl } _ ( ml - "& N] „ 

+ < * H * ) 4 (B.'J! 

A/(0° - T + T - ) sr - - ^ - ( T + | / / ( 0 , -)|Z> +> 

(fl.10) 

W(O0 - irV) ~ - j l - <x+|ff(0, -)|Z>+) 

(B.ii) 



"H(^)M<^M^) +(3^)]* 
- K ^ ) + ( ^ H ^ ) l 4 <™> 

"{Kfc)-]'-K**)-(**)tt)-a^)tt)]* 
\\m\-m\.) \m%-ml.J\fKJ Km^-m^J Vu,.. -mi) \fK ) \ ' 

_ I"/ m*F-m*K \ I m\-m\ \ ( U\ J m\ - m\ \ 
[\.m'P-mliKJ \mF-m%.K)\fK) \m1^- m\ j 

-(**)(fc)i4 "»' 

«{Kfc)-]--[(**)-(**)te)-(4^)(fi]* 
+ L U F ^ + W—lJV/J - 2{mF. -mi) + [ml.-ml)[h)\f> 

•K*nsy'G^)(fe)-(*i*)(fe)]4 <-> 
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Meson Resonance Productions in Two Photon Processes 
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Abstract 

Experimental studies of meson resonance productions in the two photon pro
cesses by electron-positron colliders arc briefly reviewed. Preliminary results 
of analysis for fc(1270) resonance from VENUS are presented. An upper limit 
for two photon decay width Tyy from search for \c2 production at VENUS is 
also given. 

1 Introduction 
The two photon process is a powerful tool to investigate basic features of meson 
resonances. The two photon decay width Tyy is a direct measure of the role which 
the constituents play. The decay products give us a clue to the meson's 3P and 
correlation between various mesons. 

I treat here single meson productions in the two photon processes at the e + e~ 
collider. f + c " —> t + c ~Ii. where R is a certain meson resonance. I concentrate on 
lo\v-(/-' ( g1 = qf,i = 1,2 ) data, whereq'f =2m* + 2{-Ei1E'i+pip'icos6i) = -Qfi are 
given in fig.l. In this case, the electron and the positron go through the beam pipe 
and cannot be detected {''no tag experiment"). The decay products of R show 
an approximate ]T pT balancing, where we measure a transverse momentum p r 
from electron beam axis. The deviation of ^2pr from zero roughlj' corresponds to 
\ZCp. The invariant mass W for the two photon system which corresponds to the 
resonance mass Mu is another important parameter. To have a maximum accep
tance for the detection of all decay products, it is important that the resonance is 
produced at rest. For this, the longitudinal momentum of the two photon system 
Y, u. should be roughly eipuil to 0. However, the distribution has a peak around 
Yl P; = 0 but has a long tail, hence the efficiency is low. typically less than 20%. 

The production cross section of a meson resonance from two-photon collision 
is approximately described as: 
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It can be translated to the W-differentiated cross section for e + e " incident parti
cles, d<7ee/dW, as: 

dae„JdW = L^,(W, Etfr^W), (2) 

where E\, is electron beam energy, and L T , (H / ,£ ' t ) a luminosity function. The 
luminosity function is calculable in the QED framework if we assume a proper Q2 

dependence of the meson production cross section ( roughly of the form daee/dQ2 ~ 

a . ' , , ; i , where mj is an appropriate mass scale for the photon structure[l] ) 
and integrate over Q2. The resultant luminosity function is roughly proportional 
to (] n.S^mft/iy[2]. 

The meson resonances produced from "real" two-photon collision is restricted 
to J = 0 mesons and J > 2 mesons. For odd-spin mesons, parity must be + . The 
charge conjugation must be always + . The helicity along the beam direction is 
also restricted by its JF. 

2 Review of Experiments 

Tensor M e s o n s Tensor mesons have been extensively studied by two photon pro
cesses, and their characteristics are relatively well known. The / , = 0 members of 
Tensor-nonet are considered to be / 2 (1270), / 2 (1525) and o 2(1320). All the reso
nances are identified using their main decay channels, jr+7r~ and T T V for / 2 (1270), 
A"+A'~ for / 2 '(1525) and JT+JT'JT 0 for a 2(1320). The measured T 7 7 ' s are consistent 
with ideal SU(3) mixing of the nonet. Fig.2 shows mass distributions which show 
the existence of these resonances. 

Scalar Mesons A few authors observed scalar mesons, but their results axe not 
definite. Possible candidate of I. = 0 members of Scalar-nonet are said to be 
/o(975), / o (1400) and a 0 (980). However, the fact that scalar mesons have rel
atively small couplings with two photons casts a doubt that they may not be 
ordinary qq mesons. /o(975) and a 0(980) may be A'A' molecules[3]. / 0 (1400) may 
only he seen after the partial wave aualyses[4] because of its broad width and 
the background from / 2 ( 1270). Possible signal of /o(975) is seen in the data from 
Mark II in fig.2 around 1.0 GeV. Fig.3 shows the data from Crystal Ball in which 
00(980) may be seen[5]. 
Other Mesons I omit here Pseudo-scalar mesons, although it is important to 



confirm thier T-,-, values. The recent measurements of the pseudo-tensor meson 
::2(1G70) are interesting. Two groups, Crystal Ball and CELLO, measured its V^ 
by decay channels as 3~° and 7r+ir"7r° final states, respective]y[6][7]. Although 
the I"-,., measurement ill the ;r+7r~7r0 channel carried out at CELLO suffers from 
the interference problem between / 2 ( 1 2 7 0 ) T T 0 and p±T:r, which are absent in 37r° 
channel measured by Crystal Ball, both results are consistent with rather large 
coupling r^^(jr 2(lG70)) = l.OkeV. The Crystal Ball pointed out the existence of a 
new state A~(1900) in the decay channel into ^ir°7r° although the statistics is still 
poor[S]. It is a candidate for a new pseudo-tensor state with 1 = 0, r/2. Fig.4 
shows data measured at Crystal Ball. 
C h a r n i o n i a The observation of charmonium states in the two photon processes is 
very difficult because of their low cross section and the lack of the easily detectable 
"main decay mode' ' . Up to now, only i]c is observed definitely in its decay into 
A^A"**-*. Its r v , value is reported to be 5.9t?i ± 1.9 keV by CLEO[9] ( fig.5 ) 
and is consistent with theoretical predictions. No definite values are obtained for 
V î and \>2, but the upper limits are still consistent with theoretical predictions[9]. 
With more statistics they will reveal themselves in the near future. 
Exo t ics The two photon channel is useful in exotic particle searches. Recently, 
ARGUS mid other groups pointed out a new state that decays mainly into p°p° 
with high statistics[10](fig.G). Previous experiment observed that this state has 
small branching ratio into p+ p~ if it is a resonance state. A possible interpreta
tion of the state is that it is an exotic mixing state with 1 = 0 and 2. It is said 
that glueball states couple with two photons very weakly. / 2 (1720) is one of the 
candidates. 

3 Results from VENUS [I] - Analysis for /2(1270) 
Product ion 

The / 2 (1270) is the most extensively measured resonance in the two photon pro
cesses because of its copious production. Its basic behavior is now well known but 
some problems remain in the analyses. Its r.,., value is very much dependent on 
the way analysis is done although statistical sensitivity of the experiments seems 
sufficient. Here, we present two methods of the analysis using the angular' distri
butions in the decay to 77+7r~. 

The data were taken from VENUS and correspond to the integrated lumi
nosity of 32 p b " 1 . The events were triggered by a two track trigger which requires 
at least one pair of tracks having transverse momenta larger than 0.6 GeV/c and 
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acoplanarity angle ( a supplement of the opening angle between the directions of 
the two tracks projected onto the plane perpendicular to the beam axis ) less than 
G5°. This trigger has a sizable efficiency for tracks whose transverse momenta 
down to 0.45 GeV/c. In the analysis, we did not identify pions. The background 
from e + e " —> e + e " e + e " and e + e " —> e +e~/*" l>~ events was evaluated using the 
calculation of Berends et a£.[ll] and subtracted from the data. Fig.7 shows the 
distribution of 7r+7r~ invariant mass and the estimation of the backgrounds from 
the QED processes. The enhancement around M„+ T - ~ 1.3 GeV corresponds 
to the / 2 (1270) meson. We have obtained the double differential cross section 
iPcr/dWdlcosB] for e + e~ —* e+e~ir+ir~ after correcting the detector acceptance 
and its efficiency, where 6 is a polar angle of n+ to the beam axis in the rest frame 
of the two photon system. The acceptance was calculated using a generater of 
/ 2(1270) resonance by Vermaseren[12], although it is hardly model dependent. In 
principle, it is governed by the kinematic feature of the two photon processes. 

In one analysis, we assumed that the amplitude of TT+TT~ production in the 
two photon process consists of resonance and background parts expressed as, 

A = /fti + ̂ /iv-e''* (3) 
where ft and /• are the background and resonance amplitudes calculated by Ver-
inaseren. By fitting the angular distribution data with three free parameters, /&, 
IV, and ip, we obtained the coupling strength, 1%.,, to be 2.50±0.35 keV. The 
result of the fitting is drawn with solid hnes in fig.8. The results for ft and f are 
0.72 ± 0.16 and 2.58 ± 0.12 rad, respectively. 

In the other analysis we did a naive fitting of the angular distributions for 
partial waves. We assume that the angular distribution (£7(77 —» it*ir~)/dcos6 is 
represented by the partial waves corresponding to ( J = 0, A = 0 ), ( J = 2, A = 0 
) and ( J = 2, |A| = 2 ), where A is a helicity of the two photon system along 
tiie direction of the incident photons. The first two can interfere but the last one 
not. With this assumption the angular distribution is described by the quadratic 
function of cos 28 as: 

j j ^ j = .4 + B[<&(cosS)]2 + C[^ 0 ( cose ) j 2 . (4) 

where three parameters .4, B and C are to be determined by fitting. 
However, two ^-functions have a similar shape for |cos0| < 0.5 so that we cannot 
determine B and C, separately. Instead, we define C" = B + C and determine 
C". r = B/C is a new independent free parameter which is unstable in the fitting 
therefore its value has to be assjmed. We assume this to be 1. The A and C" are 
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written as: 

.4 = CTuo + v'5<rOO<7joCOS9o (5 ) 

C" = 5(<r20 + o-n - \Z5(Ta>a20co^po) (6) 

where, ITJUI is the total cross section integrated over whole angles after squaring 
the corresponding partial wave amplitudes, and ^>0 phase difference between the 
two A = 0 waves. Fig.9 shows the energy dependences of A and C". In .4, there 
is no prominent structure, but a broad peak exists around 1.3 GeV in C", which 
seems to be due to / 2 (1270). It is consistent with the fact that / 2 (1270) has a 
spin value 2 and predicted ( J = 2, |A| = 2) dominance[l]. However, our analy
sis cannot distinguish the contributions of |A| = 2 from A = 0. To make rough 
(•valuation of T.n, we fit the excitation curve for C" with the following formula: 
C" = a/W* + (Breit — Wigner), where the interference term is omitted in order to 
get a stable result. The result is 2.81 ± 0.68 keV. Our results are plotted in fig.lO 
with results from other measurements[13]. 

4 Results from VENUS [II] - Search for Xc2 P ro 
duction 

A search has been made for the production of a charmonium state Xa in the two-
pliotou processes. The T^ for \ c l is predicted to be 0.4 - 2 keV by theories[14]. 

In the aualysisflo], the decay chain of \ c 2 —> ~iJ/V, J/V' —* l+l~ (I = e or 
ft) is used. This channel has a pai'ticular advantage of good signal to noise ratio 
compared to the hadronic process because that competing backgrounds are pure 
QED processes of order a 5 and very low in rate. 

Events were selected from data corresponding to integrated luminosity of 62 
pb~' with exactly two oppositely-charged trades and just one barrel-calorimeter 
cluster with energy greater than 0.2 GeV. Fig . l l shows the invariant mass distri
bution for two tracks(/ + /~) where difference of the invariant mass of f + /~7 and 
1*1' is between A M -150 and AM +150 MeV/c 2 (A.V/ = - W w - MJ/t. ). No sig
nals corresponding to .1/4' production can be seen. Number of observed events in 
the signal region is one for the estimated number of background events, 1.3 ± 0.4, 
obtained by fitting other bins. Background events come mainly from the processes 
c + r~ —» ( . + c"c + e" - ; , e+e~ii+fi~-i and e + e"7r + 7r~ir 0 (+anything). In the Monte 
Carlo calculation which gives us an acceptance value, we assumed the dominance 
of |A| = 2 state for the \ c 2 production[l] and pure £ 1 transition for its decay[16J. 
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Expected number of signals is 1.20 x r^Xa) [keV]. From this observation, we 
obtained an upper limit for T.„(xc2), 4.2 keV at 95% CL. The present result is 
consistent with previous measurements[9][17]. 

5 Summary 

The two photon process can give valuable information for various mesons. How
ever, the statistical accuracies are still poor in almost all cases. Light tensor 
mesons such as /2(1270) are relatively easy to observe, and their features are well 
recognized. VENUS has measured the angular distribution for / 2 (1270) —* 7r+7r~. 
The results are consistent with theories which assume it to be an ordinary qq ten
sor meson. Charmonia are difficult to observe, and \a> and \ c 2 have never been 
observed in the two photon processes. VENUS has searched for the latter in a new 
decay channel \c2 —* ~fJ/4' in which the background is relatively small. However, 
no signal can be obtained. 

Much more integrated luminosity is desired for TRISTAN for, especially, 
study of the high-mass resonances such as the charmonia, which are suitable for 
investigation at high-energy machines. 
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Fig.l. Schematic view for two photon collision. 
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Fig.2. Invariant mass distributions which indicate the existence of tensor mesons: 
left)ir+jr- for / 2(1270) measured at Mark H[1SJ; middle)A' +A'- for /j(1525) mea
sured at ARGUS[19]: right)7r+7r--° for a,(1320) measured at CELLO[7]( a) for 2-y 
samples and b) for I7 samples ). 
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Fig.3. Excitation function for T!°TJ measured 
at Crystal Ball|5]. 6(980) is an old name for 
a„(980). 

Fig.4. Invariant mass distributions for 3ir° and 
for >)7r0jr0 measured at Crystal Ball(8], 



Fig.5. Invariant mass distribution for 
K%K*n* measured at CLE0[9]. Signal 
for i]c is seen. 
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Fig.6. Invariant mass distribution for 7r+n"~7r+7r 
measured at ARGUS[10]. Events around 
1.5 GeV/c 2 are dominated by p°p°-
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Fig.S. Double differential cross section, 

da/dWd\cosff[, for t+t~ —> e+e~i:+Tr~. 
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Vermaseren's calculation. 
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A Study o f / 2 ( 1270) and %(2980) Productions 
in Two-photon Processes at TRISTAN 
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Kita-uoya nishi-machi, Nam, 630 

Abstract 

Resonance productions in two-photon processes were studied with no-tagging mode by using the data 
collected by the TOPAZ detector at TltlSTAN e +e~ collider. We here report the results of the analysis on 
two kinds of resonance processes, which include *+jr~ and K'^K^ir* particles in the final state. The range 
of center of mass energy is y*s = 55—61.4 GeV. In * + x~ channel, the data corresponding to the integrated 
luminosity 10.30 p b - 1 were analyzed. We observed the /^(1270) meson and determined its radiative width to 
he Tfj-,-, ~ 2.27 + QA7{stat.) ± 0Al(tiys.) ieV. In A'°A'*?rT channel, no resonance-like structures were 
observed for the integrated luminosity of 37.9 pb" l . We determined the upper limit or the radiative width of 
nc(2980) to be r , , , , < 58.7 keV. 

1. Introduction 

Resonance productions in two-photon process provide an opportunity to study neutral 
resonances with positive charge conjugation. The coupling of a meson to two photons via its 
constituent quark is proportional to the fourth power of the quark charge and to the squared 
radial wave function of the quark at the origin ( Fig.l ). The radiative w:dt!i( T « 7 7 ) is, 
therefore, related to the quark content, and is a probe to verify theoretical predictions for 
established mesons and to search for exotic states. 

The mesons produced in two quasi-real photons are restricted by several conservation laws. 
The quasi-real photon itself is a j " ^ ~ 1 state. From charge conjugation conservation and 
Yang's theorem, the allowed meson states are J p c = 0 i + , 2 - L + , 3 + + , 4 J - + , 5 + + , . . . . Among 
them, we here report the radiative widths of one of tensor mesons, fi(V£iO), and cc states, 
V« \n> and ,\>2-

2. Theoretical background 

The /a meson consists of light quarks, v and </. The radiative width of a meson is 
proportional to the squared wave function of the quark in the meson at the origin. The 
calculation of the wave function is difficult for the meson states consisting of light quarks, 
liecause the velooiti'-s of the quarks in the meson approach to the light velocity and the 
relativistic treatment is necessary for these quarks. Therefore, quditative arguments are 
possible for the light mesons at present. 

The radiative width of /_> has been measured at many c + e - colliders so far [1-3], and 
those results are summarized in Table 1. Almost all the experiments use the decay mode 
f? —>7r+!r-, whose branching ratio is the largest, 56.7%. The typical cross section of the 
reaction e+c~ •-* ( e + c ~ ) x+x~ accepted in the TOPAZ detector is 860 pb. 

On the other hand, in the case of cc state mesons consisting of heavy quarks, non 
relativistic pictures work very well. Wc can calculate the wave function of bound states 
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by solving a non rclativistic Schrodinger equation [4] using a proper potential between the 
quark and antiquark. The remained work is to determine the shape of potential. Several 
paramctri/ation of the potential V have l>een proposed [Sj. Hy extrapolating the potentials 
to the charm quark mass and taking an average of them, we can predict the values of the 
radiative widths of T/C, Y ^ and ,\'<;2 to be 8.8, 1.3 and 1.0 keV, respectively. A different predic
tion for W),-,-, has been proposed from comparing with the radiative width o fn c with a partial 
leptonic pair decay width of J/4>. The predicted value using the well determined experimental 
value of V[J/v -* p V ~) - 4.7 ± 0.3 keV is V(r)c --• 77) ~ 7 kcV. 

Several experiments summarized in Table 2 have been tried to measure the radiative width 
of i)c by the decay channels of A' -°A'- tjr !F or 4-prongs. Some experiments [6] could not find 
any tfc signals in two-photon process, and the other ones [7] could observe some i)c signals and 
obtain the radiative widths. The weighted mean of these lower energy data is estimated to be 
6.9 ± 2 . 0 keV. Here we try So search for i)c signals by the reaction of i)c ->K%l\±TZf channel 
with 110 tagging mode. The typical cross section of reactio.. c + e ~ —»(c + c _ )A'J / i _ ± !r : ' ; is (> pb. 

3. The TOPAZ detector 

The data was taken with the TOPAZ detector at the KKK c+e" collider TRISTAN. The 
main devices or the detector used in this analysis [8] are the Inner Drift Chamber( IDC ), the 
Time of Flight coiinter( TOK ) and the Time Projection Chamber( TPC ). 

The charged track trigger [!)] is made by hit informations from the most inner chamber, 
IDC, and the outer counter, TOK. More than two charged tracks are required in both signals 
from the IDC and TOK, which are combined for each track to satisfy the lowest value of 
the transverse momentum to the beam axis( Pt ) to be about 0.1 CcV/c. Kig.2 shows the 
trigger efficiency as a function of the l\, obtained by cosmic ray tests. The solid iine shows 
the efficiency curve of the trigger condition, on which the data used in this analysis were 
taken. The TPC is the central tracking device of the TOPAZ. The transverse momentum 
resolution of the TPC is ( apJpt f = ( 0.015/), ) - + ( 0.016 ) 2 ( ;>< in GeV/c ). Moreover, 
we can identify particles by measuring the dE/dx with the TPC. The resolution of dE/dx for 
minimum ionizing pions is 4.6 %• 

4. e+e~^t e+e~x+ir~ Analysis 

The events used ill this analysis are untagged two-photon events. The center of mass 
energies are 55.0 ~ C0.8 GoV/c', and the effective integrated luminosiiy is 10.30 p b - ' . The 
selection criteria for the process of c + e ~ —>(e+e~)jr+7r~ are as follows: 
(1) Two charged tracks originating from the interaction region of | Z | < 5cm, R < 2cm, and 
0.05 < | cos0 |< 0.76 should be exist. Here Z and It are distances of the track from the beam 
interaction point and 0 is the polar angle of the track relative to the beam axis. 
(2) The difference between the times of flight of t!*e two tracks is less than 7.0 ns to reject 
cosmic rays. 
(3) The total deposited energy in the BCL and K.CL is less than 30.0 GoV to remove Bhabha 
events. 
(4) The scalar sum of the charged track momenta is less than 20.0 GoV to eliminate c + e" —> 
/ j + / < _ events. 
(5) Pion(muon) is discriminated by dE/dx measurement; ,Yw„\ < 10 for each track, wh'.'re 
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X2 is defined as follows: 

\dE/dx)mm - (dE/dx)TM\2

 + /Vmn, - „\2 

a&E)iz ) \ "n ) 

with i} = p»(„)/m» ( j j ) . 

The jnt of (p^^^dEjdx),,/^) is the nearest point on the expected p .vs. dE/dx curve 
from the measured (pma,g,(dE/dx)mea.,). This criterion clearly reduces contamination by e, 
K and p, and rejects one of the largest background reactions, e + e _ — » e + c ~ e + e _ . 
(6) The transverse momentum of each track should exceed 0.45 GeV/c. 
(7) To enhance events produced by the interaction of quasi-real photons, we require the vector 
sum of the transverse momenta of the charged tracks, £ P(, to be less than 200 MeV/c. This 
cut also suppresses the beam gas events and higher multiplicity two-photon events effectively. 

After these event selection criteria, 1626 events are remained. 

The expected background in the selected events comes from the following QED processes: 
(I) eve~ - > e t e " e + e " , (II) e 'e~ -»e '« /i*p~ and (II!) e ' e" - t e ' c r ' r . The contami
nation of these sources of background is estimated using a iMontc Carlo simulation including 
the QED calculation of the alx>ve processes up to 0(«4)|IO,11J together with the simulation 
of the TOPAZ detector and trigger system. The background from the processes (I) and (III) 
in the selected events is estimated to be 0.2% and 0.06%, respectively, and could be neglected 
in this analysis. The main background .-omes from the process (II). Kig.3 shows the invari
ant mass of t he two tracks whose mass is assumed to lw? pions. The cross points with error 
bars ( statistical error only ) are experimental data, while the dashed histogram is the M.C. 
prediction for the process (II), assuming the unions to be pions. In the mass region below 
1.5 GeV/c 2, a clear excess is observed in the experimental data above the background process 
(II). This excess is regarded to be from the dipion event <:+e~ —ic+<:~x+ir~. 

The dipion production is due to the following two processes. One is the /j(1270) reso
nance production, and the other is the continuum process. These production processes are 
reproduced by a M.C. simulation using the computer program written by J.A.M. Vcrmasercn 
[10-12]. In this program the processes are formulated by the full matrix elements 'iislead of 
the real photon approximation which has been used in most of the other experiments. The 
process via the fi{l270) resonance is calculated from the quark loop diagrams [12]. The con
tinuum process is calculated by the pure Horn teriri where pions are assumed to I>e point like 
charged spinless particles [10]. This nori-resonance component, can interfere with the reso
nance contribution if the helicity of it is 2. In this model the relative phase(^) l>el ween the5c 
two components remains arbitral). 

The dipion cross section can be expressed by following three terms: 
< A T ( 7 7 -» ff+jr-) = A(JW„) + 5 ( l ' / „ ; M„) + / ( ! > „ , ? ; M„). 

Here h(MTT) represents the continuum Horn term. The second terni,g(l'7 7 7;iV/ l n r), is given by 
the rclalivistic Ureit-Wigncr form of the /j(1270). The last term, / ( l ' / 7 7 , <p; M„), represents 
the interference between the /j(1270) and continuum processes. Unknown parameters in this 
model are Ty 7 7 and if, which must be determined experimentally. 

A* = Min 
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Tin* rehuive phase, 9 , changes the overall shape of the Mxx distribution. Because of the 

interference effect, 1'/-,^ also depends on this shape. In order to obtain the parameter values, 
we make a \ - fit as follows. We simulate the invariant mass distributions for the process 
e+(:~ —*t!+e~jr+jr~ using several values for the. parameters together with the background 
process (II) assuming mnous to be pions. The M.C. prediction combining the two processes 
is compared with the experimental data. Here, \ is defined as: 

where A j n ( r l . .'YJT, A''(/, arc the number of events in the i-t.li bin on the A / T I distribution { 
I'ig.-t ) of the experimental data, the predictions for the process e + c ~ —* c+c~ TT^TT' and 
c+c~ —•c+e~/i+/£~, respectively. A'^ r and A'1,,, are normalized with the integrated luminosity 
of the experiment, o", is the statistical error of them. In this fitting the overall normalization is 
left as a free parameter, a, which is adjusted within the error of the luminosity. The best (itted 
values for the parameters are obtained as follows: f/yy - 2.27 ± t}A7(.stat.) ± 0.11 (.sy.s.) kcV. 
V> = [LOS + Q33(rtal.)]x, for a = 0.9.ri9. 

The solid line in r'ig.3 shows the overall mass distribution by the .M.C. simulation with 
tlK'se best values. The reduced \~ ° ( t h e fit is 1.5G(N.D.I'\=G0). In the other experiments[l-3] 
the relative phase has usually been sot to TT, which is consistent with our measured value. 

The invariant mass distribution after subtracting the c + e - —* c*~e~fs+ji~ background 
from the experimental data is shown by the cross points with error bars in Fig.4. T!-:: , 
histogram in this figure is the prediction of the dipion process using the best values o f I " / , , 
and js obtained above. The peak position is about '10 McV/c 2 lower than the 72(1270) mass 
of 1271 MeV/<r [13] and is well reproduced by the model including the interference effect. 

MTT distribution of the new trigger condition 

The new trigger conditions have been installed in the TOPAZ since last year. The dashed 
line of Fig.2 shows the trigger efficiency on the new condition. A 100 % efficiency is achieved 
at much lower /'/ value, O.3.") CeV/c. Fig.5 shows the AtKT distribution of this new data with 
infegraled luminosity of S.S p b - 1 , from which the QKD backgrounds arc subtracted. Since 
these data extend lo the lower mass range, U.8 CJeV/c", we will be able to measure V/^f more 
efficiently in the near future. 

Historically almost all the experiments have studied the M,T distribution in terms of 
fi resonance and Horn term as we did. Recent results from Crystal Hall and CELLO [I'l] 
show that this distribution is interpreted as the combined resonance of I)-wave( / 2(1270) ) 
and broad S-wave component under /a(1270) resonance. These analyses are based on the 
study of decay angular distribution in the rest frame of i r + ? r - system. It will be interesting 
to carry out this kind of study using our new low I\ triggered data. 

5. 77 -* KgR 4 "!^ selection — T/C search — 

Selecting the events e + c ~ —>{f̂ e.~)tjc — t ( c + e ~ ) h ' s K * ^ , w o u s r " , 0 < ' a ' a °f l n o p f 
fectivr integrated luminosity of 37.9 pb~ ' at the averaged c m . energy of 58.5 CeV. The 
Ugh'*** event lias one V'"( A'" —>jr+jr~ ) and one 2 prongf K±ir+ ) from the interaction 
po'mt( 1.1*. ) in the final state. We perform the event selection in the following four steps. 

i) Pre selection 
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Here we select the events which have more than four TI'C tracks and the two tracks 
among them came from the I.P. as follows: 
(1) Number of TI'C tracks > 4. 
(2) Number of good tracks = 2~4. The good track is defined as, the transverse momentum 
of a track(/'i ) > 0.12 GeV/c, the point of closest approach to the beam axis, R < 2.0 cm, 
| 2 |< 5.0 cm. 
(•1) I E ( 7 l , a r S « ( g o o ' l I"-"**) I < 1-

At this point, the selection efficiency to the A'§(^Mr+!r"~)A"±jrT event is already reduced 
to 7.7%. in the following steps after the pre-selection, we correct, the energy loss of each track 
if it passes through the TPC inner vessel. 

ii) K" reconstruction 

All combinations of two opposite charged tracks in the good tracks are checked if they 
satisfy all of the following requirements: 
(4) lioth tracks should Ji..vc P, > 0.12 GeV/c. 
(5) The closest distance of the two track lielices(V.Q-) < 1.0 cm. 
(C) The decay length(D.L.) > 3.0 cm. 
(7) The deflection angle {0def) < 30°. 
(8) The opening angle (0ape„) > 20°. 
(9) \ i < 1 0 , if the absolute momentum | P |< 0.8 GeV/c. , \ ; is defined as same as Section 1. 
(10) Me+e-> 0.1 GeV/c 2 , where A/ e + c - is an invariant mass of the two tracks assuming them 
to be electrons. 

The definitions of the cut items used here arc shown in Pig.6. The efficiency for the 
A'g selection is 45.3%. 

iii) 2-prong from the I.P^A"*,^) 

The 2-prong from the I.P. is required to satisfy the following conditions: 
(11) In addition to the V° tracks, two good tracks with opposite charge should exist. The 
good track is defined as, P, > 0.12 GeV/c, II < 10 cm, | z \< 30 cm. 
(12) N o ^ A ' * , ^ ) pairs are rejected using TPC-dfi/dx for the tracks with | P |< 0.8 GeV/c. 
(13) Number of TPC tracks with | P |< 0.15 GeV/c should be ft. 

With these cuts, the V° mass distribution assuming the tracks to be pions is shown in 
Pig.7. There is a clear peak around the A'" mass. The V / 0's in the mass range between 0.4C 
GeV/c 2 and 0.51 GeV/c 2 are considered to be jr +7r - decayed from A'J's. Therefore the masses 
in this region are replaced to the nominal A'" mass( 497.7 MeV/c 2 ) for calculating M^D^t^. 

iv) Pi balance 

To ensure the no-tagging two-photon events, we applied an additional requirement, Pi bal
ance: 
0 ' 1 ) I T,K!K±**Pi P< 0.01 (GcV/c)'2, where | £ P < I2 i s t n c squared vector sum of the 
transverse momentum of A'", A - 1 and JT^. 

After all these cuts, the number of remained events is 7. The A/ft'o/ftxT of Ibcm are 
plotted in Pig.8. Although no events were seen around the % mass region, we carefully 
checked the ambiguity of the energy loss correction in the TPC inner vessel and performed 
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geometrical vertex constraint fitting. But no events are still observed there. Wo obtain the 
upper limit for the r/c radiative width to be ]\eTy < 58.7 keV at the 95% C.L.. 

Number of cr state events expected at / Ldt — 100p6~J 

In addition to the "high luminosity" mode of TRISTAN, now we have the new trigger 
condition as described in the Jt analysis, and the new detectors near the I.I', in the TOPAZ. 
To obtain higher efficiencies, the following points of improvements for the analysis of two 
photon resonances can be considered: (1) One of the most important factor is the charged 
pre-trigger condition which influences l\ threshold of tracks( ~ 0.35 GeV/c ). (2) With the 
installations of the vertex chamber etc., wo can expect to measure the V° vortex position 
more precisely, which implies that the new decay length cut can be more loose e.g., D.L.<0.5 
cm. (3) Iiy linking one track through all the tracking chambers, we may l>e able to improve 
t l ' e I £ f i I2 t u t t o ' • « ' l r s s t l i a n OM (GcV/c) 2 . 

The new conditions can improve the efficiency 1.5 larger than the present one in all the 
region of IV 1 T . Since the luminosity function rises logarithmically with decreasing W77, the 
expected events increase at the lower region of IV7^, as shown in Fig.9. These are estimated 
assuming that the selection efficiency is the same as the T)C search. So, we can expect some 
signals with A'J-A^JTT mode in »;r, \cn or \c2 mass regions, and in the lower regions if exist. 
Table 3 summarizes the number of cc state—>lprong events expected at J Ldl = 100 p b - 1 on 
the conditions of the new trigger and the new selection, assuming that the selection efficiency 
for each channel is the same as for the i;c —>KgK-^w^ analysis. We can also expect to observe 
some 7}c or \c0 signals in the other 4-prong channels. 

0. Conclusion 

We measured the radiative widths of /»(T270) meson and iic(2980) meson in two-photon 
process with no-tagging mode, using the data collected by the TOPAZ detector at THISTAN. 
Wo determined the f>> radiative widtli in the reaction e+t~ —»e+c~jr+jr-, taking into account 
the interference between the resonance and the continuum term. The resultant value is, 
Vfn = 2.27 ± 0.17 ± 0.11 keV and if = [1.03 ± 0.23]ir. We searched for the ij r meson in 
the reaction e'«~ ->c^ e.~ K^K^ir^. Since no signals are observed, the upper limit for the 
tie radiative width is obtained to be, \\,.^^ < 58.7 keV at the 95% C.L.. 

We installed new trigger schonicf /'<>350 MeV/c ) ill the TOPAZ last year, so we can 
measure VfJly more efficiency. Moreover, we can expect to observe some rjc signals with more 
luminosity. 
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Experiment Reaction r / ] 7 7 (keV) 

PLUTO 77 — *+*- 2.3 ±0.5 ±0.35 

MARK II/SPEAR 77 —f *+jr~ 3.6±0.3±0.5 
TASSO 77 — i+ir" 3.2 ±0.2 ±0.6 

Crystal Ball/SPEAR 77 — *°*° 2.7 ±0.2 ±0.6 
CELLO 77 -• *+»- 2.5±0.1±0.5 

MARK II 77 —* *+ff~ 2.52 ± 0.13 ±0.38 

DELCO 77 -* »+*- 2.7 ±0.05 ±0.02 

PLUTO 77 - • JT+IT- 2.85 ±0.25 ±0.5 
JADE 77 —* *+jr~ 2.3±0.2±0.5 

TPC/7T 77 —* jr+x~ 3.2 ±0.1 ±0.4 

Average 2.70 ±0.14 

Table 1 Previous meuuremenU of the radiative width of / i . 



Experiment Reaction •V, , (k«v) Tagging 
MD1 e +e" —* e +e" <11 90%C.L. 
JADE 77 - tfjjA'*** <11 95KC.L. 

T1'CM(1988) 77 — 4prong8 < 15 95% C I . 
>1.6 95%C.L. 

PLUTO(1986) 77 - >rg/f±»T 27 ±13 Tag, no Tag 
MARK 11(1986) 77 — A-jjK*** 8 ± 6 Tag 
TASSO(1988) 77 - A^A*** 

77 -• 4prongs 
19.9 ± 6.1 ±8.0 no Tag 

TPC/rKlBSS) 77 -• 4prong» 6.4 + 5.0-3.4 no Tag 
CLEO(1990) 77 -> Kj«±irF 

77 -»4prongs 
10.8iJ;J±3.5 
5.9+?;J±1.9 

no Tag 

1SH(I1704)(1987) PP->77 4.3"?, ±2.4 

Table 2 Previous measurements of the radiative width of rje. 

Decay mode r „ (keV) B{%) fl-r,7(keV) # of events 

1e — 8.8 

K"K+*- + c.c. 

1.83 
2.00 
2.04 
1.17 
0.34 

0.16 
0.18 
0.18 
0.10 
0.03 

1.8 
2.0 
2.0 
3.1 
0.34 

XeO ~* 4.3 

K'0K+ir- +c.c. 
A'+A'-ir+ir-
T +ir-x +ir-

1.2 
3.0 
3.7 
0.5 

0.052 
0.13 
0.16 
0.022 

0.58 
1.5 
1.8 

0.24 

XcJ-> 1.0 
A"°A'+)r--t-c.c. 

A'+A'-r+i-
» + » - i r + * -

0.48 
1.9 
2.2 
0.33 

4.8 x 10" s 

1.9 x 10-' 

2.2 x 10"' 
3.3 x 10" s 

0.054 
0.21 
0.14 
0.037 

'fable 3 Number of el itate -» 4-prong eventi expected at J Lit = 100p6": 
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Recent Results from BES at Beijing 
F. Liu 
KEK 

on leave from Institute of Particle Physics, 
Hua-zhang Normal University, Wuhan, China 

The manuscript of the talk has not arrived till the deadline for the publication. The 
speaker presented his talk on some branching ratios of J/<? decays, spin parity analysis 
of f2(1270), observation of 0/f2(172O), t/i)(1440) and ((2200) and neutral triggers. The 
analyses were based on 6 million events of J / * decays out of 9 million detected events. 

Readers can refer an outline of the results of the BBS collaboration to thearticles[l,2j. 

[1] W. Yan, Proc. the 4th Int. Conf. on Hadron Spectroscopy, HADRON91, Univ. of 
Maryland, Washington D.C., August 1991, to be published. 
[2] Z.Zheng, Proc. the 2nd KEK Topical Conference on e+e~ Collision Physics, KEK, 
Tsukuba, Nov. 1991, to be published. 
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Jfij) -* VP and Pj Decays and 7/(1440) 

Norikazu Morisita, Ichijiro Kitamura, and Tadayuki Teshima 

Natural Sciensces-Physics, College of Engineering 
Chubu University, Kasugai, Aichi ^87, Japan 

Presented by Tadayuki Teshima 

Abstract 
The states near T/(1440) are considered to be radially excited state and/or glueball mixing 

with the r) and the rf. We have analyzed the branching ratios of the decay J/i> —> VP and 
J/i/i —> Pf using the data of the world average in 1990, in order to determine whether there is 
a glueball component in rj and if or not. We have got a solution in which the mixings among 
r;, r/', and glueball * are not small, suggesing that r) and rf have glueball component. Then, 
one state of two states in the r/( 1440) region is considered to be a glueball. The mixing angle 
Si corresponding to the mixing angle Bp between ij and rf is estimated to be about —20°. 

1 Introduction 
QCD predicts the existence of the glueball, and the most probable candidate for it is ^(1440) 
[which was ((1440)]. In the recent experiment[l], [2], [3], [4], the mass region near ?j(1440) 
has a complicated aspect as there may be two pseudoscalar states in this region. ?;(1440) can 
also be a partner of »;(1295) which has been established as the radially excited pseudoscalar 
meson[5]. Several experimental groups[6], [7] have studied the gluonic contents in rj and ;;' 
by analyzing the J/i/> —» V(p, A'*, w, 0 )P( JT , K, JJ, rf) decay, with the use of their experimental 
data. Their results are that the gluonic contents in r) and rf are very small and the mixing 
angle SP is about —20°. 

We have analyzed the same problem examining not only the decay J/if> -* VP but also 
the radiative decay J/ip —• iP in order to estimate possible glueball contents and/or radially 
excited meson contents in r\ and rf, using the data of the world average in 1990[8]. The result 
obtained is that although the possibility that contents other than N and 5 in r\ and rf are very 
small is not excluded, there is a solution in which these contents are rather large, suggesting 
that these have glueball origins. The obtained mixing angle di corresponding to the mixing 
angle 9p between >/ and rf is about -20° . 

2 The branching ratios and the mixing angles 

2.1 Mixing among 77, rf, and glueball 
First, we consider the case in which there is a glueball which we call i and there are no 
radially excited states. Since Jji> meson is an almost pure cc state, its decays into V and 
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Figure 1: Diagrams contributing to J /^ —> VP decays: (a)Three-gluon-annihilation diagram, 
(b) Electromagnetic diagram, (c) Double-OZl-suppression diagram connected to qq states, 
(d) Double-OZI-suppression diagram connected to a pure ghieball state. 

P are the Okubo-Zweig lizuka (OZI) rule-suppressed ones shown in Fig. 1(a) (a three-gluon-
annihilation diagram) and Fig. 1(b) (an electromagnetic-interaction diagram). The doubly 
disconnected diagrams shown in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d) are also expected to contribute to the 
J/t/r decays, where Fig. 1(c) represents the diagram connected to qq states N, S and Fig. 1(d) 
represents the diagram connected to a possible glueball state. 

The effective Lagrangian for the Jjty-V-P interaction is expressed as 

= |T.([P]{M, [*]}) + jTiflPHM, [S.]}) 

+roTr([P][S1J)Tr([V][S„]) + r'gG0Ti([V][Sv]). (1) 

A coupling strength g [9] corresponds to the three-gluon diagram(Fig. 1(a)), and a cou
pling strength e corresponds to the electromagnetic diagram(Fig. 1(b)) with a small SU(3)-
symmetry breaking J„ and j e . Suppression factors r and r' are contributed from the doubly 
disconnected diagrams(Fig. 1(c) and (d)) with a small SU(3)-symmetry breaking sp. s« can 
be determined as the ratio of the quark magnetic moment M» and i>_ for the strange and 
nonstaranee quarks, as 

I - . . . * ! * : * ( 2 ) 

li, m,' 
where m, and m, are the nonstrange- and strange-quark masses. [P] and [V] are the matrices 
of fields Pi and VJ composed of ?? as [P] = XiPi/y/2, [V] = A ^ / v ^ . G 0 is a pure glueball 
field. [S„], [Sr], and [5«] are the matrices of spurious fields corresponding to the three-, two-
gluon-annihilation interaction, and the electromagnetic interaction, respectively, expressed 



/ I 0 0 \ j / 2 0 0 \ 

t;, ^', and glueball * are expressed by the mixing among the ideal basis (N, S, Go) and the 
octet-singlet basis (t)8, rfo, G0) as follows: 

rj = XVN + Y„S + /?,£?<> = a 8% + ao% + aaG0, 
V' = X^N + Yn.S + Z^Go = PM + POVO + PGG0, (4) 

(. = AJV + y,S, + Z,Go = 78% + 7o% + faG0, 

where 
as = cjc2, <*o = —C1S2S3 — s i c 3 , Ca — —C1S2C3 + 51S3 

Pa = s,c2, Pa — —S1S2S3 + c i c 3 ) Pa — -S1S2C3 - C1S3 

78 = s 2 , 7o = C2«3, la = C2C3, 

d =cos9i, s , = s i n 0 , (i = 1 , 2 ,3 ) . 

(5) 

If 82 and S3 are 0, then $1 is reduced to an 8-0 mixing angle 9p. The amplitudes g^vp defined 

Table 1: Amplitudes for the decays of J/i> —> VP and J/4> —> 7P. 

Decay mode Amplitude 

A--+A-, A-A-+ ^g (l - ^sv) + i e ( l + ««) 
A-°A*,7r°A-° ^ ( l - i , „ ) _ I e ( l - i , e ) 
<"> (^ff + \e + frj) X, + f rj»( 1 - *,)y, + ffigZ, 
»»f ( > + J« + \rg) X„, + frg(l - sp)Yj + ^r'gZv. 
<Kl f r j ( l - sv)Xv + (j-3g(l - . , ) - |e(l - «.) 

+3-HK1 - »P)(1 - * . ) )n + fr'g(l - s„)Zv 
H &g(l - a,)Xt + (^ff(l - «,) ~ H1 ~ ».) 

+§r 3 ( l - s„)(l - sv))Yn. + ^r'g(l - s„)Zv. 
A H„ 
A feAV 
U/7T0 h 

•W ^ (d + J/J X, + £ ((1 - S p)d - 1/(1 - .,)(! - a.)) Y„ + 'id Z, 
ft % (d+ w ** + Mv- *)*- $/o - «.MI -«.)) n - + ^ ^ 

JF & fr + | / ) JT. + j> ((1 - sp)d- 1/(1 - «.)(! - ,.)) y, + 'jd Z. 

by the effective Hamiltonian 

#*w> = ^ ^ W P ^ M * " ^ * ) (6) 



J/+ j/_ 9 J / * . / g 
•amr pnsi __J^m^ WGJ 

(a) (b) 
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( C ) 

Figure 2: Diagrams contributing to J If -+ 7P decays: (a) Two-gluon-annihilation diagram 
connected to qq states, (b) Two-gluon-annihilation diagram connected to a pure glueball 
state, (c) Three-gluon-annihilation diagram. 

are tabulated in Table 1. 
The radiative decays proceed through the virtual two-gluon and three-gluon annihilation 

diagrams as shown in Figs. 2(a), 2(b), and 2(c). The eflective Lagrangian L for these 
interactions is expressed as 

I = d Tr([Sr][P]) + ITHISJIUSA IP)}) + jd Co. (7) 

The coupling strength d corresponds to the electromagnetic interactions(Fig. 2(a) and 2(c)), 
and / to another electromagnetic interaction(Fig. 2(b)). 

The amplitudes g^p of J/i[i —<• -yP defined by 

are tabulated in Table 1. 

2.2 Mixing among 77, r/> and radially excited state 
Next, we consider the case in which there are radially excited states and no glueball. We 
represent the radially excited states of pseudoscalar mesons by ~P and assume the interaction 
Lagrangian for J/il> — V -7 and J/fji -~P — 7 to be 

L = l^mnis,)})+l^(im[vusA})+rg^(iP][sr))^(iv][s,]), m 
1 = ;to([s,][^) + £iY((s„i{[s.],[F]}). (10) 
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The mixing between the ground states and radially excited states are written as 

( ir\ _ ( COS0* - s in« , W ir0 \ ( !L\ - ( C O S 9 K ~ s m 9 * \ ( *L° \ [ i n 
^ if ) ~ { sinS, cos0„ )\*o)' [ft) \ sm8K cos9,< ) \ K0 ) ' l ' 

where (JTO,TO) and (A'o, Ao) a r e the P u r e ground and radially excited states of JT and i(. We 
assume a simple model for the mixing between [r),rf) and (5J, rj'): 

1 cos 0, 
0 

0 
cosS, 

— sin 9n 

0 
0 \ 

— sin 6„ 
0 
0 

0 \ 
0 

sinS, 
^ 0 

0 
sin 9V 

cos 9, 
0 

0 
cosfl, ) 

0 
I o 

0 
0 xr 

I N\ 
S_ 
N 

\ S ) 

(12) 

Furthermore, we use a simplification : 9 = 9T 

If we make the replacements 

jcosfi — 3 sin 9 —• j , 
rfcos 0 — rfsin 9 —* rf, 

ecosS — esinS —• e, 
fcosff- fsinff-* f, (13) 

then we can write the amplitudes for the decays J/I/J —• p7r, A*" A', af", and -fir0 by the same 
expressions as in Table 1. In other amplitudes, the terms involving Zv and Zvi are replaced 
by the terms proportional to sin 9: for example, 

9+»v 

9i!>v>)' 

l ^ T 6 + r s ) ; ( ' + T r ! ( 1 - i ' | y ' = (^+t+N-
+ f ( ^ + ^ + | ' - s ) ( ^ - . V ; ? ) + ^ r s ( l - S p ) ( y , - y ? ) j S i n S , (14) 

e 2 
+ 6 + 3 r f f lv/3 

U v l ' 6 • 3 
e 2 _ 

+ - + T̂ S 
X v ) - r ^ f ( l - S p ) ( Y „ , -w)' (15) 

3 Numerical analysis and discussion 
In this section, we determine the coupling strengths and the mixing angles using the experi
mental data, which are the world average in 1990 listed in Table ;' In the present calculation, 
we do not use the data for J)(1440), because JJ(1440) contains f.vn states and we cannot de
cide which state in »j(1440) region contribute to this data. In fact, in ih« hadronic reaction 
n~p —> A'A'jrn, the A'AV system has two narrow t; resonances in tl'c 1410 — 1480 MeV region 
[1], and in the reaction ir"p —» rjinrn, the tjwir system [2] has !hesU: :v.fmass 1388 MeV. In the 
Jhl> radiative decay, the partial-wave analysis of the decay J/i< —> X~Riri predicts two 0" + 

states in the K~Rn channel [3], and the rfir-ir channel in the reaction Jjfy —> t]( 1440)7 -»l^iry 
peaks at 1390 MeV [4]. 

As denoted in previous section, if there are both glueball and radially excited states, the 
terms involving Z, and Zj arc superposition of the amplitudes of glueball and radially excited 



Table 2: Branching rations for the decays of J/ip —* VP and J/ij/ —• -/P. 

Decay mode B R ^ ' f o U r 5 ) " 
pir 12.8 ± 1.0 
K'+K- ' + c.c. 3.8 ± 0.7 
K">K° + CC. 3.7 ± 0.8 
w>7 1.71 ± 0.22 
wrf 0.166 ±0.025 
<t>V 0.714 ± 0.030 
H 0.38 ± 0.04 
PI 0.193 ±0.032 
P1> 0.096 ±0.018 
um° 0.48 ± 0.07 
v" 0.039 ± 0.013 
71 0.86 ± 0.08 
yi 4.2 ± 0.4 

state. However, we analyze a case in which there is only glueball mixing, because the part 
of radially excited state is smaller than about 10*. In fact, from the p'(1450) —» inr decay 
experiment [8]; 

I V - . , , ) • I V ^ e + Q 
I V - a l l ) -«-l<*eV 

and the assumption 
I V ' -> e+e") _ r(J/V>(3685) -» e+e") 
F{p -> e+e~) ~ T{J/TP(3097) -* e*e~)' 

we get the value less than 9.5*. If the glueball mixing angle obtained is not so small and larger 
than about 10°, then the part of the radially excited states mixing is hidden by the part of 
the glueball. If the glueball mixing angle obtained is small, then both glueball mixing and 
radially excited states mixing can exist and we cannot estimate these mixing angles explicitly 
in the present analysis. 

The s, defined in (1) is given as s , = 0.30 for the quark masses m„ = 350MeV and 
m, = 500MeV. First we set a restriction s„ = sp as a first approximation and write them s. 
In order to determine the coupling strengths and mixing angles, we use the method of least 
squares. The results obtained which we call Solution A are 
Solution A: 

\g\ = (9.58 ± 0.77) x 10"3, \e/g\ = 0.389 ± 0.052, 
^(relative phase between e and g) = (91.0 ± 20.0)*, 
r = - 0 . 4 1 9 ±0.041, r' = -0.357 ± 0.055, ;i = 0.319 ± 0.093, (16) 
B, = (-19.0 ± 2.8)*, 0 2 = (7.04 ± 2.00)*, 93 = (20.8 ± 3.3)°, 
|rf| = (1.23 ± 0.17) x 1 0 - 2 , f/d = 0.101 ± 0.044, 



with a x 2 of 4.4 for 2 degree of freedom. The mixing parameters for the obtained angles are 
given as 

!/ = (0.757 ± 0M1)N - (0.614 ± 0.039)5 - (0.224 ± 0.037)G 0, 
r)' = (0.546 ± 0.040)A" + (0783 ± 0.032)5 - (0.298 ± 0.054)G 0, (17) 
i = (0.359 ±0.047)A" + (0.103 ±0 .042)5 + (0.928 ± 0.02] )G 0 . 

Mixing angles 62 and S3 arc not so small; i.e., the glueball components in rj and 7/ are 
appreciably large; then there is a possibility that a glueball exists and one state in the 77(1110) 
region is considered to be the glueball. There can be also a radially excited state in tins 
region, for which we cannot say anything. The estimated N component in 1 is larger than the 
S component; then it has not only a A'A"(892) intermediate-state contribution but also an 
<zo(892)7r one, and it should have a character different from the radially excited state which 
has an almost A'A''(892) intermediate-state contribution because of ss dominance. 

We compare our result with other groups' ones; DM2 [7] and Mark III [6], in the Table 3. 
The definitions of some parmeters used in each analyses are different and parameters in each 
row in the Table 3 are arranged to describe the same quantity. In the analyses of DM2 a.id 
Mark III group, although they taken several solutions, we have cited only typical solution of 
their analyses in the Table 3. 

Table 3: Numerical results of parameters for various analyses. The definition of parameters 
in each row are arranged to describe the same quantity. 

Ours DM2 [7] Mark III [6] 
^ / S = ° 1 ' 2 e/g = 0.113 e/g- 0.109 

«i = 91.0° <t> = 78.4° <j> = 72° 
s„ = 0.319 2/i/ j = 0-260 2s = 0.24 
s„ = 0.319 / 1 

s, = 0.3 1 - x = 0.36 1 
r / x / 3 = -0.242 r = -0.108 f = - 0 . 1 5 

r' = -0.357 r ( l - 2n/3ff) = -0.099 / 
A , = 0.757 A", = 0.755 Xn = 0.814 

V, = -0.614 | V, | = 0.656 y„ = -0.581 
Z„ = -0.224 / / 
X„. = 0.546 A,. = 0.514 A",. = 0.581 
V'„. = 0.783 V„. = 0.858 y,. = -0.814 

Zv. = -0.298 zn. = o / 

In the above analysis, we have assumed s„ = sp. However, if we relax the restriction s„ = s p , 
then we can get two solutions with x 2 of 4.4 for 1 degree of freedom; 

Solution BI: this solution is very close to the Solution A, 

and 

Solution BII: 
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\g\ = 9.58 X KT 3, \e/g\ = 0.388, 
0 = 90.9', r =-0.199, r ' = 0.113, 
s„ = 0.318, sp = 0.004, (18) 
fl, = -19 . r , S2 = 7.28°, 03 = 2O.O', 
|d| = 0.580 x 10 - 2 , f/d = 0.215, 

It is remarkable that the mixing angles B\, B2 and 63 for both solutions are very close. Fur
thermore, we can get a solution with x 2 of 4.8 in fixing 82 = B% = r' = 0 

Solution C: 

\g\ = 9.48 x 10 - 3 , \e/g\ = 0.373, 
^ = 91.r, r =-0.264, r ' = 0.0 (fixed), 
s„ = 0.301, sp = 0.078, (19) 
0, = -18.3% 62 = $3 = 0.0 (fixed), 
|d| = 0.672 x 10"2, f/d = 0.186. 

In Solution A, B, mixing angles S2 and 83 are not so small; i.e., the glueball components in 
r) and rf are appreciably large; then there is a possibility that a glueball exists and one state 
in the tj(1440) region is considered to be the glueball. There can also be a radially excited 
state in this region. The x2 of Solution C which is very close to the Mark III[6] and DM2[7] 
results is not so large compared with the one of case Solution A; then a possibility that the 
contents other than JV and S in r) and rj' are very small is not excluded. 

4 Conclusion 
The branching ratios of the J/tfi -* VP and Pj decays have been examined in order to 
determine the magnitudes of components other than N and S in r; and rf. Although the 
possibility that contents other than N and S in 77 and rf are very small is not excluded, there 
exists a solution in which the 17 and rf have glueball origins. Of course, these may have both a 
glueball origin and radially excited state. Then, one state of two states in the i;(1440) region 
is considered to be a glueball. The estimated N component in this glueball is larger than S. 
The obtained mixing angle 0S corresponding to the mixing angle 9p between >) and rf is about 
-20°. 
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A b s t r a c t 

In a recent experiment on the peripheral *~p charge-exchange reaction at KEK it has been observed 
that the ai meson has very different values of mass and width compared to the ones thus far obtained with 
the diffractive process as well as compared to the ones recently obtained with the central-collision process. 
Similarly in the same experiment the b\ meson in the oti channel has been shown to have an appreciably 
higher mass and a somewhat narrower width than the respective standard values obtained in the wx channel. 
We argue that these "variant mass and width" of the <n and h mesons are, respectively, due to interference 
between the two "doubling" partners with the same quantum numbers, an ordinary qq~ meson and a hybrid qqg 
meson. A very simple actual analysis is performed which seems to suggest the validity of our interpretation. 

§1. I n t r o d u c t i o n 

Recently there has been an overwhelming belief among particle physicists that the strong interaction is 
described fundamentally by quantum chromodynamics (QCD). A characteristic feature of QCO, compared to 
quantum electrodynamics (QED), is that gluons, mediator of the color force, themselves have color charge as 
well as quarks and antiquaries, in contrast to photons in the case of QED. So it is quite interesting whether 
there exist gluonic hadrons which contain gluons as their constituents, in addition to ordinary hadrons with 
only quarks and/or antiquaries. If their existence is confirmed experimentally, it will add a strong evidence 
for QCD to be the true theory. 

In the previous paper1* we have given the argument that the /i(1420) with the quantum numbers 
(1G,JPC) = ( 0 + , l + + ) out of the three mesons with the same quantum numbers, / i ( l285) , /i(1420) and 
Si(1510), which are observed in the mass region of 1.0 ~ 1,5 GeV expected for the ordinary P-wave qq 
mesons, is to be classified as our "first" hybrid meson with the quark-gluon configuration of («u + dd.)gf\/2. 
If this argument is true, it is expected to exist other members of the 1 + + hybrid qqg-meson nonet due to the 
flavor SU(3) symmetry. Furthermore, we have proposed there a model scheme for hybrid mesons which makes 
the / i (M20) with positive parity possible to be assigned as one of the ground states. The key ingredient in 
our model is that the constituent gluoti is supposed to have its effective mass inside hadrons. Accordingly the 
ground states of our hybrid mesons come to have positive parity. IT our model scheme is proved to be valid, 
it will necessarily lead to an interesting fact that in the mass region of 1.0 ~ 1,8 GeV there exists "doubling" 
of the four flavor nonets with the quantum numbers Jpc = ( 0 , 1 , 2 ) + + and l + ~ between the ground-state 
hybrid-meson system and the P-wave gq-meson one with a nearly equal mass with each other. The reason 
for this fact is that the ground states of hybrid mesons have completely the same quantum numbers as the 
P-wave qq mesons, since a massive S-wave gluon inside the hybrid meson plays a similar role to a P-wave 
quantum in the qq system. 

Taking the above fact seriously, we have recently examined2* decay properties of the ground-state hybrid 
mesons in an extended scheme of the covariant oscillator quark model, and also by recourse to their results 
we have selected2* several candidates for the members of the four hybrid-meson nonets out of still unclassified 
observed meson resonances. 
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Meanwhile in a recent experiment at KEK on the peripheral charge-exchange reaction *~p —*• M°n 
they have obtained the following quite perplexing results: First their observed oi meson in the px channel 
with llie quantum numbers (1°,JPC) = ( l ~ t l 4 + ) has very different values of mass and width from the 
respective ones thus far obtained with the difTractive process as well as from the ones recently obtained with 
the central-collision process. Secondly they have observed the 61 meson both in the WT and pt\ channels with 
(Ia, Jpc) = ( 1 + , l + ~ ) and the values of mass and width obtained in the respective channels have also been 
different considerably with each other. The purpose of the present work** is to show that these "KEK puzzle" 
of "variant mass and width" of the ax and Ai mesons, depending upon their production processes or upon their 
observed decay channels, may be explained as interference effects between the respective doubling partners, 
an ordinary qq meson and a hybrid qqg meson. 

§2. MKEK puzzle*1 and -superposed particles" 

The experimental facts, which are relevant to our concern mentioned in §1, are in detail as follows: 
i) In the recent experiment at KEK on tlie peripheral charge-exchange reaction x~p —* Af°n they have 

observed 3 ' a peak in the px channel with the same quantum numbers (Ia, JPC) = ( l - , !" 1 " 1 ") as the <i](1260). 
Its mass and width are 1122 ± 17 MeV and 254 ± 1 1 MeV, respectively, which are very different from 
m = 12?>0 ± 30 MeV and T = 300 ± 50 MeV thus far obtained 4 ' with the diffractive process as well as from 
m = 1206 ± 15 MeV and T = 430 ± 50 MeV recently obtained5* from an analysis of the centrally produced 
x+r~xu system, while its mass value is close to the one simply obtained6* "" 9* from the r decay process 
without any complex manipulations but its width is much narrower. There has been a big controversy 1 0* 
concerning the mass and width of the ct\ meson for quite some time. 

ii) In the same KEK experiment they have observed11***13* a peak both in the tt»»° and pat) channels. 
The respective peaks have the same quantum numbers (Ja,JFC) = ( l + , l + ~ ) as those of the 61 (1235), 
while their masses and widths seem to be very different with each other. The mass and width of a peak 
in the wT°channel were 1236 ± 16 MeV and 151 ± 3 1 MeV, 1 1* respectively, which are consistent with the 
standard values of the &i(1235) quoted by the Particle Data Group. 1 4 1 On the other hand those of a peak 
in the p°i) channel were m = 1311 ± 10 MeV and r = 126 ± 10 MeV, 1 2* which are appreciably higher and 
somewhat narrower, respectively. A similar inclination has been seen in the b\ meson observed through the 
P°T} channel in an experiment by the Omega Photon Collaboration. 1 5 1 iii) In the same KEK experiment they 
have observed 3 1 a peak, coming from the fVi(I170), in the p* channel with (1G,JPC) — ( 0 ~ , l + ~ ) t whose mass 
and width were 1167 ± 22 MeV and 304 ± 45 MeV, respectively. Here we would like to point out that they 
seem to have also observed some structures in the mass region of 1.3 ~ 1.5 GeV in the same mass spectrum. 
These experimental situations are summarized in Table I. From our viewpoint the above facts may be simply 
interpreted by supposing that in all cases the experiments are generally observing the superposition of two 
states with the same quantum numbers, the qq state with a somewhat lower mass and the qqg state with a 
higher mass. Since these two states have generally different production and/or decay properties, the observed 
properties of this "superposed particle" may change depending upon the status of the experiments as follows: 

i) a\ properties dependent upon Us production processes. The "aj meson" observed in the peripheral-
collision process and in the r decay process hits a considerably lower mass compared to that observed in the 
diffractive process and in the central-collision process.1* Our interpretation is that in the former "gluon-poor" 
processes we are observing the superposed particle mainly with the qq component (having a lower mass and 
a narrower width, lliat is aj) , while in the latter "gluon-rich" processes the superposed particle having nearly 
equally the qq ( a , ) and qqg ( a f j ) components, where the latter component has a higher mass and a broader 
width compared to those of the former component. 

ii) fcj properties dependent upon its observed channels. The "bl meson" observed in the pt) channel has an 
appreciablly higher mass compared to that observed in the U T channel. Our interpretation is in the former 
(latter) channel we are observing the superposed particle with the more enhanced qqg (qq) component, that 

• 'A preliminary report of this work has been presented by one of us 111. 5.) in Hadron '9J, the Fourth International Conference 
on Hadron Spectroscopy, University of Maryland. August 1991. 

1'ln an experiment on the peripheral charge-exchange reaction ir"p — j r + j r " r , n (ftef. 16), which has « very similar exper
imental situations to KEK, two different sets oi the values of the a\ parameters have been obtained: one is, by taking into 
account the Drell-Hilda. Deck eRect, 111 = 1240 ± W MeV and f = 3H0 i 100 MeV, which are consistent with those obtained 
C10111 the di (Tractive and central production experiments and the clhn is. from the simple Breil-Wigner fitting, m m 1135 MeV 
and P at 300 MeV, being similar to the h'EK values (which do not change iignilnftiilly even though the Deck-type background 
is incorporated) Recently this charge-exchange data have been reanalyzed and it has been found (hat such a high mass as 
originally obtained is not yielded, while the width remain* bioad (we ilef 17|. 
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is, bs\ (&i), compared to in the latter (former), since bfj with a higher mass is expected to have a broader pi] 
channel compared to b\ with a lower mass. 

iii) A] properties. The possibly two separated mass peaks are interpreted as due to production of not 
interfering superposed particle of hi and h9i. 

These physical ideas are schematically explained in Table II. In the following sections we shall actually 
make & simple analysis of the experimental spectra following these physical ideas. 

§3. Formulas for decay s p e c t r u m of supe rposed pa r t i c l e s 

In this section we shall derive the formulas for mass distribution of decay products of the superposed 
particles. The relevant distribution may be called decay spectrum of superposed particles. Our relevant 
"decay processes" are as follows: 

[a] "ax + 0,1" -* p+ * (9}Q MeV), 

[bl] "*! + 0 ,1 u — w + * (920 MeV), 

[62j - < ™ ) , + H (1320 MeV), 

\kl\ "Ai+V - u> + v (1330 MeV), 

[k2] — p + * (910 MeV), 

where the values in parentheses are threshold energies for respective decay channels. In the following the p 
meson in \b2\ channel will be treated fully as a resonance state of two pious, so as to realize strictly the subtlety 
of interference effects due to the mass difference between the doubling partners, while the p meson in [a] and 
[n2] channels as a stable particle for simplicity. Thus our respective decay processes are classified into the two 
cases, according to whether a vector meson in the decay product is stable or not, as (1) uAi + A2" —» V + P 
and (2) "A1+A2" —* ( x x ) p + P , where V (P) represents the poru (* or IJ) mesons. Actually our superposed 
particle is produced through & part of the complex process and the mass spectrum may be affected from the 
other parts of the process. These possible effects will be completely disregarded in our calculation. 

3.1. Decay spectrum for UA\ + A2" —*V+P 
The invariant amplitude for the relevant process (see Fig. 1) is given as 

where Alft(p)t Vv(qi) and P(qs) represent the "initial" axial-vector meson, the final vector and pseudoscatar 
mesons, respectively, and Ajjj is the propagator of the i-tli axial-vector meson taken as 

iSM—iSs/l^ (3.2) 

with the mass m, and the "invariant width" % = m . / 1 ) 0 ' ( r | 0 < being its total decay width). In principle Ai^p) 
in Eq. (3.1) include all information on the remaining part of the process. However, we shall approximate 
them simply as 

AiM = AM • Mr = ™ ' % ( P X (3.3) 
where A^p) is some constant axial-vector quantity satisfying p^v4H(p) = 0 and r {$) js the parameter repre
senting the relative magnitude (phase) of the production amplitudes of the doubling partners. In Eq. (3.1) 
we have assumed that the decay interaction of A^) ' f t t o ^ + P is given as 

Htm = sm)MmMvM)Pi.n)- (3.4) 
These coupling constants 31 and 92 determine the decay widths of A\ and A? to the respective V + P channels. 

The decay spectrum in the rest frame of the "A" particle is obtained, following the ordinary procedure, 
from the amplitude Eq. (3.1) as 

r['M(p)" - vp\ = r, \A,(V) - vp] + r[A2(P) -. vp\ + r 1 2 0.5) 



Wltft 
r\A(.\ I T I - r ^ ( p ) T i g ' ( A ' - v i > > n ^ 

c0«g {(-£% + mf )(-£% -f mg) + 71-ra} + «*»{-h(-.E% + m|) - ^ ( - g ^ + TO?)} < 3 - 6 C ) 
{(-EJ+m;){-FJ+ml)+7n2}2 + {7.(-ES+mI)-72(-KJ+m;)}:' ' 

where Ti (P2) represents the contribution solely from the virtual >!] (^2) meson with its four-momentum pH, 
F\2 represents the interference effect of the two, Fo is the dimensional constant and Bi<2> = T¥m Mn2) ~* 
VP]fI*it2) (rp,xr1 being the partial width) is the branching ratio of A\ (^2). In the actual analysis we shall 
take simply 0 =0. The quantities appearing in Eqs. (3.6a) «* (3.6c) are defined as 

where p is the three-moment urn of V or P in the rest frame of the virtual "A" particle defined as 

po = EA = Ev + EP = sjm\ + p* + yjmp+p2 (3.S) 

and ^oMi(2)) = /*2(ift> = m i (2}) ' The partial width relevant to the braching ratio Bi(2) is given with the 
coupling constant as 

O w i - v p \ = ^ ' ^ > < » > - <3'9> 

3.2. Decay spectrum for M j + Ay" —* (x.X2) p + P 
The invariant amplitude for the relevant process (see Fig. 2) is given as 

2 

" / . = E A,(p)A*(p) f t)A;A(ff)/,„(ft, - *&)*»(*! W*ft)P(ftp). (3.10) 
i s l 

where A£ A is the propagater of the p meson, x(fcj)'s and P(Jcp) denote the final x mesons and pseudoscal&r 
meson, respectively, and ffimw is the coupling constant of the p decay interaction 

W" = W „ ( » ) ( * . - * 2 ) , T ( * I M * S ) . (3.11) 

which determines the decay width as 

r[,-Txi = i k ! ! £ (3.12) 

with |k| = - J m J - Ami being the three-momentum of the * meson in the p-meson rest frame. The decay 
spectrum in the rest frame of the "A" particle is given by similar equations to Eqs. (3.5) — (3.6c). However, 
now the expression for pA(p) appearing in Eqs. (3.6a) ~ (3.6c) is given, instead of Eq. (3,7), by 

PAP) - ̂ j dE>dE>lkil>i(qo=mfW+mlr+y, < 3 1 3 > 
with 

# E ' - E » > = 24^? { ( l " " k s ) ' " ( B l " *»>'* ( 3 ' 1 4 a ) 

and 
q = t, + * 3 , 
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= &A + mj - m% - 2EA(E1 + E2), { 3 A 4 b ) 

where E* is the energy of the "A" particle in its rest frame, E\ and Ey are the energies of the decay-product 
pions in the "A"-particle rest frame. The integral domain is determined by 

A{E\ - ml)(El - ml) < {{EA - E, - Eh)2 - E2 - E2 + 2m* - m2

P}2. (3.15) 

§4. Decay spectrum in comparison with experiment 

In this section we shall show our theoretical decay spectra of the superposed particles in the respective 
processes and compare them with the present experiments. Actually in this paper we shall not try to make 
any detailed analysis of the experimental data, but simply give some examples of our theoretical curves of 
the decay spectra with an appropriate choice of parameters, depending upon the respective processes, in 
comparison with the two recent experiments. This may be sufficient to see whether in the obserx'ed spectrum 
there are really appearing interference effects between the doubling partner resonances or not. 

The used values of the parameters for the respective processes, masses and widths of the doubling partners 
are collected in Table III. 

Generally the values of mass and total width of the qq mesons are fixed appropriately around those obtained 
through the peripheral-production experiments, while the values of decay width of the hybrid mesons are our 
theoretical ones and their mass values are appropriately chosen around somewhat higher values than the 
corresponding qq ones. The decay branching ratios are determined by the flavor SU(3) symmetry relation. 

The curves are given in Figs. 3, 4 and 5, respectively, for the decay spectra of "ai + a f i " , "6t + 6,i" and 

i) Decay spectrum of u<n + a y i " . In order to obtain the physical insight of dependence of the decay 
spectrum on the production processes, we have given in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) our theoretical curves for the 
decay "<i| + a F i " —• p* with r = 0.25 and r = 0.6, respectivly, where the separate contributions only from 
the respective partners are also shown. These curves are compared, respectively, with the KEK data of the 
peripheral-production experiment in Fig. 3(c) and with the WA76 data of the central-production experiment 
in Fig. 3(d). 

it) Decay spectrum <J /"AI+A f j " . In order to obtain the physical insight of channel dependence of the decay 
spectrum, we have given our theoretical curves with a single value of r = 0.25 for the decays "6j + D y l " —* u r 
and %i + fc,i" —• pj)t respectively, in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), where the separate contributions only from the 
respective partners are also shown. These curves are compared in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d) with the respective 
observed spectra in the peripheral-production experiment at KEK. Here we would like to point out that it 
seems to be difficult to interpret the peak in the observed pi} spectrum as due to a dynamical threshold effect 
resulting from the finite width of the p meson. In Fig. 4(e) we have shown the theoretical prj spectrum with 
the contribution only from the b\ meson in comparison with the observed one. 

iii) Decay spectrum ofnh\ + A,i". Here we have the two relevant decay channels of pt and WTJ. The latter 
UJT) channel with the higher threshold has a very sharp boundary and the decay spectrum is greatly affected 
by the mass value of h9\ with a higher mass. In order to obtain a physical insight in this situation, we have 
given our theoretical curves for the decay "h\ +h9\* —* pi with a single value of r = 0.25 in the two cases, (a) 
vihtl = 1300 MeV (< mu + m, ) and (b) m A | l s 1400 MeV (> mu + m, ) , in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b), where the 
separate contributions only from the respective partners arc also shown. The corresponding theoretical decay 
spectra are compared with the KEK data in Figs. 5(c) and 5(d). In Fig. 5(e) we have given our theoretical 
carves for the u/rj channel in the case of mhtt = 1400 MeV, for which there have been no useful experimental 
data to be compared.*' 

By inspecting the figures given above, we may conclude in the respective cases of the superposed particles 
as follows; 

i) "a\ + a f ] " . Our theoretical curves reproduce very well both of the experimental data obtained, respec
tively, in the peripheral-production process and in the central-production process. The respective used values 
of r = 0.25 and r = 0.6 seem to be reasonable from our physical considerations given in §2. 

ii) "*i + b9i". Our theoretical curves both in the u/x and pi) channels seem to reproduce rather well the 
experimental data, although the more accurate data are required in order for it to be definitive. 

* l There have been experimental data on the wif mass tpectrum from diffractive photoproduction, where a peak ha* been 
ohaetved with ro = 1610 ± 40 MeV and f = 230 ± 80 MeV, but these data have too low statistics (see Ref. 16) 



ii'i) "ht + Aj]". ]n this case the experimental data in tlie px channel themselves seem to be rather in 
confusion in the interesting higher mass region around m/,tl. However, we feel that our curves might be 
reproducing some subtle real situations. 

§5. Concluding remarks 

There has been a big controversy concerning the mass and width of the a i meson for quite a long time. 
They seem to be much different depending upon the observed processes. This perplexing fact of seemingly 
"variant mass and width" of the ai has been reinforced by the recent KEK and WA76 experiments as well 
as the at production experiments in r decay. A similar fact has also been observed concerning the b\ meson. 
In this paper we have shown the possibility that these fact may be explained as interference effects between 
the respective doubling partners, an ordinary qq meson and a hybrid qqg meson, by comparing the results 
from a very simple model analysis with the KEK and WA7G data. As for the r decay data, which we have 
not jvt analysed here,** there have been several a t tempts 1 3 1 '* 0 ' to extract the mass and width of the aj from 
them. Such analyses 1 9 ' with only a single resonance*' give similar QJ masses higher than 1200 MeV, but their 
widths (being rather broad) do not necessarily coincide with each other. 

If our present interpretation is proved to be valid, we may expect many other hybrid mesons to exist. 
Actually in our recent work we have investigated the level structures and decay properties of hybrid mesons in 
the extended covariant oscillator quark model. As a result we have pointed out that there may exist another 
set of four flavor nonets than the ordinary P-wave qq ones. T h e a 9 i , A9i and h9i mesons treated in this paper 
belong to the respective corresponding nonets. We have also given some dues to seek for their existence 
experimentally. We are eagerly expecting experimental efforts in reply to our proposal. 
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Table I. Properties of the ai . 61 and fti mesons obtained from various experiments. 

Meson Production processes 

ai(1260) Diffractive process 
»~p —» i + x ~ i ~ p 
at 63 and 94 GeV 

Peripheral process 
i ~ p —* i + i ~ i ° n 

at 8.06 GeV 

Central process 
PP - » P / T + T ~ T ° P . 

at 300 GeV 

T decay (DELCO) 

(Mark n ) 

(ARGUS) 

(MAC) 

&i(1235) Peripheral process 
T~p —> wr°n 

x~p —» » jx + T - n 
at 8.95 GeV 

Or(1170) Peripheral process 
x~p - • i + i - i 0 n 

at 8.06 GeV 

Observed Mass (MeV) 
channels 

p i 1280 ± 30 

px 1122 ± 1 7 

px 1208 ± 15 

pi 1056 ± 2 0 ± 1 5 

pjr 1194 ± 1 4 ± 1 0 

px 1046 ± 11 

pi 1166±1S±11 

unr 1236 ± 16 

pi) 1311 ± 1 0 

p i 1167 ± 2 2 

Width (MeV) Reference 

300 ± 50 [4] 

254 ± 1 1 (3] 

430 ± 50 [5] 

476i'J5 ± 54 [6) 

462 ± 5 6 ± 3 0 (7J 

521 ± 27 [8] 

405 ± 75 ± 25 [9] 

151 ± 3 1 |11) 

126 ± 1 0 (12} 

304 ± 45 [3] 
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Table II. Our essential idea for interpreting the perplexing experimental facts of "variant 
mass and width" of the a t and 61 mesons. 

qq state (low mass) Superposed particle q"qg state (high mass) 

ax(x 1.1 GeV) 

Dominant production Gluon-poor process 
processes , . 

(Peripheral process^ 
V r decay J 

*- "ai +asi"~* a , ] ( l . 3 ~ 1 . 5 GeV) 

Gluon-rich process 

( Central process \ 
\Diffractive process] 

Enhanced decay 
channel 

bx(x 1.2 GeV) — "61+6 ,1" -* b9l(1.3~ 1.5 GeV) 

U/T pi} 

Table III. The values of the resonance parameters used in 
our analysis of the decay spectra. 

Meson Mass (MeV) T"" (MeV) Decay modes / > " ' (MeV) 

" I 1120 250 />* w rtct 

a , i 1400 700 pr es Z1**' 

b, 1220 150 140 
10 

6„ 1300 50 uor 43 
7 

A. 1100 370 P' » r * 
h9\ 1300 

1400 
150 
160 

P' 
p* 
WT1 

la J" 1* 1 

~145 
15 

file:///Diffractive


Figure captions 

Fig. 1. Diagram for the production of the superposed particle UA\ -f A^ decaying into the V+P channel. 

Fig. 2. Diagram for the production of the superposed paTticle uAi + A^ decaying into the {f*)p •+ P channel 
via the p intermediate state. 

Fig. 3. Decay spectrum of ua\ + afi": (a) Theoretical curves for the pit mass spectrum with r = 0.25. 
The solid curve shows the net spectrum and the dashed (dash-dotted) curve the contribution only from the 
ai ( a f i ) i (b) Theoretical curves for the p-x mass spectrum with r — Q.6; (c) Comparison of the theoretical px 
spectrum (a) with the KEK data (Ref. 3) of the peripheral-production experiment; (d) Comparison of the 
theoretical px spectrum (b) with the WA76 data (Ref. 5) of the central-production experiment. For the used 
values of the aj and a9i parameters, see Table III. 

Fig. 4. Decay spectrum of *% + b9in: (a) Theoretical curves for the mi mass spectrum with r = 0.25. 
The solid curve shows the net spectrum and the dashed (dash-dotted) curve the contribution only from the 
b\ (b9\); (b) Theoretical curves for the pi\ mass spectrum with r = 0.25; (c) Comparison of the theoretical 
UJK spectrum (a) with the KEK data (Ref. 11); (d) Comparison of the theoretical pi} spectrum (b) with the 
KEK data (Refs. 12 and 13); (e) Comparison of the theoretical pi} spectrum only from the b\ with the KEK 
data (Refs. 12 and 13). For the used values of the &i and b9i parameters, see Table III. 

Fig. 5. Decay spectrum of "Aj + hfi": (a) Theoretical curves i .r the pit mass spectrum with r = 0.25 
and m(k9i) = 1300 MeV. The solid curve shows the net spectrum and the dashed (dash-dotted) curve the 
contribution only from the A] (h9i); (b) Theoretical curves for the pit mass spectrum with r = 0.25 and 
"i(/ i , i) = 1400 MeV; (c) Comparison of the theoretical pit spectrum (a) with the KEK data (Ref. 3); (d) 
Comparison of the theoretical px spectrum (b) with the KEK data (Ref. 3); (e) Theoretical curves for the 
mi) mass spectrum with r = 0.25 and m{hai) = 1400 MeV. For the used values of the hi and h9\ parameters, 
see Table III. 
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GAMS experiment a t CERN 

Toru KINASHI ' 
Nagoya University, Japan 

Abstract 

GAMS experiment, which studies meson resonances and non-q<J states de
caying to neutral states is now in progress in the reaction pp-» ppM° with 
450 GeV/c proton beam. The experiment is scheduled to collect data until] ' 
September in 1992. I would like to introduce the motivation, the experimental 
set up, the feature of collected data and the schedule of the experiment. 

Introduction 

The GAMS 2 project have been performing series of experiments using two electro
magnetic spectrometers which are GAMS-4x at IHEP-Protovino (Vlth joint CERN-
IHEP experiment) and GAMS-4000 (NA12 and NA12/2) at CERN. The main purpose 
of the project is a systematic search for new neutral light meson resonances including 
glueballs and exotic states and for new rare neutral decay modes of known meson 
resonances. The project have been studying these neutral states in the ir~p charge 
exchange reaction at both laboratries since 1978, while the study have also been done 
in the central collision of hadrons at CERN during 1986 - 1988 because incident beam 
at SPS have available energy. Several new states have already been observed. The 
status of the results of the GAMS collaboration is described in the ref. [1]. 

Let me concentrate hereafter on the present status of GAMS at CERN. The ex
periment is collecting data in central collision, 
pp —» pp M° with M° —» n-j (1) 
for further study of light meson states. The interest in the collision stems from the 
dominated reaction by double pomeron exchange [2]. The reaction may enhance glue-
ball production [3]. A large glueball cross section in the central region (Xj? of M° ~ 
0) is predicted by a mechanism proposed by Gershtein and Logunov [4] which relates 
the rise of total cross section with increasing energy to the exchange of glueballs in 
the t-channel or to the collision of the soft gluon seas of the interacting particles. 
Moreover the results from previous experiment about production of the G(1590) and 
the G(2180) in central collision show interesting feature. G(1590) 3PC=Q++ meson 
has been observed through its m/, nn' and 4ir° decay modes at first in charge ex
change process [5]. The large branching ratio in ifn' and in 4ir° decay contrasted 
the absence in !r°7r° and K° K° decays point to a non qq and one of scaler gleuball 
candidates. Previous experiment in the collision of (ir~/p)N added new informa
tions about production cross section. The ratio of cross sections of the G(1590) 
and f2(1270) , <T( (*7p)N- (7 r7p)NG) / <r(( i r7p)N-»(T7p)Nf 2 ) , was found to be 

'Mailing address: PPE division (NA12/2), CERN, 1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland. 
3GAMS is also the name of a collaboration which involves teams from IHEP(Protovino, USSR), 

KEK(Tsukuba, Japan), LANL(Lo» Alamos, USA), LAPP(Annecy, France), and Pisa-INFN(Italy). 
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more than ten times larger than that in charge exchange production, ff(ar~p—>Gn)/ 
<7(fr~p-»f2n) [6, 7]. This leads to another indication of glueball nature of the G(1590). 
The G(2180) 3PC = 2 + + was observed in t)i) decay mode. It was not observed in the 
charge exchange reaction because of dominating f4(2030) meson. Small branching 
ratio in KK, which is an order of magnitude smaller than that in ijn, can not ex
plain the G(2180) as a ss state. No observation in the x°*° channel indicate that the 
G(2180) is a possible tensor glueball candidate [7]. 

Experimental set up 
In order to perform exclusive measurement of reaction (1), the detectors are 

aligned as shown in fig. 1. Main developments of detector system from prvious 
phase are instalations of newly developed microstrip gas chambers to measure high 
energy forward proton momentum and of TOF system to measure recoil slow proton 
momentum. Proton beam comes into liquid hydrogen target through beam defining 
scintillation counters(Si_3) and hodoscope countersfHi,?). Energies and positions of 
multi gamma rays which are produced by dacay of M° are measured by electromag
netic shower calorimeter GAMS-4000 which is placed at 12 m downstream of target. 
The calorimeter consists of 64 x 64 cells of lead glass counter and have a hole in order 
to let forward fast proton go through it. Forward proton momentum of about 400 
GeV is measured by magnet spectrometer and microstrip gas chambers(MSGCi_4) 
wich are placed upstream and downstream of the magnet. This forward spectrometer 
system makes it possible to measure momentum within 1.4 GeV/c of accuracy. A 
breaf discription of the chambers is writen in ref. [8]. The energy of forward proton 
is also measured by 9 cell hadron calorimeter(HC-9). Recoil proton momentum is 
measured by TOF system which surrounds the target as shown in fig. 2. The TOF 
system consists of two rings, ring-A and ring-B in the figure, and each ring made 
of 6 or 24 scintillators, respectivly. Distance between ring-A and ring-B is 68 cm. 
Photo multipliers are attached both side of each scintillator. The start signal of the 
system is made by the sum of the signals from all scintillators of ring-A. GAMS-64 
detect gamma rays pass through the hole of GAMS-4000 and used as anti coinci
dence. Scintilation counters(AHi, AH?) and hadron calorimeter(HC-240) are used as 
anti coincidence to surpress the triggered events which contain charged particle ex
cept proton satisfing the kinematics of reaction (1) in the final state. Sandwich type 
counters(SWi ,SWj) made of scintillators and leads define geometical acceptance. The 
trigger condition can be writen as follows; Trigger = BEAM-GAMS-4000-HC-9-AH 
•HC - 240 -GAMS - 64-ANGLE-MULT, where BEAM is coincidence of Si,S2,S3,H, 
and Hj. ANGLE and MULT are signals corresponding to deflected angle and multi-
plicity,respectivly, in the forward spectrometer. 

Data analysis and schedule 
The experiment have collected data from the middle of May to the middle of 

September in 1991. Total beam flux amount 25 billion which correspond to about 16 
events/nb. Data of 78 million events are stored in 340 memory tapes. The analysis of 
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first stage are to reconstruct momentum of gamma rays, forward particle and recoil 
particle from raw data and to check a momentum balance. They are almost finished. 
Fig. 3 shows the scatter plot of azimuthal angle of slow proton in laboratory frame 
which is measured by the TOF versus that calculated by missing momentum against 
gamma rays and foward proton. Good correlation can be seen. About one fifteenth 
of total four gamma events are entried in the plot and also in figures hereafter. XF 
distribution is shown in fig. 4. The distribution is concentrated in the region between 
0.0 and 0.3 as expected for the reaction (1). The scatter plot of Hl^iij) versus 
M(7fc7() is plotted in fig. 5. It can be seen that events are domineted by ar°jr° events. 
Invariant mass distribution of the jr°7r° events, which satisfy the condition 110< 
M(iirTy), M(7*7f)< 160 MeV at some combinations, and which can not be considered 
as jr°n or nn events at any combination, are shown in fig 6. The distribution shows 
peaks at about 0.9 and 1.3 GeV. Meson states are tabulated each corresponding region 
as the S*(975) and the f2(1270) in PDG. Detail studies of the selection criteria, of 
background contribution, of the efficiency evaluation are in progress. Thus displayed 
data above are only very preliminary ones. The experiment stands in the middle of 
running time scheduled untill September of 1992 and will run with slightly upgraded 
experimental condition in '92 to collect data as much as possible. 

I would like to thank all the members of GAMS collaboration for helpfull com
ments and discussions. 
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Figure captions 
Fig. 1 Experimental Set up. S1-3: scintillation counters; Hi,]: hodoscopes with a 
decoded 1mm step; LH2: liquid hydrogen target; AHi,j: scintillation counters; SW l | 2: 
aperture defining sandwich counters; GAMS-4000: hodoscope lead-glass spectrom
eter; HC-240 and HC-9: modular hadron calorimeters; MSGC1-4: micro-strip gas 
chambers; GAMS-64: electromagnetic calorimeter allowing to detect the photons 
passing throug the central hole in GAMS-4000 
Fig. 2 Schematic view of TOF counter. 
Fig. 3 Scatter plot of the azimuthal angle in laboratory frame measured by TOF 
versus that calculated by missing momentum from GAMS-4000 and forward spec
trometer. 
Fig. 4 Distribution of Xj? of four gamma system. 
Fig. 5 Scatter plot of M(7;7,) versus M(7*7i). All the conbinations of ij,k,l are in
cluded in the plot. 
Fig. 6 Invariant mass distribution of r°ir° events. 
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Fatnre Perspectire of Meson Spectroscopy Studies at KEK-PS 
T.Tsnru(KBK) 

Abstaict 

Physics of light-quark meson spectroscopy at present is simply reviewed and a direc
tion of next generation experiment is investigated. A new charge and gamma spectrom
eter is proposed to push forward next generation physics at KEK-PS. It should have 
almost 4* acceptance for both charged particles and gamma's and have options of itjK 
separation and good ir°/y separation. 

1. Physics 

1.1 Present status of meson spectroscopy physics 
Light-quark meson spectroscopy has progressed very much for recent years with in

tention of finding non-qq states. Many excess states are reported[l][2] in almost all 
SV(Z) nonets as shown in Table 1. A candidate with clear non-qq signature is also 
repori<?d[3]. Which are really non-qq exotics?. Which are glueballs, hybrids or 4 quark 
states? further 4-quark states have two types, diquonrum type (qq)(qq) and mesonium 
type (iqHiq)' They are serious questions tor us now. In addition, many qq candidates 
are still controversial and problematic. Even masses of some states are not established 
yet still now. What is the best way to solve them at present? A good strategy is re
quired. We need more reliable and higher statistics data and need also more helps from 
theorists. 

Table 1 SU(3) nonets with non-qq excess members and exotic 3pc 

(per nonet) 
1=1 
(1 state x 3) 

1=1/2 
(1 state x 4) 

1=0 
(2 states) 

0-+(rad. exc.) 9(1295),i)(1400),ij(M60) 
1—(rad.exc. 
and orbit exc.) 

/>(1270), />(1450) 
,>(1700), C(1480) 

0++ 
(include 
rad.exc.) 

a0(980) 
a„(1320) 

/o(975),/„(1400),G//o(1590) 
/0(1525), 9(1720) 
/o(1750) 

1++ /1(1285),£(1420),I>//1(1510) 
2++ /2(1270),/2(152S), AX(1S6S) 

0(1720),/3(1810) 
(,(2010), fj(2300), fj(2400) 

I+ -
| 1- +(exotic) | M(H05) 
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1.2 Direction of next generation experiment of meson spectroscopy 

i) Search for exotics with clear non-qq signature 
Search for Pc = 1~* hybrids or 4-quark states 

M(1405) with W" = 1 1 - + was reported[3] in jpr° system in the reaction x~p -»ipt"n 
at 100 GeV/c at CERN-SPS. As the state with spin-parity of 3*" = 1~ + cannot be 
formed by ordinary qq and M(1405) is an isovector state, M(1405), if it exists, should 
be a hybrid or 4-qnark state, not a glueball. A KEK experiment[4] will make clear the 
situation of M(1405) by studying the ipt~ sytem in the reaction x~p —> »;ir~p at 6 GeV/c. 
A hybrid with Jpc = 1"+ has been predicted around 1.9 GeV by thoretical work(5] and 
it is claimed [6] that a narrow ifif resonance was found at 1910 MeV with hypothesis of 

Search for 1=2 mesons 
A bump around 1600 MeV was seen in 77 —» p°p°, while it was not seen in 77 —» 

p*p~\7]. It is claimed that this can be explained by supposing an 1=2 state to exist[8]. 
Existence of 1=2 state can be directly confirmed in the p*p* system in the reaction x + p 
—+ p+p+n and in the p~p~ system in the reaction v~p —* p"p~A++. 

ii)Study on many kinds of decay modes of exotic candidates 
Many decay modes should be studied to establish exotic states as really exotic. To 

do so, jr/K separation and good jr"/i separation are needed. Investigation of new chan
nels will be also interesting. For example, decay modes including both K and JJ/V ' a e 

interesting, but they have not yet studied very much till now. 

iii) Systematic study of ordinary qq meson candidates 
Ordinary meson candidates have not been established yet still now. This has made 

identification of exotic state difficult. Some of ordinary mesons have not had their es
tablished masses(for example, a1(12(S0)). As another example, whether i;(1440) is only 
one state or two states overlapped, whit is its decay mode etc. are still in question. To 
solve these quetions, many decay modes and their branching ratios and cross sections 
should be studied in detail. Overlapping of some states in the same mass region has to 
be made also clear. 

iv) Higher statistics data and refinement of analyses 
Higher statistics data will make quality of data more reliable and will make the anal

yses of PWA more refined and sure. 

As a result these require large acceptance (almost 4x), high statistics and capabil
ity of detection of multibody decay particles which includes T/K separation and x°f-f 
separation options. If possible, it is resirable that not only x but also K beam can be used. 

2. New spectrometer 

2.1 Requirements for new spectrometer 
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Vertex count 

Fig. 1 Schematic letup of new ipectiometer; (a) plan view (b) elevation view. The 
detail ii deicribed in the text. 
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6GeV/c 

Fig. 2 Old spectrometers; (a) E179 spectrometer for reaction » p -»ij» p at 6 GeV/c, 
(b) E135 spectrometer for reactin *"p -* *+*"i7n and w"p -» T+»"x°n at 9 GeV/c. 



The following items are required from the above investigation. 
i) We can detect both charged particles and gamma's. 
ii) We need almost 4* acceptance for both (charge and gamma's) 
iii) The spectrometer has a function of rjK separation. 
iv) It has a function of good *°/7 separation. 
v) The spectrometer is compact enough to make its cost lower. 

2.2 Overview and elements 

Proposed new spectrometer is shown in Fig. 1. Old spectrometers are also shown in 
Fig. 2. One of the prominent features of the new one is that a wide angle detector(WAD) 
is added in the magnetic field to detect both charged particles and gamma's produced 
in wide angle. This brings almost 4T acceptance for both particles as described below. 
Another feature is an addition of ir/K separation and good i ° /7 separation. 

a) Large aperture dipole magnet, 'BENKEI' or equivalent: the magnetic field of the 
medium plane of BENKEI at 300A is shown in Fig. 3. The position of WAD cylindrical 
drift chamber (described below) is also shown in the figure. 

Magnetic fieled of BENKEI at 3 0 0 A (Mar. 6 0 0 A I 

i.o -

0 . 5 -

150 100 50 0 
Pole piece center - J 

DISTANCE FROM BENKEI Icm) ot the BENKEI 

Fig. 3 Magnetic field of medium plane of BENKEI at current 300 A. 

b) Forward Detector(FWD) 
Jet-type drift chamber for charged particle detection: 
A jet-type drift chamber is installed in the magnet. The chamber measures hori

zontal coordinates by drift time of sense wires of the chamber and vertical ones by charge 
division readout. 

Wall type calorimeter for gamma detection 
(Lead glass or new heavy material) 

Silica aerogel connter(SAC) and TOF for it/K separation 
TOF coven momentum region between 0 and 0.8/1.0 GeV/c. 
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SAC covets momentum of more than 0.8 GeV/c. 

c) Wide Angle Detector(WAD) 
Vertex detector (Micro-strip gas chamber(MSGC) etc.): MSGC is a land of MWPC 

made with recent microelectronic techno]ogy[9]. Microstrips ate used as electiodes in 
place of thin wites. It has a featnte of high position resolution and high radiation resis
tance. The schematic cross section of MSGC is shown in Fig. 4. 

Drift cathode plane 

a 
Anode 

n 
100 Am 

(5 " 15 Am ) 
Cathode (70 A m ) 

Z A m 

" r1! ^-. J 

(5 " 15 Am ) 
Cathode (70 A m ) 

Z A m 

Back Electrode Quartz 525Am) 

:& Strips and Back Electrode is made of Aluminium 

Fig. 4 Cross section of MSGC 

Cylindrical drift chaml>ers(CDC) for charged particle detection with 2-dimensional 
readout (charge division method) 
CDC has also dE/dX options for particle identification. 

Battel type CsI(Tl) for gamma detection 
(photodiode readout: this can work in magnetic field) 

d) Trigger system 
Some scintillation hodoscope counters and MWPC's for making ttigget logic (not 

shown in the figure) are used for each of FWD and WAD sections. 

3 Performance calculated by Monte Carlo simulation 
3.1 Acceptance for two typical reactions 

Monte Cailo simulations were done for reactions x~p —» t)x~p and tTp —t i j i + * - n 
at 9 GeV/c, comparing with thoae of the old spectiometei. Results ate shown in Fig. 
5(a) and (b). 

Distribution of azimuthal angle <j> versus cosO of t) in Gottfried-Jackson frame in the 
reaction x~p —• lfit'p is shown in Fig. 6. 
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Fig. 5 Geometrical acceptances (a) for reaction *~p -»i)»~p and (b) for reaction x~p 
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Fig. 6 Distribution of <j> versus cosd of ij in Gottfried-Jackson frame for reaction x- p 
-> t)*-p at 9 GeV/c. 

3.2 *°/7 separation 

»°/7 separation was studied in the reaction x _ p -+ *+x-*0n at 9 GeV/c. Results of 
simulation is shown in Fig. 7. Granularities of electromagnetic shower calorimeters of 
FWD and WAD are investigated. Minimum opening angles are required to be ~2 degree 
for FWD and ~10 degree for WAD. 

3.3 Sensitivity 

It can be expected that we have sensitivity of about 100 events/nbarn at the meson 
mass of 2.0 GeV, when sr~ beam intensity is ~5 x 105 per burst, target length is ~10 cm 
and run time is 800 hours. 

3.4 Problems and others 

Some ploblems must be investigated and solved. How to build SAC and how to read 
out their light signals have to be studied further. Possibility of */K separation of WAD 
should be investigated by using dE/dX method of WAD drift chambers. R&D of good 
materials for FWD calorimeter will be also done. 

We can study another spectrometer with not only dipole magnet but also solenoid 
one as shown in Fig.8. This will have a better momemtum resolution for charged parti
cles scattered in large angle. However it is not so compact. 
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Fig. 7 Scatter plots for opening angle of two 7's versus production angle in lab. sys. 
of *° in reaction * _ p -» x +x-*°n with x° -» 27 at 9 GeV/c; (a) for all events, (b) for 
eventf both 7's of which enter into FWD region, and (c) for erents both 7'* of which 
enter into WAD region. 



SOLENOID 

Fig. 8 Spectrometer with two magnets, dipole and solenoid. 

4. Summary 
We studied the future perspective of next generation experiment of light-quark meson 

spectroscopy. We have to find states with clear non-qq signature and identfy exotic can
didates as really exotic. To do so, we need a good charge and gamma spectrometer with 
almost 4ir acceptance and good ir/K separation. One spectrometer with such options is 
proposed to continue meson spectroscopy experiment at the 12 GeV proton synchrotron 
ofKEK. 
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